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C. R. Morton contributing at various stages. All the data reduction and the 
statistical model analysis were carried out by me using existing programs. The 
interpretation of the fission timescales and their implications for the dissipation 
mechanism was made by Dr. J.P. Lestone and me.
I was helped throughout this project by many invaluable discussions with Dr.
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A b s tra c t
A ngular correlations of a-partic les and protons in coincidence w ith fission frag­
m ents have been m easured at 30 angles for the  reactions 19F + 169T m , 28S i+ 160Gd 
and 34S + 154Sm, which form the com pound nucleus 188P t w ith a wide range of 
in itia l angular m om entum  and excitation energy. A kinem atical m ultip le source 
fitting  procedure was used to analyse the  particle energy spectra, allowing the 
ex traction  of pre-scission, post-scission and near-scission m ultiplicities, energy 
spectra  and angular distributions.
A statistical m odel analysis of the pre-scission m ultiplicities and m ean kinetic 
energies determ ined the  pre- and post-saddle delay tim es, Tpre  and r ^ t ,  for each 
of the reactions. Sim ultaneous fits to the  m ultiplicities and m ean energies were 
only obtained when the  deform ation dependence of bo th  the particle transm ission 
coefficients and binding energies were included. For the  reaction 19F-f 169Tm  it was 
found th a t r^g  =  11(3) x 10“ 21s and =  17(9) x 10-21s, while for the reactions 
28Si-f160Gd and 34S + 154Sm values of r^g  =  3(2) x 10-21s and Tpoat — 15(6) x lO -21 s 
were found. The sm aller pre-saddle delay tim es in the  la tte r  two reactions were 
a ttr ib u ted  to fast-fission being the dom inant reaction m echanism .
Values for the reduced dissipation coefficient ß  were determ ined from the 
tim escales using a sim ple collective transpo rt model and it was found th a t ß  = 
8.9(2.4) x 1021s -1 for com pact shapes and ß  = 8.4(3.1) x 1021s -1 for highly de­
form ed configurations. These values are consistent w ith the surface-plus-window 
dissipation model w ith a surface com ponent scaling factor ka = 0.6 ±  0.3 for com­
pact configurations and ka =  1.0 ±  0.4 for highly deformed nuclear shapes. This 
is in reasonable agreem ent w ith previous analyses of the  w idths of isoscalar giant 
quadrupole and octupole resonances and the kinetic energy of fission fragm ents 
for system s w ith A ~  200.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
A m ajor aim of contemporary nuclear physics is to understand the behaviour of 
nuclear m atter at finite tem peratures and densities far from their ground-state val­
ues. Heavy-ion collisions, ranging from low energies of less than 20 MeV/nucleon 
through interm ediate energies of 20 — 5000 MeV/nucleon to very high energies 
of greater than 100 GeV/nucleon, create nuclear m atter with increasingly high 
nuclear tem peratures and densities and are an ideal way to probe its properties 
[Nag88, Bon88]. One of the most im portant of these properties is the mechanism 
by which large-scale collective energy is dissipated into internal single-particle 
excitation energy during the collision and how this mechanism changes with in­
creasing tem perature. In nuclear systems at low tem peratures (T < 6 MeV), 
the behaviour of the excited system is governed by the Pauli exclusion principle 
for fermions so tha t the nucleons have a mean free path which is longer than 
the nuclear radius [Weg74, Gro75, Swi76]. Thus the nuclear dynamics is deter­
mined by the mean field with one-body dissipation being the dominant dissipation 
mechanism [Swi76]. At higher tem peratures and/or densities individual nucleon- 
nucleon collisions will become increasingly im portant and two-body dissipation 
becomes the dominant dissipation mechanism [Bon94]. However, the details of 
the dissipation mechanism and its magnitude are not well understood and are 
topics of great current interest. In this thesis, the nature of the dissipation in the 
low tem perature regime is examined through a study of the dynamics of nuclear 
fission [Hil92], which offers unique insights into this problem.
Before discussing the approaches to including dissipation in heavy-ion reac-
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tions, some general features of such reactions are reviewed [Ngo86]. In a heavy-ion 
reaction, the two colliding heavy-ions are very often assumed to be spherical when 
far apart from each other. In the interaction region, however, several shape de­
grees of freedom might be excited and the formation of a neck between the two 
nuclei then becomes quite probable, reducing the initial separate ion systems to 
a single, composite, deformed system with two centres. The probability for fu­
sion of the heavy-ions is determined in the early stages of the reaction implying 
tha t the density of the composite system, with its two centres of mass, remains 
practically identical to the density of the ions at infinity. The relevant interaction 
potential is called the sudden potential. Fusion is then completely determined by 
the dynamical evolution of the system under conservative and dissipative forces 
and it occurs whenever the system becomes trapped behind the barrier in the 
sudden potential. The subsequent dynamical evolution of the fused system is 
dominated by the excitation of the shape degrees of freedom. These excitations 
are of a collective nature and will transform a potential energy surface where 
the nuclei are spherical (sudden potential) into one where the shape degrees of 
freedom have relaxed to equilibrium, generating a new density distribution in the 
region where the ion overlap is strongest. The corresponding relevant interaction 
potential is then referred to as the adiabatic potential. Thus the fusion of the 
two ions can be thought of as a dynamical transition from a sudden potential in 
the entrance channel to an adiabatic potential in the exit channel [Gre82].
W ithin such a picture of heavy-ion reactions, there are four types of dissipative 
collisions which can occur. These are deep-inelastic scattering, quasi-fission, fast- 
fission and compound nucleus formation and are illustrated in Fig. 1.1. The 
impact param eters are largest for deep-inelastic scattering and least for compound 
nucleus formation, corresponding to increasing violence in the collision. In any 
given reaction, several of these types of dissipative collisions can be present. In 
a deep inelastic collision, the system is not trapped in the sudden potential. 
It retains a dinuclear shape with little mass transfer but loses a large amount of 
kinetic energy in the relative motion. In compound nucleus formation, the system 
is trapped in the entrance channel and so the mass asymm etry has time to reach 
equilibrium. The sudden potential also evolves to the adiabatic potential but 
the saddle configuration is elongated enough to keep the system trapped. In fast
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Figure 1.1: Illustration of the four types of dissipative collisions occuring in a 
heavy-ion reaction. The inter-nuclear distance is denoted by R. Taken from Ref. 
[Ngo86].
fission, the system is initially trapped but the fission barrier of the compound 
nucleus has vanished due to high angular momentum. Therefore it separates 
again into two almost equal fragments because mass asymmetry has had time 
to reach equilibrium. In quasi-fission, the compound nucleus may have a fission 
barrier but the saddle configuration is too compact to keep the system trapped.
The concept of dissipation was first applied to nuclear dynamics by Kramers 
when describing fission as a diffusive process [Kra40]. Later, dynamical calcula­
tions of fission were made within the framework of the non-viscous, irrotational 
liquid drop model [Hil53, Nix69] and compared to experimental fission fragment 
kinetic energies throughout the periodic table, leading to the suggestion that 
dissipation should be included to explain the observed discrepancy between the
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calculations and experiment [Nix69]. It has long been recognised that strong 
dissipation is necessary in treating deep-inelastic collisions [Sch85]. However, 
the dissipation involved in fission was assumed to be very weak, implying that 
heavy-ion induced fission could be well described by the equilibrium statistical 
model [Boh39, Sto85]. Dramatic evidence for the failure of this model comes from 
measurements of the multiplicity of pre-scission neutrons [Gav87, Hin92b], light 
charged particles [Pea88, Les91] and giant-dipole 7-rays [But91, Dio92] which 
were much larger than those predicted by the model. The pre-scission particle 
multiplicity indicates the relative lifetimes of fission and particle emission and so 
these measurements led to the conclusion that the collective fission degrees of free­
dom have a significant relaxation time so that the motion must be overdamped, 
with large dissipation involved.
Initially, the dissipation mechanism was assumed to be two-body collisions be­
tween the individual nucleons and dynamical calculations using this mechanism 
were successful in reproducing the experimental fission fragment kinetic energies 
with a relatively small two-body viscosity coefficient [Dav76a]. But then it was 
realised that the Pauli exclusion principle for fermions and the details of the 
nucleon-nucleon interaction imply that nucleons have a mean free path at low ex­
citation energies which is longer than the nuclear radius [Weg74, Gro75, Swi76]. 
This was a fundamental objection to two-body collisions being the dominant 
mechanism for dissipation and led to the development of the one-body dissipation 
mechanism [Swi76, Blo78, Swi80]. In this picture, the dissipation proceeds pri­
marily through the interaction of nucleons with the mean field and with each other 
in the vicinity of the nuclear surface and is described by the classical wall formula 
[Swi76, Blo78, Swi80]. As the fissioning system evolves to necked-in shapes an 
additional dissipation mechanism, resulting from the transfer of nucleons through 
the neck between the two portions of the system, is used, which is described by the 
classical window formula [Swi76, Blo78, Swi80]. The dissipation in this picture is 
large, resulting in overdamped motion, but because the mechanism is different to 
that involved in two-body dissipation it is still possible to reproduce the exper­
imental fission fragment kinetic energies throughout the periodic table [Blo78]. 
However, in calculations based on the random-phase approximation it has been 
shown that, for real nuclei, the strength of the wall dissipation mechanism should
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be reduced substantially from its full value [Gri86, Yan85]. Recently, the surface- 
plus-window model [Nix87a] has been developed in which the wall formula is 
modified by a strength param eter k9. As the fissioning system evolves to necked- 
in shapes an additional dissipation mechanism, analogous to the classical window 
formula is used. The surface-plus-window model has had considerable success in 
reproducing experimental isoscalar giant quadrupole and giant octupole widths 
and fission fragment translational kinetic energies as a function of mass number 
[Nix87a].
In most of the earlier dynamical calculations, the equations of motion used 
were deterministic and treated the dynamical transition of the fissioning nu­
cleus from saddle to scission [Sie80, Nix87a, Neg78, Dav76a]. Assuming no 
dissipation, or alternatively, large dissipation, the saddle-to-scission tim e varies 
from 2 to 40 x 10_21s [Nix87b]. However, in any dissipative process, s tatisti­
cal fluctuations, which exchange energy between the intrinsic degrees of free­
dom and the collective degrees of freedom, will also be present [Ris89]. In the 
nucleus the statistical ensemble number is small and so these fluctuations are 
large and have a significant effect on the dynamical motion. Recently, collec­
tive transport models have been developed which incorporate such fluctuations 
[Gra84, Wei87, Gra86, Wad93, Fro93b]. These models predict tha t, in addition 
to the saddle-to-scission time, there is also a transient delay time associated with 
the tim e taken for the quasistationary rate at the saddle point in the collective 
fission degree of freedom to be established. The transient delay time is also depen­
dent on the magnitude of the dissipation. The total dynamical fission timescale 
is then given by the sum of the transient delay tim e and the saddle-to-scission 
delay time. However, in the presence of the large fluctuating force, the concept of 
dividing the total fission timescale into pre- and post-saddle regimes is unjustified 
since, in reality, the saddle-point can be crossed several times. In the collective 
transport model the dynamical evolution of the system from equilibrium to scis­
sion is followed continuously and so these effects are treated correctly. However, 
these models are still being developed. A more usual approach is to modify the 
equilibrium statistical model to include the pre- and post-saddle timescales and 
these are treated as totally separate regimes [Hin92a, Les93b]. Pre-scission parti­
cle multiplicities can then be interpreted to give the experimental timescales and
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these used to determine the m agnitude of the dissipation.
Many analyses of pre-scission neutron and light charged particle emission 
have been made. Neutrons are relatively insensitive to the deformation of the 
em itting nucleus, and so pre-scission neutron multiplicities can be interpreted by 
assuming only a pre-saddle delay, only a post-saddle delay or a range of com­
binations. Statistical model analyses of pre-scission neutron multiplicities and 
the mean energies in fusion-fission reactions have been used to lim it the total 
fission timescale to < 50 x 10_21s, implying tha t the nuclear motion is over- 
damped [Gav87, Hin92a]. Such studies also indicate tha t fast-fission reactions 
occur on a timescale approximately a factor of two shorter than fusion-fission 
reactions [Hin92a]. Analyses of neutron emission and experimental fission prob­
abilities using collective transport models have also reached the conclusion that 
the dynamics involved is overdamped [Wad93, Fro93b]. In contrast to neutrons, 
the emission of light charged particles such as protons or a-particles is dependent 
on the Coulomb field associated with the deformation of the em itting nucleus 
[Bla81, Aji86, Hui89], through deformed transmission coefficients and particle 
binding energies, and so offer the possibility of distinguishing between the pre- 
and post-saddle tim e regimes. In fact it has been shown that to simultaneously 
fit the pre-scission charged particle multiplicities and mean kinetic energies re­
quires a specific division of the total dynamical timescale into pre-saddle and 
saddle-to-scission components [Les93b]. Previous charged particle measurements 
have limited the total fission timescale to < 30 X 10_21s, in agreement with that 
deduced from the neutron data [Les93b, Les93c].
In this thesis, the sensitivity of protons and a-particles to the deformation of 
the em itting nucleus is exploited to investigate the dependence of the pre-saddle 
and saddle-to-scission timescales and the dissipation on angular m om entum  and 
entrance channel effects. Specifically, the compound nucleus 188P t was formed 
with a wide variety of initial angular momentum distributions and excitation en­
ergies by using the three reactions 19F -f169Tm, 28Si-f160Gd and 34S-f154Sm with a 
range of incident projectile energies. In Chapter 2, the theoretical background to 
the present studies, in particular the collective transport model and the modified 
statistical model, is discussed. The experimental techniques used in measuring 
the protons and a-particles em itted in coincidence with fission fragments are
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described in Chapter 3 together with the analysis using a kinematical multiple 
source fitting procedure to determine the pre-scission, post-scission and near­
scission particle multiplicities and mean energies. The results of these experi­
ments are presented in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, the analysis of the pre-scission 
proton and a-particle multiplicities and mean energies using the modified statis­
tical model to extract the pre- and post-scission timescales is described. These 
timescales are then used to give information on the reduced nuclear dissipation 
coefficient as a function of deformation which is then compared to predictions 
of the surface-plus-window dissipation model. The conclusions of this work are 
given in Chapter 6.
C hapter 2
F ission  D ynam ics
2.1 Introduction
Fission dynam ics provides an invaluable testing ground for nuclear m any-body 
theory. Microscopic m any-body theory aspires to  system atically  calculate expec­
ta tio n  values of relevant few-body operators in term s of the underlying two-body 
in teraction. One possible starting  point for a microscopic theory is the time- 
dependent mean-field approxim ation, usually referred to  as the tim e-dependent 
H artree-Fock (TD H F) approxim ation, which has been extensively studied for 
idealized system s [Bon76, Neg78, Koo77]. U nfortunately, practical lim itations in 
im plem enting TD H F calculations preclude com prehensive investigations of real 
nuclear systems.
During the fission process, large-am plitude collective nuclear m otion occurs. 
The characteristic  tim es associated w ith these processes are of the order of 10-21s 
or larger, and are thus about one or two orders of m agnitude bigger than  the char­
acteristic  tim es of single-particle m otion in the nucleus, which are estim ated  to 
be of the order of 10~23s [Wei80]. This suggests th a t a theory of these processes 
m ight advantageously use a decom position of the H am iltonian, associated with 
the  to ta l energy of the  system , into a collective part, describing the dynam ics 
of the  shape degrees of freedom, and an intrinsic part, describing the rem aining 
degrees of freedom which are loosely associated with the single-particle degrees of 
freedom  [Nem81]. The intrinsic m otion should be well approxim ated by an adia­
batic  trea tm en t in which the intrinsic degrees of freedom adjust instantaneously
8
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to the nuclear shape. If it is also assumed that the intrinsic motion loses memory 
very quickly then it can be regarded as a therm odynam ic heat bath. Transport 
models for the collective degrees of freedom can then be used [Fel87]. In such 
models energy can be transferred from the collective degrees of freedom to the 
internal degrees of freedom and this is known as nuclear dissipation. Energy can 
also be transferred between the internal and the collective degrees of freedom as 
specified by the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. The collective transport equa­
tions are described in terms of one or several transport coefficients, such as the 
reduced nuclear dissipation coefficient ß  which gives the strength of the coupling 
between the collective degrees of freedom and the internal degrees of freedom, or 
heat bath. Each of these coefficients can be used to define a time-scale - the relax­
ation tim e of the associated degree of freedom. For times less than the relaxation 
tim e, this degree of freedom displays transient behaviour.
A problem of central importance in the dynamics of fission is therefore the 
mechanism of the nuclear dissipation and its strength, which will determine the 
nature of the dynamics. In Section (2.5) the possible dissipation mechanisms are 
discussed, in particular whether nuclear dissipation proceeds primarily by means 
of individual two-body collisions, as in the case of ordinary fluids, or by means of 
nucleons colliding with a moving potential wall, as in a Knudsen gas.
In the following sections the collective transport model will be described. The 
implications of the model for the fission process will be discussed and comparisons 
to experimental data made. Although much progress has been made, it will be 
seen tha t the model has yet to be developed to the stage where it can be reliably 
used to interpret experimental data. In Section (2.7), therefore, it is shown 
how the well understood standard statistical model can be modified to take into 
account the implications the collective transport model has for the dynamics of 
fission.
2.2 T he C ollective Transport M odel
The total energy of the system in the collective transport model is given by the 
tem perature-dependent function i/(q ,p , T) (known as the Hamiltonian) written
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below [Kra91, Kra93, Boh75, Hof76, Hof89] :
H(q,p,T) = Ekin(q,p) + F(q,T).  (2.1)
Ekin{q,p) is the kinetic energy and F(q,T)  is the free energy of the system. 
q = qi,q2, . . .  ,qN denotes the N  generalized collective coordinates that specify 
the shape of the system and the generalized collective momenta p are defined as
V. = Mx,(q)q,. ( 2 .2)
Throughout this discussion the convention of summation from 1 to N over re­
peated indices is adopted. The dynamics of the system are then governed by 
H(q,p,T)  and the equations of motion, including the effects of dissipation, are 
[G0I8O],
d_H_ 
dpt7» =
dPi ’
Pi =
dH'
+ Qi + 8Xx
dF'
+ ~  + 9-f +T Oqx dqx
(2.3)
The coupling between the collective and internal degrees of freedom gives rise to 
the dissipative force Q , which has been expressed above in terms of the Rayleigh 
dissipation function T , and the residual fluctuating, or stochastic, force 8X. The 
conservative force which drives the dynamics, (dH/ dq)\s, can either be derived 
from the free energy as shown above or from the entropy S according to the 
following thermodynamic relationship :
(dH
dqx
( dF_'
: v%.
(2.4)
A detailed discussion of the free energy and the derivation of the driving force is 
given in Sections (2.3) and (2.4). Each of the terms in the equations of motion, 
Eqn. 2.3, are briefly discussed below.
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The collective kinetic energy Ektn{q,p) is given by [G0I8O, Nix69, Dav76a] 
Ekin (?,p) =  bW«j (9)9«9j
= ^  (2-5)
M[q) is the inertia tensor, calculated for a superposition of rigid-body rotation 
and incompressible, nearly irrotational flow. The Werner-Wheeler method is 
generally used, which determines the flow in terms of circular layers of fluid. 
Such an approach is justified since, at the high excitation energies and large 
deformations considered here, pairing correlations have disappeared and near 
crossings of single-particle levels have become less frequent, so the rotational 
moment of inertia is close to the rigid-body value and the vibrational inertia is 
close to the incompressible, irrotational value.
The dissipative force is introduced by means of the Rayleigh dissipation func­
tion [G0I8O, Nix69, Dav76a]
F  =  (2-6)
where r)(q) is the shape-dependent dissipation tensor tha t describes the conversion 
of collective energy into single-particle excitation energy. Different models used 
to calculate r)(q) are discussed in Section (2.5). The mean component of the 
dissipative force in the zth direction is then written as
= (2.7)
The residual fluctuating force, 8X  is treated under the Markovian assumption 
tha t it does not depend on the system ’s previous history, i.e. no tim e correlations. 
Thus the normalised random force Tt(t) satisfies the following relations [Ris89, 
Wad92] :
(r.«> = o,
(r,(t,)r3((2)) — 2<5,ji5(ii —12) ( 2 .8)
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where () denotes an average over an ensemble. The strength of the random force, 
gtj , is determined from a generalization of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem to 
the multi-dimensional case :
9 ik g j k  =  V i j T .  (2.9)
The equations of motion can now be rewritten in the following form :
qt = [M(q)-1] '.pj,
Pi l d[ (g) ^kpjpk _  ^.(g) [M(g) l }j kPk + gi3T t(t).
( 2 . 10)
This is known as the multidimensional Langevin equation and describes the most 
general form of the collective transport model. Since it is a stochastic equation, 
by virtue of the random force 8 X , q and p are known as stochastic variables.
The time-development of the distribution function f ( q , p , t ) in the phase space 
of the collective coordinates and conjugate momenta, can also be described by 
the generalized Fokker-Planck equation [Ris89] :
dJ L
dt +
d F \
dgj + 2
1
dqt PjPk
? L
dpi
Vu
d2f
dpidpj'
( 2 . 11)
The last term  on the right-hand side of Eqn. (2.11) is known as the diffusion term  
and describes the spreading of the distribution function in phase space, with a 
rate tha t is proportional to the dissipation strength and the nuclear tem perature, 
T . The stochastic description given by the Langevin equation is equivalent to 
the Fokker-Planck description, provided tha t the Markovian assumption of Eqn. 
(2.8) is made. Then the strength, g , of the fluctuating force is related to the 
coefficient of the diffusion term  through the fluctuation-dissipation theorem.
Most previous analyses which have used a transport approach to model the 
fission process have been based on the Fokker-Planck equation, with one collec­
tive degree of freedom [Gra84, Wei87, Gra86]. These analyses have yielded results
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which are widely used and illustrate several im portant consequences of taking a 
dynamical approach to fission and so they will be discussed in Section (2.6.2). 
However, to realistically describe fission several collective degrees of freedom are 
needed and in the multi-dimensional case it is technically very difficult or impos­
sible to solve the corresponding multi-dimensional Fokker-Planck equation. By 
contrast, the Langevin equation is easily solved numerically for many degrees of 
freedom and it can be extended for describing transport processes with memory 
effects, i.e. non-Markovian processes [Ris89, Wad92]. A discussion of Langevin 
calculations is given in Section (2.6.3).
2.3 Cold N uclear S ystem s
2 .3 .1  In trod u ction
The free energy which determines the driving force in the collective transport 
model is w ritten
F = E - T S ,  (2.12)
where E  is the total energy of the system, S is the entropy and T  is the ther­
modynamic tem perature. The total energy E is made up of the kinetic energy, 
the intrinsic excitation energy U(q) and the nuclear potential energy, E(q). For 
a cold nuclear system the free energy is just given by E(q).
In principle the full nuclear many-body problem could be solved directly to 
obtain the potential energy, using mean field Hartree-Fock theory for instance 
[Neg78, Koo77]. Such a microscopic approach is extremely difficult to apply to 
real nuclear systems, however. The only feasible framework in which to calculate 
the potential energy is the macroscopic approach [Mye82], an approach which was 
also used in determining the dynamical equations of motion of Section (2.2). In 
this approach, the degrees of freedom which specify the nuclear shape are taken 
to be the most im portant and the potential energy of a diffuse nucleus of a certain 
shape £  is w ritten as a functional of this shape. The nucleus may be in the form 
of one or more deformed, diffuse pieces, but the contour £  itself is, by definition, 
a sharply defined figure. The diffuseness of the surface region of the nucleus is 
specified by a width b, of the order of the range of nuclear forces. The potential
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energy can then be split into three parts which are treated separately :
V[E] = local potential +  proximity potential -f global potential. (2.13)
The shape dependence of the local potential is made up of contributions from 
different points on E, each contribution being a function only of the local con­
ditions at tha t point. The local potential is given by the liquid drop or droplet 
model and is typically of the order of hundreds of MeV. The proximity potential 
is made up of contributions tha t depend also on conditions a finite distance of 
order b away from the point in question. It arises from the finite range of the nu­
clear interactions, which is ~  6, and is most im portant when two nuclear surfaces 
are close together, such as in the case of necked-in nuclei. Typically it is of the 
order of tens of MeV. The global potential cannot be w ritten as a sum of local 
contributions since it is sensitive to the shape and symmetries of the nucleus as 
a whole and results from the sensitivity of the individual-particle wavefunctions 
to the large-scale shape and size of the nucleus. Shell effects, of the order of a 
few MeV, and the Coulomb potential, which may range from tens to hundreds of 
MeV, make up the global potential.
In the following sections the local potential and the global Coulomb potential 
will be discussed within the framework of the liquid drop and droplet models. 
The corrections to these models, resulting from the proximity, or finite-range, 
potential will then be described. No discussion of shell effects will be given since, 
although it is the properties of cold nuclear systems tha t are being considered 
in this section, the systems studied experimentally in the present work are hot 
enough tha t shell effects are washed out.
2 .3 .2  T h e Local P o ten tia l
It follows from the saturation property of nuclear m atter and the short-range 
nature of nuclear forces that the main deviation from bulk behaviour is confined 
to a surface layer of width ~  b tha t is small compared to the size of the system 
R. A leptodermous potential energy theorem may then be derived [Swi80, Blo77], 
according to which the local part of the potential energy can be written as an 
expansion in powers of A ~1//3, shown below :
E(q) =  ClA + c2A 2/3B s ( + (2.14)
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where the quantity Bs(q ) relates the surface energy of a deformed nucleus to that 
of a spherical nucleus of the same volume. In the following section, the liquid 
drop model is described, which is based on such an expansion with the additional 
global Coulomb term.
The Liquid Drop Model
The simplest of the models describing the local potential is the Liquid Drop Model 
[Wei35, Coh63, Nix65, Nix69]. The nucleus is viewed as an incompressible fluid 
with a constant charge density and a sharp surface. The binding energy can be 
w ritten in this model as
E(q) = —av(l -  k,vI 2)A A a a(l -  k9I 2)A2/3B s +  (2.15)
The first term  is the volume energy and is proportional to the total number of 
particles, A. Since the volume is taken to be constant, this term  is independent 
of shape. The coefficient contains a term  for the binding energy per particle 
of symmetric (i.e. N=Z) nuclear m atter and a term  proportional to 72, where 
I  = (N  — Z)/A.  This reflects the dependence of the bulk binding energy on 
the neutron excess. Such a dependence arises from the fact tha t nuclei are most 
stable for TV % Z  as a result of the exclusion principle. The next two terms 
in equation (2.15) are the surface and Coulomb energies. The surface energy is 
proportional to the surface area, A2/3, and the quantity Bs  relates the surface 
energy of a deformed nucleus to that of a spherical nucleus of the same volume. 
For an arbitrarily shaped object with a sharp surface, Bs  can be w ritten as
Bs = ^ J  ds, (2.16)
where ds is the differential surface area element in units of i?2. The Coulomb 
energy is proportional to Z 2/A 1/3, the ratio of the total charge squared to the 
radius, if a spherical nucleus is assumed. Be  relates the actual Coulomb energy 
of a deformed nucleus to tha t of a spherical nucleus of the same volume. For an 
arbitrary charge distribution Be  can be expressed as a double volume integral of 
the Coulomb energy
(2.17)
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where a = |r — r'\. The second term  in equation (2.17) is a diffuseness correction 
to the Coulomb energy of the LDM obtained by folding a Yukawa function over 
the sharp liquid-drop charge distribution [Dav76b].
The deformation energy, which drives the nucleus from its equilibrium de­
formation to scission, only depends in this model on the surface and Coulomb 
energies. The volume energy term  is independent of deformation. Usually the 
deformation energy is expressed relative to tha t of the spherical ground state  and 
is w ritten as
V(q) = E - E °
rp rpO I rp zpO
=
= E°s (Bs - 1 )  + E°c(Bc - 1 ) ,  (2.18)
where Eg = a a(l — k3I 2)A2//3 and E^  =  (3e2/5 r0)(Z 2/A 1/3) are the surface and 
Coulomb energies of a sphere. The lowest maximum in this energy between the 
equilibrium and the scission point is the fission barrier Bf  and the deformation 
at which this occurs is called the saddle point. The potential energy surface is 
such tha t there is no barrier after the saddle point to prevent the nucleus from 
becoming increasingly deformed until it reaches the scission configuration.
It is possible to describe the results of this model in term s of just one param ­
eter, the fissility, which represents the stability of the nucleus against spheroidal 
deformations. A particular case of Eqn. (2.18) is when there is no barrier against 
fission from the spherical state so tha t Bf = 0. Considering only axially sym m et­
ric shapes, the radius as a function of angle is
R{ß) =  —— [1 — ^  a nPn(co.s#)] , n even. (2.19)
*  n
If the deformations are sufficiently small, the radius need only be expanded to
order c*2 and at the limit of stability against infinitesimal deformations V(q) = 0
and equation (2.18) can be rewritten as
2 1^ 2 77.0 1 2 ipO _  n
r a 2 ~  r a 2 ^ C  —
0  0
The fissility x is then defined such that x =  1 at this limiting point :
( 2 .20)
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Figure 2.1: Saddle point shapes for various values of the fissility param eter x 
[Coh63].
The deformation energy in units of the surface energy of the sphere then becomes
=  ~ W
= (Bs  — 1) +  2x (-  1). (2.22)
Saddle point shapes for various values of the fissility param eter x are shown in 
Fig. (2.1). If x > 1 the nucleus has no stable equilibrium shape. If x < 1 then 
there will be a barrier against fission. As the fissility decreases from x ~  1 the 
saddle point shapes develop necks around x ~  0.7 which become narrower until 
the limiting case of two touching spheres is reached at x = 0. The stability of the 
symmetric saddle-point configurations with respect to asymmetric distortions has 
also been studied [Coh63]. It was found tha t the symmetric saddle point shapes 
are stable for xbg <  x < 1.0, where xbg is the Businaro-Gallone point and 
xbg — 0.396. For x < xbg the symmetric saddle point shapes are unstable to 
asymmetric distortions corresponding to the sucking up of one fragment by the
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other.
The Droplet Model
The Droplet Model [Mye69, Mye74, Mye77] extends the LDM by removing the 
assumption of incompressibility and the requirement tha t the neutron and proton 
density distributions have a common surface. This involves taking the leptoder- 
mous expansion to one higher order in the parameters A1/3 and 72, leading to the 
following expression for the energy :
E(g) = - a 1 + J P - - K e 2 + -M6* A
+ “ * + 7 7 7 ^  A 2/3B s + a3A 1/3B K I 4 Q
+c1Z 2A~ll3B c -  c2Z 2A l/3B R
- c sZ 2B w -  c3Z 2A~l -  c4Z 4/3A~1/3
(2.23)
where
.  =  I + ^ Z A
l + U A -^ B s
[ -2  a2A~1/3Bs +  LS2 +  c1Z 2A~4/3B c}/K,
(2.24)
and the constants C\ . . .  c5 are related by the expressions
3 e2
c i
336
2
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5 3 \ 2/3
(2.25)
As in the  case of the  LDM, equation (2.23) represents the  volume, surface and 
Coulom b contributions to  the to ta l binding energy. The shape dependent func­
tions are B s , Be ,  B k , B r , By and Bw-  Of the  four functions specific to  the 
D roplet Model, B k  concerns the curvature correction to  the surface energy, B r 
the  red istribu tion  of charge in the interior of the nucleus arising from th e  Coulomb 
forces and By and B w  Coulomb red istribu tion  effects in the  surface. T he coeffi­
cients a 1} J ,  a 2 and Q are analogous to  the LDM coefficients av, kv, as and k„ of 
equation  (2.15). T here are also three new coefficients K, the com pressibility, L, 
which concerns the dependence of com pressibility on the neutron excess, and M, 
which is the  coefficient of a higher order te rm  in I. The quan tity  e is a m easure 
of the  average deviation of the bulk density from its nuclear m a tte r  value. 6 is 
th e  value of the  local relative neutron excess averaged over the  nuclear volume.
In the  previous discussions the deform ation energy has been w ritten  as a function 
of the  surface and Coulom b energies only, as in equation (2.18). There is another 
contribu tion  to the  deform ation energy if the nucleus is spinning, the ro tational 
energy [Coh74]. It is particu larly  im portan t to consider this contribution in the 
case of heavy-ion collisions, where com posite system s are form ed which can have 
angular m om enta in excess of lOOTi. The effect of angular m om entum  is to  d isrupt 
the  nucleus because large m om ents of inertia  are energetically favoured.
The ro tational energy is
th e  ro tational energy of a deformed nucleus can be related to  th a t of a spherical
2 .3 .3  T h e R o ta tio n a l E nergy
(2.26)
where L is the angular m om entum  and J  is the m om ent of inertia  about a 
suitable axis. In a sim ilar way to the surface, nuclear and Coulomb energies,
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nucleus through the function Bn :
Er = E°rBr , (2.27)
where E r  =  & /2 J 0 and Jo =  |M0fio ‘s the moment of inertia of a rigid sphere. 
The function B r is then given by
Br = Jo
J
=  j ° ( t  j  ^  ( 2 -2 8 )
where r± is the perpendicular distance from the point described by the vector r 
to the rotational axis of the nucleus.
The deformation energy V(q), relative to tha t of the spherical non-rotating 
ground state, is then (see Eqn. (2.18))
V(q) =  E°S(BS -  1) +  E°(BC -  1) +  E°r Br . (2.29)
Introducing the param eter y
the deformation energy can be w ritten in terms of the surface energy of a non- 
rotating sphere :
Bd = (Bs — 1) +  2 x(Bc — 1) +  v B r , (2.31)
where x is the fissility, defined in Eqn. (2.21). Studying configurations of this 
model where the deformation energy is stationary, SV(q) = 0, with respect to 
infinitesimal changes in all the deformation parameters reveals both stable and 
unstable configurations of equilibrium. For instance, one equilibrium configura­
tion is the ground-state deformation and is a m etastable minimum. Another is 
the saddle-point deformation, which has one degree of instability.
If the angular momentum of a nucleus is increased from zero, the spherical 
shape no longer has the lowest energy. Instead, the nucleus becomes deformed 
and its equilibrium shape is an approximately oblate spheroid. As the angular 
momentum is increased further, a critical value of the rotational param eter is 
reached, yj. Here the nucleus becomes unstable with respect to triaxial deforma­
tion. The triaxial shapes have three unequal axes and rotate about their shortest
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Figure 2.2: The rotational parameters y j , y u  and y u i  as a function of fissility x 
for the rotating liquid drop model [Coh74]. Triaxial shapes appear between yj  and 
yII • Saddle-point shapes are unstable against reflection asymmetric distortions 
to the left of the dashed curve y m .
axis so as to minimise the rotational energy by maximising the moment of in­
ertia. If the fissility param eter of the nucleus is larger than the critical value of 
xc  ~  0.81 then no stable triaxial configuration exists and the nucleus fissions 
at yi. If x < xc  then yi  is the boundary between oblate and triaxial equilib­
rium configurations. As the angular momentum is increased further the nucleus 
rapidly elongates and assumes a prolate shape which is approximately axially 
symmetric about the longest axis. Eventually a second critical value of the ro­
tational param eter y u  is reached. Here the fission barrier goes to zero and the 
nucleus becomes unstable with respect to fission. The rotational param eters yi 
and y u  are shown in Fig. 2.2 as a function of the fissility. Since rotation acts 
in a similar way to Coulomb repulsion, it effectively increases the fissility. Hence 
the Businaro-Gallone point moves to smaller values of x as y increases. This is 
shown by the dashed line labelled y u i  in Fig. 2.2.
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2 .3 .4  P ro x im ity  P o ten tia l C orrections
No attem pt is made in the LDM or Droplet Model to account for the finite range 
of the nuclear force, nuclear saturation, or the finite surface thickness of real 
nuclei. Both of these models are expansions of the nuclear energy in powers of 
A-1/3 and I 2. However, all such expansions break down for two nearly touching 
nuclei and for shapes with small necks. For these dumbell-like deformations there 
is a high surface curvature around the neck region so tha t the surfaces on either 
side of the neck can a ttract each other, if the nuclear force has a finite range. The 
surface energy of such shapes is over-estimated if this is not taken into account.
A relatively simple way to take into account the finite range of the nuclear 
force is to replace the surface energy by a generalized nuclear energy which is a 
double volume integral of an empirical Yukawa-plus-exponential folding function 
[Kra79a, Kra79b]. If the constants R0, a3 and k3 are defined analogously to those 
in the LDM, the Yukawa-plus-exponential nuclear energy may be written
g —<7/6
En  = —
E°s Id3rJdrr -  -  2 (2.32)87r2 ß2&3 j  -  ■ j  -  • V 6
where o — \r — r'\. This prescription introduces one additional param eter, the 
range of the nuclear force b. The quantity E$ = a5(l — k3I 2) can be identified with 
the LDM expression for the surface energy of a sphere. It is not, however, the 
nuclear energy for a spherical distribution, but a factor in tha t expression.
To retain consistency with the LDM, the deformation part of the nuclear 
energy can be w ritten as
En -E ° n  = E°s (B n -  1), (2.33)
if
T? I Z?0 J7i0_  ÜN +  — t,N
N ~ E°s
The deformation energy relative to a sphere, equation (2.18), then becomes
D{q) =  E°S(BN -  1) +  E°C(BC -  1). (2.35)
So, in the same way as the LDM, the model including finite range corrections can 
be described in terms of just one fissility param eter, x.
In Fig. (2.3) the fission barrier heights calculated as a function of mass num ­
ber for beta-stable nuclei using the finite range model are compared with those
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Figure 2.3: Comparison of macroscopic fission barrier heights calculated for nuclei 
along the line of ß  stability using the rotating liquid drop and rotating finite-range 
models (dashed and solid lines respectively). The open circles are finite-range 
results from Ref. [Mus82] which used a more restricted shape param eterisation 
[Sie86].
calculated using the liquid drop model and the droplet model. Using the finite 
range model, the fission barriers observed in nuclei with A <  200 can be described. 
This could not be done with the previous models. Heavy-ion scattering potentials 
and fusion barriers for light and medium mass nuclei can also be described with 
this correction.
In Ref. [Sie86] the rotating finite range model was developed, which adds a 
rotational energy term  to the above discussion. The rotating finite range model 
represents the most complete model of cold (T =  0) rotating nuclei.
2 .3 .5  D eterm in a tio n  o f C oefficients
The expressions for the nuclear potential energy E(q) contain several constants. 
The normal procedure to determine the constants is to construct an expression for
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the nuclear ground s ta te  masses, or binding energies, from  the  poten tial energy 
expression [Mye77]. The resulting mass excess form ula is then  fitted  to experi­
m ental values across a wide range of masses. The mass excess form ula can be 
w ritten , neglecting shell effects, as
M (N ,Z ,q ) =  Mn N  + MHZ + E(q)
+W(\I\ + d ) - a elZ 2'39
A - i «
¥
-(A-H)
, Z and N odd 
, Z or N odd 
, Z and N even
(2.36)
w here A =  12/y/Ä and 8 = 20/A. The first two term s are the masses of the 
neu tron  and of the hydrogen atom, which allows for the  masses of the Z atom ic 
electrons. The fifth te rm  then provides a small correction to the d a ta  for the 
binding of these electrons. This is because the available masses are atom ic ra ther 
th an  nuclear. The rem aining term s can be said to form the macroscopic binding 
energy of the nucleus. The th ird  te rm  is the dom inant contribution to this binding 
energy and depends on shape-dependent functions such as the  volume, surface 
and Coulomb energies, as described in the previous sections. The fourth  te rm  is 
a sem i-em pirical term , called the W igner term , which is believed to  reflect the 
tigh ter binding of particles in identical (or closely sim ilar) quantised orbitals. The 
last te rm  is the  even-odd correction or pairing te rm  [Mye77].
A lternatively  a microscopic approach can be taken to determ ining the coef­
ficients. As was m entioned in the in troduction, the m ost direct microscopic ap­
proach is to use H artree-Fock theory w ith effective nucleon-nucleon interactions to 
calculate the nuclear poten tial energy [Que78]. U nfortunately  such an approach, 
while prom ising, is presently unrealistic especially when describing heavy-ion re­
actions and needs extensions to be able to be realistically com pared to experi­
m ent. A semiclassical approxim ation to this approach, which yields num erically 
the  same results, is to use the semiclassical Extended Thom as-Ferm i (E T F ) ap­
proach, usually using the Skyrme force as the effective in teraction [Gue88]. In 
the  same way as was done for the liquid drop and droplet models, a leptoderm ous
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expansion of the total nuclear energy calculated within the ETF formalism can 
be made and so the coefficients obtained have a self-consistent microscopic basis. 
One advantage of such an approach is tha t it can be extended to nuclear systems 
at finite tem perature.
2.4 H ot N uclear S ystem s
The free energy of a nuclear system at finite tem perature T  is given by the full 
expression
F = E - T S .  (2.37)
In the collective transport model the total energy of the system is divided into 
a collective part and an intrinsic part. The intrinsic part, loosely associated 
with the single-particle degrees of freedom, is then conceptually identified with a 
therm odynam ic heat bath with a characteristic tem perature T.  Underlying this 
macroscopic concept of tem perature is tha t, as the excitation energy of the nucleus 
is increased, the number of single-particle degrees of freedom also increases and 
this leads to a higher tem perature being assigned to the nucleus.
If the nucleus is considered to be a Fermi gas of A independent particles, 
then the level density p(E)  at a given excitation energy E  is given by counting 
the number of different ways in which the excitation energy can be distributed 
among the single-particle states, for which the techniques of statistical mechanics 
are used. The expression for the total level density is written [Boh75, Eri60]
p(E)  =  i ^ a (9) - ^ - V < e lp [2v/ ^ ] ,  (2.38)
where a(q) is the shape-dependent level density param eter, related to the single- 
particle level density and discussed in Section 2.4.1. E  is the excitation energy 
and for the above expression to be valid, E  should lie between the limits epA~l «C 
E  <C epA1/3, where ep is the Fermi energy [Boh75]. The lower limit, tha t E 
epA~l , is simply the condition tha t the excitation energy E  be large compared to 
the energy g_1 of the first excited state of the Fermi gas. g is the single-particle 
level density at the Fermi energy, given in Eqn. (2.55). The level density is thus 
not defined for cold (T =0) nuclear systems, where there are no excited levels. The 
pairing energy has not been included in Eqn. (2.38) for reasons of simplicity. The 
expression is also modified if the dependence on angular momentum is included.
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Clearly the level density, or number of single-particle degrees of freedom, given 
by Eqn. (2.38) increases very rapidly with increasing excitation energy and causes 
the entropy S  to also increase, where S  =  lnp [Eri60]. In this context the concept 
of the nuclear tem perature can be introduced :
1 dp 
~p~dE'
Using the level density given by Eqn. (2.38), the tem perature can be expressed 
as
T - 1 =  - ^ - 1 + ( ^ ) 1/2. (2.39)
The condition E epA~1 => a >> E~l leads to the Fermi-gas relation used in 
the previous section :
E = aT2. (2.40)
To illustrate the above concepts, consider the average occupation number 
f (v )  of a given one-particle state of the Fermi gas, as a function of the excitation 
energy E,  which can be shown to be [Boh75]
/ H  « 1 4- exp e ( y )  ~  efT
- l
(2.41)
Thus, the single particles that occupy excited orbits with respect to the ground 
state of the Fermi gas are mainly confined to an energy region of width ~  T  
around ep. From this expression it can be shown that [Boh75, Eri60] the average 
number of particles excited with respect to the ground state is
nex ~  aT, (2.42)
and the average energy per excited nucleon is
E
-------- T. (2.43)
Thus the tem perature modifies the number of excited particles, the average energy 
per excited nucleon and the level density. These in turn  affect the excitation 
energy E  and entropy S  of the nuclear system, changing the free energy.
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The definition of the occupation probability given by Eqn. (2.41) allows a 
microscopic derivation of the free energy using the Tem perature-Dependent Ex­
tended Thomas-Fermi (TETF) approximation to microscopic Hartree-Fock calcu­
lations with effective interactions [Bra85]. In such an approach a leptodermous, 
or liquid-drop-type, expansion of the free energy is made and the coefficients 
calculated microscopically from the TETF theory. As was explained previously, 
such a leptodermous expansion of the free energy of nuclei in their ground state 
(T =  0) can be made and the coefficients determined phenomenologically from fit­
ting average binding energies. However, a purely phenomenological tem perature- 
dependent liquid-drop-type model does not exist, since there is no empirical infor­
m ation about such essential pieces of input information as fission barrier heights 
at finite tem perature. Thus the coefficients must be determined from the TETF 
approach. The la tter are determined in such a way tha t they reproduce the 
empirical T = 0 liquid drop parameters.
Thus, if the free energy is given as a function of the proton and neutron 
numbers, the angular momentum, the shape and the tem perature, as in a lepto­
dermous expansion, then this is equivalent to a knowledge of the level density. 
In fact the level density param eter can be related to the free energy through the 
relation
a(q) _1_ f d F  
2T [ d f
(2.44)
'  /  q
The most complete discussion of liquid drop expansions is given in Refs. 
[Bra85, Gue88]. There it is shown that the free energy corresponding to the 
force SkM* can be written in terms of 8 tem perature dependent coefficients ay,  
as, clc, cl0, J, Q , Ci, c2 and the dimensionless shape-dependent functions Bs  and 
Be-  This is an analogous expansion to tha t of the T = 0 droplet model discussed 
previously. The expression for the free energy is then
— Fayrn(q,T)  4- Faay(q,T, I)  +  Fc {q,T, Z).  (2.45)
The symmetric part is expanded in the usual leptodermous series in powers of 
A -1/3 up to the constant term  :
Eaym (Q, T) = ay A +  asA2^ 3 Bs(q) +  aKAl/3Bx{q)  +  cl0 . (2.46)
It is a well known result of the droplet model that the asymm etry energy may 
not be expanded in a Taylor series in powers of A-1/3. In accordance with this
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resu lt, the  asym m etry  energy is w ritten  as
Fatv(q ,T , I )  = J A 7 2 ( 1 ^ | p , (2.47)
where
II
^
 
|
(2.48)
fc -  9 J
4 Q A ' / f (2.49)
The param eters J  and Q are the volume asym m etry  energy and the surface 
stiffness coefficient. The Coulomb energy is given by the following two param eter 
form ula :
Fc(q, T, Z) = c1Z 2A~1/3B c {q) + c2Z 2A~1B c (q)- (2.50)
The tem pera tu re  dependence of the  8 coefficients, denoted ct , is param eterised in 
the  following form
C i ( T )  = c ,(0 )(l -  (2.51)
Such a param eterisa tion  is valid for T  <  4 MeV, where higher order term s in T  
are negligible [Bra85].
The coefficients associated w ith the surface free energy dom inate in the  above 
expansion and so, if only the free energy of deform ation is being considered, the 
sm aller coefficients are often neglected. Thus the tem pera tu re  dependence of the 
free energy is ju s t contained in [Cam83]
Fs = F°S{1 -  t T 2). (2.52)
To em phasize the equivalence of the leptoderm ous expansion of the free energy 
given above and the level density, an alternative form for the  free energy can be 
derived from the Fermi-gas relations U = a(q)T2 and S = a(q)T and is shown 
below :
F(q,T)  = E ( q ) - a ( q ) T 2. (2.53)
Here E(q) is the macroscopic conservative potential at T  =  0. This expression 
is valid where the tem pera tu re  is high enough for shell effects to be washed out 
and less than  4 MeV, so th a t the above T 2-param eterisation of the tem peratu re  
dependence is valid.
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Such an expression for the free energy is very useful since it avoids an explicit 
microscopic calculation which is difficult and involves many approximations at 
present. A phenomenological conservative potential such as the droplet model 
can be used for E(q). However, an expression for a(q) must now be derived and 
a detailed microscopic calculation is as difficult as deriving the free energy itself. 
The advantage is that phenomenological and simplified microscopic expressions 
for a(q) are available which reproduce experimental level density parameter data. 
These are discussed in the following section.
2 .4 .1  T h e L evel D en sity  P aram eter
The level density parameter a(q) is defined as [Boh75]
® (?) =  ~jr9(q), ( 2 -5 4 )
where g(q) is the shape-dependent single-particle level density at the Fermi en­
ergy, representing the sum of the proton and neutron level densities.
For a homogeneous Fermi gas with a volume sufficiently large for effects due 
to deformation to be negligible, it is given by [Boh75]
For a Fermi energy ep ~  37 MeV the level density parameter is a = 0.067A 
MeV-1 or A/a = 15 MeV. This is in contrast to the experimental values of 
A/a ~  8 MeV deduced from the spectral shape of particle and 7-ray emission 
[Gav87, Hen88, Tho87].
In general the effects of deformation should be taken into account when con­
sidering real nuclear systems and this can be done by making a leptodermous 
expansion of the level density parameter in powers of A~l/3 or, equivalently, us­
ing the deformation dependent free energy which is related to a(q) through Eqn. 
(2.44). The complete expression for the free energy given in the previous sec­
tion could be used but for simplicity the asymmetric and Coulomb contributions 
are neglected here and only the symmetric term FayTn is used. The deformation- 
dependent level density parameter is then given by
a(q) — ay A -j- asA2^ 3 Bs(q) + aKA1^ 3Bp(q) (2.56)
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Table 2.1: Values of the coefficients ay, as, ac in MeV 1
Reference ay as ac
[Tok81] 0.068 0.213 0.385
[Tok81] 0.068 0.274 —
[Ign75a] 0.073 0.095 —
w here Bs  and Be  are the surface and curvature energy functionals. Many values 
of th e  param eters ay, as, ac have been used, derived from both  microscopic 
calculations and from fits to experim ental level density param eters. The m ost 
com m only used microscopic values are those of Ref. [Tok81] while the most 
com m on param eterisa tion  is th a t of Ref. [Ign75a], which implies a m uch weaker 
dependence on deform ation. These are shown in Table (2.1). The expression 
of Ref. [Tok81] is often simplified by excluding the  curvature correction and 
com pensating w ith a slight increase of the surface correction param eter. It should 
be noted th a t this simplified expression gives A/a  ~  8.6 for A ~  200, in reasonable 
agreem ent w ith the above experim ental value.
The experim ental da ta  on the level density param eter show th a t it is strongly 
influenced by shell effects at excitation energies com parable to  the neutron bind­
ing energy. As the excitation energy is increased the shell effects are increasingly 
dam ped until at E  >  50 MeV they disappear. The above expression for the level 
density  param eter depends only on the mass num ber A and deform ation q and 
cannot describe the energy dependence. A phenom enological m ethod was given 
in Refs. [Ign75b, Ilj92] to  correctly calculate the absolute values of the nuclear 
level density. There is an obvious correlation between the experim ental values of 
the  shell correction to the mass form ula, 6 W , and the level density param eter, 
ex trac ted  from neutron resonance density data. This is taken as the basis for a 
trea tm en t of the behaviour of the level density param eter over a wider range of 
excitation  energies. The following relation was used to describe the dependence 
on the  shell correction in the nuclear mass form ula and on the excitation energy
a(q,E) = ä ( A ) ( l - f ( E ) 6 W / E ) , (2.57)
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where a is now the asymptotic level density param eter. The shape of the function 
f (E ) ,  which defines the energy dependence of the level density param eter, was 
found by approximation of numerical microscopic calculations based on the shell 
model, and is given by
/ ( £ )  =  1 -  e x p ( - j E ) ,  (2.58)
with 7 is a constant.
2.5 D issip ation  M echanism s
Dissipation is the flow of energy from collective degrees of freedom into internal 
degrees of freedom. In fluid dynamics, dissipation is modelled as arising from the 
viscous shearing stresses between adjacent layers of fluid in non-uniform motion. 
The rate of energy dissipation, d E /d t , can then be expressed as a volume integral 
over a suitable function of gradients of the fluid velocity components [Dav76a, 
Lam45] :
~  =  p J  { V v 2 +  (V x v )2 -  2V. [v x (V  x v)]} d3r, (2.59)
where [i is the viscosity coefficient. The microscopic mechanism for the above en­
ergy dissipation arises from individual two-body interactions between the molecules 
of the fluid and so it is termed two-body dissipation. It is characterized by the 
short mean-free paths of the molecules compared to the size of the macroscopic 
system. Early dynamical calculations of nuclear fission used a two-body dissi­
pation mechanism, in which molecular collisions were replaced with individual 
nucleon-nucleon collisions. Such calculations [Dav76a, Sie80] could reproduce the 
experimentally most probable fission-fragment kinetic energies for nuclei through­
out the periodic table, using a relatively small value of the viscosity coefficient,
[i.
There is, however, strong reason to believe tha t a hydrodynamical model, 
based on the assumption of a short mean-free path between two-nucleon collisions, 
is inappropriate for nuclei. Since the Pauli exclusion principle for fermions for­
bids scattering into occupied states, the mean-free path between nucleon-nucleon 
collisions is expected to be larger than the size of the nucleus, and this alters both
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of experimental isoscalar giant quadrupole and giant oc­
tupole widths with calculations using the surface-plus-window dissipation mech­
anism with ka =  0.27 [Nix87a].
the mechanism and magnitude of the dissipation [Weg74, Gro75, Swi76]. There­
fore, there is some reason to expect that the dominant process in the collective 
motion of nuclei is one-body dynamics [Swi76], or the interactions between indi­
vidual nucleons and the mean-field created by all the other nucleons. However, 
the apparent dominance of one-body effects does not necessarily imply tha t two- 
body collisions should be totally ignored, as they can still significantly perturb 
the situation from an ideal one-body limit.
Both macroscopic and microscopic approximations to the one-body dynamical 
problem have been used. The simplest macroscopic approximation is to assume 
th a t the velocity distribution of nucleons striking the boundaries of the mean field 
is completely random. Then any motion of the mean-field wall leads to a loss of 
energy to the particles inside the mean field. By assuming the mean-field bound­
ary is a moving container wall, the wall formula can be derived to describe this 
one-body dissipation [Swi76, Blo78, Swi80]. As the fissioning system evolves to
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necked-in shapes, an additional dissipation mechanism, resulting from the trans­
fer of nucleons through the neck between the two portions of the system, is used, 
which is described by the classical window formula [Swi76, Blo78, Swi80]. The 
dissipation in this picture is large and predicts nuclei to be highly overdamped. 
In contrast, one possible starting point for a microscopic theory is the time- 
dependent mean-field approximation, usually referred to as the time-dependent 
Hartree-Fock approximation, where the tim e evolution of the one-body density 
m atrix  is specified solely in terms of the effective two-body interaction and an 
initial condition [Neg78, Neg82]. In this mean-field approximation, single-particle 
wave functions propagate in the nuclear interior like free wave packets in a con­
stant potential, so dissipation and the evolution of the nuclear shape arise from 
scattering from the edges of the self-consistent potential. Such microscopic cal­
culations predict nuclei to dissipate very little energy, of the same order as in a 
nonviscous macroscopic approach and this is associated with the complete neglect 
of two-body collisions in this approximation, which is a very difficult problem. 
Two-body collisions have also been ignored in the macroscopic approach outlined 
above.
Recently the surface-plus-window dissipation model [Nix87a] has been de­
veloped which combines one-body dissipation with two-body collisions, for the 
excitation energy range which is high enough for pairing to have disappeared 
and low enough tha t the nucleon mean-free path exceeds the nuclear diameter 
[Nix87a]. This model assumes tha t the dissipation arises through nucleons col­
liding with the nuclear surface and nucleon-nucleon collisions in the region of the 
nuclear surface. In calculations based on the random-phase approximation for 
spherical nuclei, it was shown that the effect of replacing idealizations of the wall 
formula with more realistic nuclear features is to reduce the one-body dissipation 
coefficient to 10% of the wall formula value [Gri86, Yan85]. Alternatively, the 
reduction could arise because the nucleons retain some memory of their previous 
collisions with the wall, which invalidates the assumption of a random velocity 
distribution tha t was used to derive the wall formula. Thus, in the surface-plus- 
window model, the one-body dissipation is reduced relative to the wall formula 
value by a scaling factor ka. The effect of the Pauli exclusion principle, which sup­
presses two-body collisions in the nuclear interior, reduces as one passes through
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Figure 2.5: Com parison of experim ental m ean fission-fragment k inetic energies 
w ith those calculated using surface-plus-window dissipation using various values 
of kg [Nix87a].
the  nuclear surface to the exterior. In addition, the free nucleon-nucleon cross- 
section itself increases in passing through the surface to the  exterior because of 
its increase w ith decreasing kinetic energy. Since the density decreases to zero 
outside the  nucleus, the probability  for two-body collisions peaks in the  nuclear 
surface.
The surface dissipation ra te  is w ritten  as [Nix87a]
- k apv J ( n -  D f d S , (2.60)
where h is the  velocity of a surface elem ent d S , D is the norm al drift velocity of 
nucleons about to strike the surface elem ent d S , v is the average speed of the nu­
cleons inside the nucleus, p is the  nuclear mass density, and ks is a dimensionless 
param eter th a t specifies the to ta l strength  of the in teraction of e ither one or two 
nucleons w ith the moving nuclear surface, where ks =  1.0 would correspond to 
the wall formula. The value of ka could depend upon both  the excitation  energy
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Figure 2.6: The reduced dissipation coefficient ß  as a function of the distance 
between mass centres in units of the spherical radius r / Ro , calculated using the 
surface-plus-window model [Nix94] assuming various values of ka. The calcula­
tions are for the compound nucleus 195Pb at J  = 60.
and type of collective motion involved. As stated above, ka is also expected on 
theoretical grounds to have a smaller value at small deformations (high symme­
try) than at larger deformations. This is indeed indicated by several types of 
experimental data which are discuused below.
For dumbbell-like shapes, the transfer of nucleons through the window sepa­
rating the two portions of the system leads to an additional dissipation mechanism 
[Nix87a] tha t is analogous to the classical window formula [Swi76, Blo78, Swi80]
= ~ ^ p v a r 2F(q,q),  (2.61)
window
where a is the area of the window, r is the relative velocity of the centres of 
mass of the two portions of the system, and F(q ,q ) describes the effect of a non- 
uniform velocity as a function of position in the deforming fragments. There is
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no need to  renorm alize this p art of the dissipation because nucleons th a t have 
passed through a small window have a low probability  of retu rn ing  through it 
while still retain ing mem ory of the ir previous passage.
The com bination of these two mechanism s leads to  surface-plus-window dis­
sipation. In calculating the to ta l dissipation ra te  d E /d t , the transition  from  the 
pure surface dissipation th a t applies to m ononuclear shapes, where the  drift D is 
zero in Eqn. (2.60), to the  surface-plus-window dissipation th a t applies to dinu- 
clear shapes, where the drift D is now non-zero , is described by use of a sm ooth 
in terpolation  [Nix84].
D ynam ical calculations using this model of dissipation have been m ade and 
com pared w ith experim ental m easurem ents of isoscalar giant quadrupole and gi­
ant octupole w idths and average fission-fragment kinetic energies [Nix87a, Nix84]. 
These are shown in Figs. (2.4) and (2.5). Such com parisons probe the dissi­
pation m echanism  for near-spherical system s and for highly deformed, scission 
configurations. The calculations of the isoscalar giant quadrupole and giant oc­
tupole w idths reproduce the experim ental da ta  for a wide range of system s using 
ka ~  0.27. To reproduce the experim ental fission-fragment kinetic energies re­
quires values of k„ for ~  0.5 for system s with A <  200 to ~  0.2 for the heaviest 
system s. A value of k„ =  0.27 approxim ately reproduces the experim ental values 
over the  entire mass range. However, the dynam ical model used to  describe the 
giant resonance w idths is different to  th a t used in describing the fission fragm ent 
kinetic energies and so the calculations do not necessarily im ply the dissipation 
m echanism  and its strength  are the  same in each case. In particu lar, the dynam ­
ical equations used are determ inistic  and do not incorporate fluctuating forces. 
Also, in the calculation of the fission fragm ent kinetic energies the dynam ics 
around scission are crucial and the model used is sim plistic. Nevertheless the 
agreem ent w ith the da ta  is promising.
Finally, Fig. (2.6) shows the reduced dissipation coefficient ß (q) for 195Pb as 
a function of deform ation, calculated from the surface-plus-window model. The 
model predicts a decrease in ß[q) for increasing deform ation.
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Figure 2.7: Effect of surface-plus-window dissipation, with several values of k„, 
on the dynamical evolution of the nucleus 249'997.2 beyond its fission saddle point, 
for a nuclear tem perature of 2 MeV [Nix87b].
2.6  D y n a m ic a l C a lcu la tio n s
2.6 .1  In trod u ction
Early dynamical calculations took into account the shape dependence of the col­
lective potential energy, the inertia tensor and the dissipation tensor, but were 
performed only for illustrative initial conditions and in the absence of fluctuations, 
i.e. 6X = 0 in Eqn. (2.10) [Sie80, Nix87a, Neg78, Dav76a]. These calculations 
only described the dynamical path from the saddle-point configuration to the 
scission point but had considerable success in reproducing, for instance, exper­
imental values of the most probable fission-fragment kinetic energies for nuclei 
throughout the periodic table. The saddle-to-scission transition time, raac, was 
also demonstrated to increase with increasing dissipation strength, as shown in 
Fig. (2.7).
As shown in Section (2.2), the inclusion of fluctuating forces in the dynamical
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equations of motion leads to either the Fokker-Planck equation or the Langevin 
equation. Recently, numerical and analytical studies of these equations of motion 
have been made and some of the relevant results of these studies are discussed in 
the following sections.
2.6.2 The Fokker-Planck Equation
Studies have been made of the Fokker-Planck equation with one single collective 
fission coordinate q and its canonically conjugate m om entum p. It was first shown 
by Kramers [Kra40] tha t the solution of this equation develops a quasi-stationary 
probability current over the saddle point, which is dependent on the nuclear 
dissipation. The stationary decay width calculated from this current is given by
21 V 2
T f  = T°f < 1 + ß (2.62)
where the oscillator frequencies cjeq and ujsp are those of the two parabolas oscu­
lating the potential V(q) at the equilibrium minimum and at the saddle point. 
ß  is the reduced dissipation coefficient. The factor {[1 +  (ß / 2u;5p)2]1//2 — ß/2ujap} 
is known as the Kramers factor and denoted by Kf.  The term  T° in the above 
expression is written
r o/
hueq
~ 2 tt~ eXP
Ei
T
~  r p  >
where the expression for the Bohr-Wheeler fission width which is valid for hot 
nuclei, Eqn. (2.76), has been used.
In the limit of ß  —> 0, Eqn. (2.62) reduces to
r f  = r j . (2.64)
Ty can thus be identified as the transition state value of the fission width, which 
is independent of ß  [Gra84, Wei87], but it is different from the standard Bohr- 
Wheeler transition state expression Ty . These differences have been attributed 
to the presence of collective vibrations [Str73, Str74], though in practical applica­
tions the differences are not very significant and so hcueq/ T  in Eqn. (2.63) is often
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taken to be unity. That T*  —► in the limit —► 0 is physically implausible
since, for ß  —> 0, the coupling to the heat bath and the diffusive current over the 
fission barrier both disappear and the width Tf  should approach zero. Thus Eqn. 
(2.62) is not actually valid for very small values of ß /w ap, where it can be shown 
tha t the fission width shows a steep rise with increasing ß. Such small values of 
ß  are not of concern in the study of fission dynamics however [Gra86].
For ß  >> 2u;ap, Eqn. (2.62) is given approximately by
u »v r o
"  T
huJeqUJap ^BW
ß T f
Hence for large ß , the Kramers factor, given in this case by K j  — wapl /?, is small 
and so there is a substantial reduction in the fission width. However, since it is 
difficult to determine reliably either the tem perature dependence of the fission 
barrier or the nuclear level density at the saddle point, both of which sensitively 
influence the value of T y ,  it is not possible to accurately measure the Kramers 
reduction factor and thereby ß . Frequently, as has been stated, Ty is identified 
with the Bohr-Wheeler expression Tyw . The appropriate Kramers reduction 
factor is denoted here by K f w where
k b w  =  ( 2 .66)
Kramers stationary solution of the Fokker-Planck equation for an inverted 
oscillator can also be used to derive an analytical expression for the mean time 
f aac required for the system to move from the saddle point to the scission point 
[Hof83]. The result is
21 1/2
'Tsac — 1 + + R i f f (2.67)
where AV  ^ is the difference in potential energy between the saddle and scission 
points and
R (z ) = / exp(y2)dy / exp( — x 2)d: 
Jo Jy
The function R(z)  is tabulated in Ref. [Ros48].
( 2 .68)
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The time-dependent solution of the Fokker-Planck equation describes the
gradual spreading of the original probability distribution, with the probability
current over the barrier rising smoothly from 0 at tim e t = 0 to the quasi­
stationary value discussed above. The tim e required for the current to reach 
90% of the quasi-stationary value is defined as the transient tim e r^. Numerical 
and analytical approaches to the time-dependent solution of the Fokker-Planck 
equation on one collective fission degree of freedom have been made to study 
the behaviour of tj [Gra80, Gra83, Wei84, Bha86, Gra84]. In the approximation 
where the eventual motion of the whole distribution towards the top of the barrier 
is neglected, a semi-quantitative analytical estim ate of tj can be given for both 
underdam ped (/? < 2ujeq) and overdamped (ß  > 2ujeq) motion in the equilibrium 
potential well [Gra83, Bha86]. These expressions are
Td = ^ l n ( “y ~ ^ )  (2.69)
Td = ^ T l n ( - ^ )  (2.70)
Such analytical expressions are in essential agreement with direct numerical so­
lutions obtained in Ref. [Gra83, Bha86], using the same idealized potential.
To illustrate the above, Fig. (2.8) shows the dependence of the transient 
tim e Td on ß  for a typical case [Gra86]. For ß  =  0 there is no decay (except 
by quantum tunnelling which has not been considered here) and —> oo. For
small values of ß  the transient time decreases approximately as ß~l as shown 
above, although the underdamping of the motion for this range of ß  gives rise 
to slight oscillations. A minimum is reached at ß  =  u)eq corresponding to critical 
damping in the equilibrium minimum of the potential. As ß  is increased further, 
the transient tim e rises nearly linearly with ß. This is because the increasing 
dissipation of the probability flow causes an ever greater delay in attaining the 
quasi-stationary situation. Also shown in the figure is the lifetime rn for the 
emission of the first neutron. The transient time is larger than rn and so 
the number of neutrons em itted prior to fission will be substantially larger than 
predicted by the standard statistical model.
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J =65
Figure 2.8: Dependence of the transient tim e upon the reduced dissipation 
coefficient /?, for the compound nucleus 158Er at an angular momentum of 65h. 
The constant dashed curve gives the corresponding lifetime rn for the emission of 
the first neutron [Gra86].
2 .6 .3  T h e L angevin  E quation
The application of Langevin methods to the study of fission dynamics was first 
made in Ref. [Abe86]. This allows the inclusion of several collective degrees 
of freedom, which is prohibitively difficult with the equivalent Fokker-Planck 
approach, and is necessary to calculate quantities such as mass and kinetic en­
ergy distributions. The Langevin equation can also be easily generalised to de­
scribe non-Markovian processes, which are likely in nuclear dissipative dynamics 
[Abe86].
A two-dimensional Langevin equation was used in Refs. [Wad92, Wad93], 
where the axially symmetric nuclear shape is described by means of the Legendre- 
polynomial param eterisation with two shape param eters, c*2 and a4. The free 
energy is calculated from the rotating finite range model with a T 2 tem pera­
ture correction applied to the generalized surface energy only. The inertia tensor
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Figure 2.9: Time dependence of the fission rate for the symmetric fission of 
213At. Dashed and solid lines correspond to fission rates at saddle and scission 
respectively [Wad92].
is calculated by means of the Werner-Wheeler approximation to incompressible, 
irrotational flow. Two different dissipation mechanisms were used, two-body 
hydrodynamical viscosity and classical one-body wall-plus-window dissipation 
(ka — 1.0). A simplistic form of light particle evaporation, where emission is 
from the spherical system only, was also coupled to the dynamics. The Langevin 
calculation was performed up to a finite time td. If the Langevin trajectory has 
not fissioned and has not been counted as an evaporation residue event when the 
time t = td is reached, then the quasistationary fission width was assumed to 
have been established if a fission barrier exists and the remaining calculation was 
switched to a standard statistical model. The value of td used was long enough for 
all trajectories to cross the scission line when the fission barrier vanishes. Fig. 2.9 
shows the tim e dependence of the fission rate at the saddle point and at scission 
for the symmetric fission of 213At, calculated with the two-dimensional model and 
using one-body dissipation [Wad92].
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Calculations were made for the compound nuclei 213At [Wad92] and 200Pb
total kinetic energy of the fission fragments, T K E , and the variance, cttke> for 
this nucleus. It was found tha t full one-body dissipation was needed to consis­
tently reproduce the experimental results. Discrepancy with <j t k e  was attributed 
to the lack of a third, mass-asymmetric, collective degree of freedom.
In Refs. [Gon93a, Gon93b, Fro93a, Fro93b] a one-dimensional overdamped 
Langevin equation was used to describe fission and is w ritten below :
where q describes half of the distance between the centres of masses of the nascent 
fission fragments. The driving force in this case is derived from the entropy S{q), 
and from the Fermi-gas expressions this is given by
The liquid drop model potential is used for and the deformation dependent
level density param eter a(q) used is the param eterisation of Ref. [Ign75a]. A 
novel expression was developed where the asymptotic fission width is defined in 
term s of the entropy S(q), rather than the conservative potential V(q).  Since the 
conservative force in the Langevin equation is also defined in terms of S(q), this 
allows a more consistent transition from the dynamical to the statistical regime 
after a time t > td. Particle evaporation was also coupled to the dynamical equa­
tions. Calculations were made of the pre-scission neutron, proton, a-particle and 
7-ray multiplicities and the fission and evaporation residue cross-sections for a 
wide range of systems. It was found that a strong universal coordinate depen­
dence of the reduced friction param eter ß(q),  shown in Fig.(2.10), was necessary 
to consistently reproduce the experimental pre-scission neutron multiplicities and 
fission probabilities across the range of systems studied [Fro93a, Fro93b]. A con­
stant value of ß  = 2 x 1021s -1 was used from the ground state (q =  0.4) to where 
necking-in starts to occur (q = 0.6), and for larger deformations a linear increase 
of ß  was assumed up to a value of ß  = 30 x 1021s -1 at scission (q = 1.2). The 
explanation for this form of ß(q)  was that two-body dissipation is necessary for
[Wad93] and compared to experimental measurements of the total, fission and 
evaporation residue cross-sections, light particle multiplicities and the average
(2.71)
S(q) = 2{a(q) [ E - V ( q) ]y /2 . (2.72)
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Figure 2.10: The coordinate dependence of the reduced dissipation coefficient 
ß(q) used in the model described in Ref. [Fro93a], where q is half the distance 
between mass centres in units of the spherical radius. The dashed lines represent 
the universal ground state (q =  0.375) and scission point (q =  1.19) positions.
the more compact shapes, but as a neck develops and the nucleus stretches to 
larger deformations the one-body, or surface, dissipation mechanism becomes in­
creasingly im portant until at scission full one-body dissipation is needed. This is 
in disagreement with the results of Ref. [Wad93] where full one-body dissipation 
is needed at all deformations. It should also be contrasted with the results of 
the surface-plus-window dissipation mechanism of Section (2.5), where ß(q) is a 
decreasing function of deformation and has its smallest value, with a strength 
comparable to two-body dissipation, at scission.
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2.7 T he S ta tistica l M odel
2.7 .1  In trod u ction
The collective transpo rt models have been successful in describing fission dy­
nam ics, as discussed above. However, some developm ents of the  models are still 
necessary, such as the  inclusion of a m ass-asym m etric collective degree of free­
dom. A useful a lternative is to  m odify the well understood standard  statistical 
m odel to take into account the effects of dissipation which are predicted  by the 
dynam ical models.
The standard  sta tis tica l model assumes th a t a com pound nucleus is formed 
in the  heavy-ion fusion reaction and th a t the form ation and decay of a given 
com pound nuclear s ta te  are independent [Boh39]. Thus all decay channels th a t 
are open are equally likely to  be populated , where an open channel is a particu lar 
final sta te , specified by all quan tum  num bers, th a t can be reached w ithout barrier 
penetration . If some po ten tial barrier (e.g. Coulom b) exists then the  probability 
of reaching th e  s ta te  is reduced by the  barrier penetra tion  probability. So the 
probability  of decay to a given channel is ju st 1/N,  where N is the to ta l num ber 
of open channels. All the  intrinsic degrees of freedom  are equilibrated  in the 
com pound nucleus and a quasistationary  situation  for the collective, or fission, 
degrees of freedom  is assum ed to  exist at the saddle point. If the nucleus decays to 
a s ta te  at the  saddle point then it is assum ed to fission im m ediately. Thus purely 
s tatic  phase-space argum ents are used to determ ine the decay of the nucleus. 
The fission w idth Tf  therefore only depends on the fission barrier Bf  and the 
tem pera tu re  T . It is independent of dissipation and there is no consideration of 
a transien t delay tim e or saddle to scission tim e.
In the following sections the details of the s tandard  statistical model are de­
scribed and it is shown how this standard  model may be modified to include the 
effects of dissipation.
2 .7 .2  T h e Standard  S ta tistica l M od el
The standard  equilibrium  statistical model for the decay of an excited nucleus 
discussed here assumes the decay proceeds through fission and the emission of
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light particles (n ,p ,a). The emission of 7-rays is neglected since it is unim portant 
in the present studies. The initial condition is tha t the nuclei are formed with a 
well defined excitation energy and with a distribution of total angular momentum 
values. It is then possible to formulate the partial decay widths for each mode of 
decay and thus to calculate the cross-sections for the various exit channels.
The couplings for the angular momenta of the parent nucleus Jt and the 
residual nucleus Jf  must be considered via the orbital angular momentum l of 
the em itted particle v of spin s. The particle emission width is then given by 
[Tho64, Del82, Sto85]
r v{EitJi) 1
2trp(Ei, Jt)
00 J /+ *  J i+S
E E E
1=0 S = \J j -a \  \ J i - S \
r E\ Er ( J j ) Bi/
. /  p(Et — Bu — eu, Jf)Ti{eu)deu. (2.73)
Jo
In the above expression p(J5, J )  denotes the spin-dependent level density, Er(J/)  
the rotational energy of the residual nucleus, Bu the particle binding energy and 
S = J f - f s  the channel spin. (Spin-orbit coupling is neglected here). The particle 
binding energies are given by
Bv = M„ + Mj  -  M°, (2.74)
where M„ is the mass of the em itted particle and Mt° and are the masses of 
the parent and residual nuclei in their spherical ground state.
Ti(eu) is the transmission coefficient for formation of a compound nucleus 
in a time-reversed reaction of the em itted particle, with energy e„ and orbital 
angular momentum l , and the residual nucleus, with excitation energy Ef  and 
angular momentum Jf. The transmission coefficients used are optical model 
transmission coefficients, based on global fits to elastic scattering data. These 
apply to particles incident on nuclei in their ground state and are probably not 
appropriate for the hot, rotating compound systems formed in heavy-ion fusion 
reactions. Such systems will have equilibrium shapes which are more deformed 
and which have an increased surface diffuseness. For neutron emission this would 
not be expected to have a significant effect, but for charged-particle emission the 
effect would be expected to be significant as these particles are sensitive to the
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associated Coulomb field [Bla81, Aji86, Hui89]. Nevertheless, in the standard 
statistical model the transmission coefficients are not calculated as a function of 
deformation.
In apparent contrast to the particle decay mode, the fission decay width does 
not depend on the densities of levels or other statistical properties of the residual 
nuclei, which are the fission fragments at infinite separation. Rather, using the 
Bohr-Wheeler hypothesis, it depends on the properties of the compound nucleus 
at the point where the level density is a minimum between equilibrium and the 
separated fragments [Boh39]. This point, called a transition state, is the saddle- 
point configuration. Here, the angular momentum dependent potential energy 
associated with the shape of the nucleus, Bf ( Jx), has reached its lowest maximum 
on the path to scission. The fissioning nuclear system thus passes through a 
transition state where most of the energy has gone into deformation and the 
energy available for intrinsic excitation, and the density of intrinsic levels, may 
be quite small [Boh56]. Thus, fission is treated in an analogous way to particle 
decay if the final state, whose energy is denoted by E f ) is understood to be 
one of the transition states. Similarly, in evaluating the intrinsic or therm al 
excitation energy tha t determines the density of states, it is the kinetic energy at 
the transition state or saddle point, ek, and not the asymptotic relative kinetic 
energy, e, tha t must be considered. The transmission coefficients are taken to 
be unity if the total available energy is in excess of the fission barrier and zero 
otherwise, which is an adequate approximation in heavy-ion induced fusion-fission 
reactions. Hence the fission decay width can be w ritten as [Boh39, Del82, Sto85]
The fission barrier Bf ( J x) can be calculated from, for example, the rotating finite- 
range model. For a hot nucleus, where Ex ^> Bf  -f  e*,, it can be shown that Eqn. 
(2.75) becomes approximately
where the Fermi-gas spin-dependent level density formula has been used.
Excited nuclei will typically de-excite through many successive decay steps, 
involving the emission of light particles, 7-rays and perhaps fission, until heavy
Ei-Bj(Ji )
p{Ex -  Bf ( Jx) -  ek)dek. (2.75)
(2.76)
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evaporation residues or de-excited fission fragments are reached. These cascades 
must be followed numerically and this is done in two ways. The first method 
involves the construction of a grid in Z and A and, for each nucleus, a population 
distribution over a two-dimensional grid in excitation and angular momentum. 
Given the initial distribution of E  and J  for the compound nucleus, the popula­
tions of the various residual nuclei are calculated. The size of the grid in Z  and A 
continues to expand for successive residual nuclei until further decay is energeti­
cally forbidden. The codes CASCADE [Puh77] and ALICE [Bla66, Bla72, Pla78] 
are of this type. The advantage of such a grid calculation is tha t the yields of very 
weakly populated residual nuclei may be calculated with precision. The second 
method follows the decay of individual compound nuclei in an initial ensemble 
by Monte Carlo techniques until the residual nucleus can no longer decay. In this 
case, the accuracy with which any given quantity can be predicted will depend 
on how likely it is to occur and the number of cascades calculated. The codes 
PACE [Gav80] and JOANNE [Les91, Les93a] are of this type.
2.7.3 The Modified Statistical M odel
The effect of nuclear dissipation is to slow down the fission process and to re­
duce the quasi-stationary fission width from its transition state value to a value 
dependent on the m agnitude of the dissipation. This gives rise to an excess of 
pre-scission neutrons, light charged particles and electric-dipole 7-rays, relative 
to the predictions of the standard statistical model.
The standard statistical model can be modified to include the effects of nuclear 
dissipation in the following manner. The Bohr-Wheeler fission width is modified 
by the Kramers reduction factor K ^ w , as given in Eqn. (2.66). The delaying 
effects of nuclear dissipation are assumed to give rise to two distinct timescales 
pre- and post-saddle, Tp^ and 7^* . Only particle emission is allowed from nearly 
spherical systems for the pre-saddle delay time, r^g, after which the fission decay 
is allowed to compete with the particle emission, r^g is related to the transient 
delay tim e r j, required for the fission width to reach its quasi-stationary value. 
The evaporation of particles during the descent from saddle to scission can be 
modelled by allowing particle emission from a system with a chosen deformation 
between the saddle and scission points for the time rp03t, the post-saddle delay
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tim e. Tpoat is related  to  the m ean saddle-to-scission transition  tim e raac. The to tal 
dynam ical fission tim escale is then defined as T to ta i =  Tpj.e - f  T p o a t .
Since neutron  emission is relatively insensitive to  the deform ation of the  em it­
ting  nucleus, it is very difficult to  obtain  inform ation on the  breakup of the  to ta l 
dynam ical fission tim escale into a pre-saddle delay tim e and a post-saddle delay 
tim e. In previous analyses of pre-scission neutron  m ultiplicities and m ean ener­
gies, only particle emission was allowed from nearly spherical system s for a to tal 
dynam ical fission delay tim e Tto ta i and then fission decay was allowed to com pete 
w ith the  particle emission [Hin92a].
However, since the  effective Coulomb emission barriers for proton and a- 
particle emission decrease w ith deform ation [Bla81, Aji86, Hui89], light charged 
particle emission offers the possibility of resolving the  pre-saddle and saddle-to- 
scission delay tim es. To exploit this sensitivity to the nuclear deform ation, the 
particle emission from the deformed configuration during ra9C m ust be calculated 
using a particle decay w idth appropriate to the particu lar deform ation chosen. 
The expression for the particle decay w idth, Eqn. (2.73), is therefore modified so 
th a t the  transm ission coefficients, the  particle binding energies and the therm al 
excitation energies are calculated for the deformed em itter.
The la test version of the code JO A N N E [Les93b], which incorporates the 
above m odifications, has been used in the present study. The discussions given 
below are specific to  this code. The particle transm ission coefficients for the de­
form ed em itte r were obtained using a simple approxim ate procedure sim ilar to 
th a t of Ref. [Hui89]. The radii of the nuclear optical potentials [Per76, Hui62] 
were varied as a function of the angle to the sym m etry  axis determ ined by ro tating  
liquid drop m odel nuclear shapes. The Coulomb potentials around the deformed 
nuclei were determ ined using the results of Ref. [Dav76b]. These transm ission co­
efficients predict a decrease in the effective proton and a-partic le  emission barriers 
w ith increasing deform ation and hence an enhancem ent of the charged particle 
emission relative to  the neutron emission. The dependence of the particle bind­
ing energies on deform ation m ust also be taken into account. Particle binding 
energies as a function of deform ation can be w ritten  as, modifying Eqn. (2.74),
B „(?) =  M„ +  M ° +  V,(q) -  -  V.(9 ), (2.77)
where K(<?) and Vf(q)  are the deform ation energies of the parent and residual
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Figure 2.11: Change in the neutron, proton and a-partic le  binding energies of 
the  com pound nucleus 188P t as a function of distance between mass centres r/Ro , 
relative to the  spherical binding energies.
nuclei relative to the spherical ground sta te  and are functions of the nuclear shape. 
They were calculated using the  liquid drop model as described in Section 2.3. 
The neutron  binding energies decrease slightly w ith increasing deform ation while 
the proton and a-partic le  binding energies increase d ram atically  w ith increasing 
deform ation, as shown in Fig. 2.11. The increase in the light charged particle 
binding energies causes a suppression of the proton and a-partic le  emission with 
increasing deform ation. For system s with A ~  200 this suppression is greater than  
the  enhancem ent associated w ith the decrease in the effective emission barriers. 
Thus for A ~  200 there is an overall suppression of the charged particle emission 
relative to the neutron emission w ith increasing deform ation.
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2.8 Fusion
In the dynamical and statistical treatm ents of the fission process discussed in 
the preceding sections it has been assumed that the projectile and target fuse 
to form an interm ediate system, referred to as the compound nucleus, which, 
after attaining equilibrium in all its degrees of freedom apart from the collective 
fission degrees of freedom, then decays. It is assumed that the formation and 
decay processes are independent of each other except for the conservation of total 
excitation energy and angular momentum. In this section the formation of the 
compound system is discussed.
In most theoretical models of heavy-ion fusion, the forces between the colliding 
projectile and target are assumed to give rise to an effective internuclear potential 
energy. This potential energy is a function of the separation and deformation of 
the two heavy-ions and the angular momentum of the system. A number of simple 
models, such as the Bass [Bas73, Bas74, Bas77] or Wilczynski [Wil73] models, 
which ignore the deformations of the projectile and target, have been reasonably 
successful in predicting cross-sections for fusion with relatively light projectiles.
The effective two-body potential between a pair of heavy-ions contains nuclear, 
Coulomb and centrifugal parts. If the heavy-ions are assumed to be spherical then 
the effective potential can be w ritten as
V(r,J)  = - V n(r) + ^ ^ -  + ~ J ( J + l ) ,  (2.78)
r  Zfir*
where r  is the distance between the centres of the two nuclei, Z\ and Z2 are 
their nuclear charges, \i is the reduced mass and J  is the angular momentum 
quantum  number. Many different forms of the nuclear potential Vn(r), such as 
the Woods-Saxon potential, can be used. The maximum of this potential is known 
as the fusion barrier, Vß( J ) , and the radius at which this occurs the fusion barrier 
radius, Rb (J). Both are dependent on the angular momentum J. This expression 
becomes invalid at distances where the surfaces of the two interacting nuclei 
overlap significantly. When the two heavy-ions start to penetrate each other, they 
experience a strong dissipative force arising from two-body collisions between the 
nucleons of each heavy-ion, which dissipates the relative motion. In a short time 
the relative radial motion of the heavy-ions reduces to zero and a fraction of the 
initial orbital angular momentum is transferred to intrinsic angular momentum
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of the heavy-ions. Mass transfer causes the projectile and target to lose their 
original identities and the Coulomb potential can no longer be represented as the 
potential between two point charges. Recently Langevin methods have been used 
to describe fusion as a dissipative dynamical process, in analogy to the treatm ent 
of fission [Mar92, Fro92].
The fusion cross-section, <jfua(E ), at a given centre of mass reaction energy 
E, is defined as [Ste86]
OO
*fu.(E) = ttA2 £ ( 2 J  +  l)Tj(E),  (2.79)
7=0
where A is the reduced wavelength of the projectile and Tj (E ) are the angular 
momentum dependent transmission coefficients. It has been assumed that nuclei 
which overcome the fusion barrier will fuse.
Classically, the transmission coefficients are completely determined by the 
height VB{J) of the fusion barrier, such that
Tj{E)
1 E > VB(J) or J < Jc
0 E < VB{J) or J > Jc
(2.80)
where Jc is the highest partial wave for which E  > VB(J). This is referred to as 
the sharp cutoff model [Sco76]. The fusion cross-section can then be written as
afu,(E)  ~  v \ 2(Jc + l ) 2. (2.81)
For heavy-ion reactions, Jc 1, and so
crfua(E)  ~  ttA 2 J c2
= * J & (  i ~ y ) > (2-82)
where the fusion barrier height VB and radius R B are the J  = 0 values and R B 
has been assumed to be independent of angular momentum.
The sharp cutoff approximation ignores the effects of quantum mechanical 
tunnelling through the fusion barrier. If the effective potential energy V( E)  
around the fusion barrier is approximated by an inverted parabola with the an­
gular momentum dependent width Hujj, then the transmission coefficients are
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given by the Hill-Wheeler expression [Hil53, Tho59] :
Tj(E) = jl + exp (2.83)
The fusion cross-section is also affected by coupling to vibrational states [Esb81] 
and static nuclear deformations [Wei91, Lem93, Lei93], which will give rise to a 
distribution of fusion barriers.
The transmission coefficients are often parameterised as follows [Sat80]
J- Jo " - 1Tj(E)  = 1 -f exp
8J
(2.84)
where 8J is the diffuseness of the fusion angular momentum distribution, usually 
assumed independent of projectile energy. Then the fusion cross-section is written 
as
cr/ua(-E') — ^ ( 2 J  +  1)
J = 0
1 + exp J  -  Jo 
8J
- 1
(2.85)
For a given 8J , J0 can be determined from experimentally measured total fusion 
cross-sections. The initial angular momentum distributions for the statistical 
model calculations discussed in Chapter 5 are determined from this expression.
C hapter 3
E xperim ental M eth od s and  
A nalysis
3.1 In tr o d u c tio n
Studies have been m ade of proton and a-particles in coincidence w ith fission frag­
m ents em itted  during heavy-ion fusion-fission reactions leading to  the  form ation 
and decay of the com pound nucleus 188P t. It was expected th a t these charged 
particles would be em itted  from several different sources. The dom inant con­
tribu tions are from the  equilibrated com pound nucleus, the accelerated fission 
fragm ents and from near-scission configurations. Sm aller contributions from, for 
exam ple, pre-equilibrium  emission would also be expected. Since particles em it­
ted  from these sources have different angular d istributions, m easurem ents at m any 
different correlation angles can be used to  determ ine the  intensity, energy spectra 
and angular d istribu tions of the particles from the sources.
All experim ents were perform ed at the ANU D epartm ent of Nuclear Physics. 
The 14UD Pelletron accelerator was operated at term inal voltages up to 15.7 MV 
to accelerate ions of 19F, 28Si and 34S, ex tracted  from the negative ion spu tte r 
source.
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3.2 Techniques o f P article  D etectio n
3.2 .1  In trod u ction
To study any nuclear reaction it is necessary to distinguish between the different 
reaction products. In the fusion-fission reactions considered here, these range 
from evaporation residues through fission fragments to light ions (Z  <2). The 
different masses, charges and total energies of these particles can be used to 
identify them , since the amount of energy they lose when passing through m atter 
and the time taken to travel between two points in vacuum are different. Rather 
than present an exhaustive list of particle identification techniques, only those 
directly relevant to the present work are described. General concepts applicable to 
radiation interacting with m atter are discussed below, while the types of detector 
used are discussed in the following sections.
The rate of energy loss of a non-relativistic ion moving with velocity v in a 
medium is given by the non-relativistic Bethe-Bloch equation [Leo87] :
where m  is the electron mass, I  is the mean ionisation potential of the medium 
and Zef f  is the effective charge of the ion. For light ions at high velocities all the 
electrons are stripped and Zef f  is equal to the nuclear charge Z of the ion. How­
ever in other situations, particularly for heavy ions, the stripping is incomplete 
and Zef f  is less than the nuclear charge. Empirically the following relationship 
is valid for a wide range of ion species [Bet72]
Zeff  =  Z 1 — 1.032 exp — -
where 6 is a constant for each species given by
b =  — Z 0'69.
h
(3.2)
(3.3)
For a given species, as the energy is increased —dE/dx  initially increases as the 
effective charge increases. However, eventually the l / v 2 term  dominates, as Zef f  
approaches Z, and —dE/dx  peaks and then drops. Since dE/dx  is a function 
of velocity (and thus of energy E),  it is generally necessary to measure both
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dE/dx  and E to allow identification. Alternatively, dE/dx  can be measured in 
conjunction with a time-of-flight signal which is also dependent on the energy 
of the particle (and its mass), as discussed below. In the experiments discussed 
here, the energy lost in a gas counter was used to give dE/dx.
The mass M  of a given particle can be determined from its kinetic energy. If 
the particle is moving with velocity u, the energy is given non-relativistically by
E = ^ M v 2. (3.4)
Then, if T  is the tim e taken for this particle to traverse a fixed flight path of 
distance 5, its mass can be written as
FT2
M  =  2— , (3.5)
Usually the time-of-flight (TOF) is used directly rather than converting it to a 
mass. This was the technique adopted in the present experiments. To measure 
the time-of-flight of particles, there must be a tim ing signal at the beginning of 
the flight path, the start signal, and a timing signal at the end of the flight path, 
the stop signal. In the experiments discussed here, the beam from the ANU 14UD 
accelerator was pulsed. The start signal was taken from the gas counter used to 
measure the energy loss of the heavy reaction products and the stop signal was 
provided by the RF signal of the pulsed beam. This is discussed further in the 
following sections.
3 .2 .2  G as D etec to rs
Gas proportional detectors were used to detect the fission fragments produced 
in the reactions studied. Fig. 3.1(a) illustrates the principles involved in such 
detectors and shows a simple gas counter.
The gas is contained in a cylinder with conducting walls and a thin end win­
dow. Along the axis of the cylinder is suspended an anode wire. If radiation 
penetrates the cylinder, a certain number of electron-ion pairs will be created. 
The mean number of pairs created is proportional to the energy deposited in the 
counter and with an electric field applied, the electrons will be drifted towards 
the anode and the ions towards the cathode, where they are collected.
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Figure 3.1: U pper: Basic construction of a simple gas detector. Lower: N um ber 
of ions collected as a function of applied voltage in a single wire gas cham ber. 
Taken from  Ref. [Leo87].
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The current signal observed, however, depends on the  field in tensity  as shown 
in Fig. 3.1(b). At zero volts no charge is collected as the  ion-electron pairs recom ­
bine. As the  voltage is raised, however, the  recom bination forces are overcome 
and the current begins to  increase as m ore and m ore of the  electron-ion pairs are 
collected before they can recom bine. The first flat region in Fig. 3.1(b) corre­
sponds to  when all the pairs have been collected so increasing the voltage has no 
effect. A detector working in this region is called an ionization cham ber and has a 
very small signal current. If the  voltage is increased still fu rther the  current again 
increases w ith the voltage. This is due to  an ionization avalanche occuring very 
quickly and alm ost entirely w ithin a few radii of the  anode wire. The electric field 
has becom e strong enough to  accelerate electrons from  the prim ary  ion-electron 
pairs to an energy where they are capable of ionizing o ther gas molecules in the 
cylinder. The additional electrons produced can also be accelerated, producing 
m ore ionization in a cascade effect. The num ber of electron-ion pairs in the  cas­
cade is, however, directly proportional to the num ber of initial electrons and so 
there is a proportional am plification of the current whose m ultip lication factor 
depends on the  voltage V. A detector operating in region III is known as a pro­
portional cham ber and the signal current is large com pared w ith th a t from  an 
ionization cham ber. If the voltage is increased beyond region III, then  the  to tal 
am ount of ionization created through m ultip lication becomes sufficiently large 
th a t the space charge created d istorts the electric field about the anode. P ropor­
tionality  thus begins to be lost and eventually the energy becomes large enough 
to cause a discharge in the gas. The ou tpu t current is now com pletely sa tu ra ted  
and always gives the same am plitude regardless of the energy of the initial event. 
Usually a quenching gas is also present to  prevent a perm anent discharge from 
occurring. D etectors working in this region are called Geiger-M üller counters.
3 .2 .3  Scin tilla tion  D etec to rs
W hen an energetic charged particle passes through m atte r, it can also cause exci­
ta tion  of the  molecules in addition to ionization. The subsequent decay produces 
m any photons of various frequencies. In most m aterials these are reabsorbed, but 
there are some m aterials, called scintillators, which are transparen t to certain  fre­
quency ranges of the photons.
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In some scintillators, the re-emission process, or light output, may be described 
by a two-component exponential decay [Sto58, Leo87] :
N = A exp ^ -----^ -f B exp ^----- ^ , (3.6)
where N  is the number of photons em itted at tim e t. The finite rise tim e from 
zero to the maximum in most materials is usually much more rapid than the 
decay tim e and has been taken as zero for simplicity. ra and r a are the decay 
constants. For most of these scintillators one component is generally much faster 
than the other so they are referred to as the fast (f) and slow (s) components. 
Their relative magnitudes, A and £?, vary from m aterial to m aterial, although it is 
the fast component which generally dominates. Both of these components depend 
on the rate of energy loss dE/ dx and where this dependence is strong, the overall 
decay tim e of the em itted light pulse will vary with the type of exciting radiation. 
Such scintillators are thus capable of pulse shape discrimination (PSD), i.e. they 
are capable of distinguishing between different types of incident particles by the 
shape of the em itted light pulse.
In the present experiments, the inorganic crystal scintillator CsI(Tl) was used 
as a light charged particle detector [Gra85]. For this material, it is found that 
Tj ~  0.4 — 0.7 x 10"65, the actual value depending on the type of particle as 
discussed above, t,  ~  7 X 10-6s and is independent of particle type. Since the 
amplitude B  is ~  3% of the amplitude A , the light output of the CsI(Tl) crystal 
is dominated by the fast component during the initial period, despite 30% of the 
light output being contained in the slow component. Typical overall decay times 
of 0.425/25 for a-particles and 0.519/25 for protons are found [Sto58].
The light output from the scintillator must be collected and converted into an 
electrical signal before it can be used to provide particle identification and energy 
measurements. This could be done with a photomultiplier tube, for instance. In 
the present case, however, a photodiode is used to eliminate the dependence of 
the pulse height on the rate [Mei87]. This also results in a much more compact 
charged particle detector. Such a requirement is dictated by the experimental 
setup described in the following sections. The pulse shape discrimination tech­
nique is then used to discriminate between the different charged particles detected 
in the CsI(Tl) crystal. Fig. 3.2 illustrates the PSD technique. In the following
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Figure 3.2: (a) Schematic diagram of the electronic setup used to obtain energy 
and PSD signals from the charged particle detector, (b) Typical waveforms at 
several points around the circuit for protons (x) and a-particles (a ) with equal 
integrated light outputs from the CsI(Tl) crystal.
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discussion references are to Fig. 3.2b. The light output from the scintillator is 
integrated by a pre-amplifier (b) and its output is doubly differentiated (c). The 
zero-crossing point of this pulse occurs when the integrated output is 0.85 of its 
final value. By timing between the beginning of a pulse (a) and the zero-crossing 
point (d), the rise time of the integrated output is determined and this is then 
converted to an amplitude (e). By using both the PSD signal and the total energy 
signal, a-particles and protons can be identified.
Detailed discussions of the detectors and electronics used in the measurements 
are given in the following sections.
3.3 E xperim ental A pparatus
3.3 .1  T h e F ission  Fragm ent D etec to r
Three parallel plate gas avalanche counters (PPACs) were used to detect the 
fission fragments. The anode of each detector is a ~  200figcm~2 mylar foil coated 
on each side with ~  20figcm~2 of gold. Each cathode is a copper strip giving 
the detector an active area of 40mm x 200mm. To obtain positional information 
the copper cathode is subdivided into 10 sections, each 40m mx20mm, which are 
connected by 15nsec delays. Fig. 3.3 shows a cross-section of one of the gas 
counters. The gas used was isobutane at a pressure of 5 torr and the anode 
voltage was +475 V. By using this combination the detectors were operated in 
the proportional region resulting in a large amplification of the initial signal size 
caused by fragments entering the detector and ionizing the gas.
The detectors were arranged so as to cover as large an angular range as possible 
and in three nearly perpendicular planes, as indicated in Fig. 3.4. The first 
detector was in the plane perpendicular to the beam, the second in the plane 
containing the beam axis and the Csl detector and the third perpendicular to 
this plane. The angular coverage is only in the backward hemisphere to avoid the 
large elastic counting rates present at forward angles. In Fig. 3.4 the geometry 
of the fission fragment detectors and the charged particle detector is shown. The 
angular position of an element in the array is specified by the three angles 
0xy, and 6Z, which are defined in Fig. 3.5. They are listed in Table 3.1 for each 
of the 30 elements, together with the distance from the target to the centre of an
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Figure 3.3: Cross-section of the parallel plate gas counter.
element, the geometrically determined relative solid angle of each element and 
the uncertainty in the direction of the spin of the compound system produced by 
the finite angular acceptance of each element (see Section 3.5.1).
3.3.2 The Charged Particle D etector
To detect a-particles and protons a detector based on a CsI(Tl) scintillator was 
built. Fig. 3.6 shows a schematic view of the charged particle detector. A Hama­
m atsu S3204 photodiode, coupled directly to the crystal with optical grease, was 
used to collect the light output from the crystal. The spectral sensitivity of the 
photodiode is well matched to the CsI(Tl) emission spectrum [Kre87] and using 
it results in a very compact charged particle detector, an im portant requirement
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Table 3.1: The angles Obeam, ®xy and 9Z specify the position of each fission fragment 
detector element, d is the distance from the target to the centre of an element, 
0 rei the relative solid angle and A (f)ge0m  the uncertainty of the compound nucleus 
spin direction caused by the finite angular acceptance of the element.
E lem en t earn e z d O r e l A  (pge om
1 90 90 0 170 11.9 2.4
2 90 90 5 156 15.4 2.8
3 90 90 11 145 19.2 3.3
4 90 90 18 135 24 .0 3.8
5 90 90 26 127 28 .6 4.3
6 90 90 34 122 32 .2 4.6
7 90 90 45 121 33 .7 4 .7
8 90 90 54 122 32 .4 4.6
9 90 90 63 127 28 .8 4.3
10 90 90 71 135 17.8 3.8
11 111 111 90 190 7.1 5.9
12 117 117 90 184 12.8 6.4
13 123 123 90 180 13.8 7.0
14 129 129 90 176 14.7 7.7
15 136 136 90 174 15.0 8.6
16 143 143 90 176 14.6 9.7
17 149 149 90 180 13.7 11.0
18 155 155 90 185 12.5 12.9
19 161 161 90 192 11.1 15.4
20 166 166 90 200 9 .7 19.2
21 167 -172 77 224 6.5 13.4
22 163 -171 73 214 8.5 12.2
23 157 -170 68 206 9.6 10.8
24 152 -170 63 200 10.6 9.7
25 146 -169 57 194 11.4 8.7
26 140 -168 51 192 11.9 7.8
27 134 -166 45 190 12.1 7.1
28 128 -165 40 192 11.8 6.5
29 122 -163 34 196 11.3 6.0
30 117 -160 28 200 4.9 5.6
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Figure 3.4: Schematic diagram showing the experimental arrangement of the 
fission fragment detectors and the charged particle detector.
given the design of the fission fragment detector. The face of the crystal is covered 
with A1 foil ~1.3m g/cm 2 in thickness and was collimated to 13mm x 13mm using 
1.5mm thick tantalum . Aluminium foil helps to collect the light from the crystal 
and shields the detector from any electrons and light from external sources, such 
as the passage of the beam through the target. The tantalum  collimator ensures 
tha t particles cannot interact near the edge of the crystal where light collection 
may be poor. Its thickness was sufficient to stop 32 MeV protons.
In order to measure absolute energy spectra of a-particles and protons the 
detector has to be calibrated. Beams of protons ranging in energy from 4-25 
MeV were elastically scattered from a 197Au target with the charged particle 
detector at 90° to the beam direction. From the singles spectrum of the energy
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centre of
Btrlpe
Figure 3.5: The three angles Obeam, and Qxy which specify the angular position 
of a gas detector element.
signal the characteristic proton peak could be identified. The centroid of this 
peak increases with energy, as does its FWHM, and by measuring its position for 
several different incident energies the channel number as a function of particle 
energy could be found. Beams of a-particles were not available but the same 
detector had been calibrated previously with both proton and a-particle beams. 
A comparison of the previous and present proton centroids as a function of energy 
revealed a constant ratio as expected, since the two measurements differed only 
in their electronics setup. It is reasonable to assume then tha t the ratio of the 
alpha particle to proton centroids as a function of energy measured previously 
is still valid. Hence, using the present proton calibration, the corresponding a- 
particle calibration could also be determined. Fig. 3.7 shows the proton and 
alpha particle centroids as a function of energy. Such a proton calibration was 
done during each series of coincidence measurements and used in the analysis of 
these measurements.
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Figure 3.6: Cross-section of the charged particle detector.
3 .4  E x p e r im e n ta l P r o c e d u r e
The PPACs used to detect the fission fragments and the charged particle detector 
were mounted in a 2m diameter scattering chamber, in the arrangement shown 
schematically in Fig. 3.4. Two tantalum  collimators, 0.13mm thick with 1.5mm 
diam eter holes, at 500mm and 1000mm upstream  from the target, were used to 
collimate the beam and gave beam sizes of ~2m m  at the target.
In order to form the compound nucleus 188Pt with a wide range of excitation 
energy and angular momentum, three reactions were used. These are shown in 
Table 3.2 together with the projectile energies, which have been corrected for 
energy loss in the target. The targets used were between 50 — 150/zgcm-2 thick 
evaporated onto 20/igcm-2 12C backings. Using such thin targets reduces the 
effects of energy loss and multiple scattering. The targets were orientated at 45° 
to both the beam and z directions so that the normal to the target surface pointed 
to the middle of the triangle formed by the three fragment detectors.
In the following discussion, spectra obtained from the reaction 28Si-f 160Gd 
at 167.5 MeV, are used as illustrative examples. All particle-fission coincidence 
events, within a resolving time of ~  1/is, were collected event-by-event. These
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Figure 3.7: Particle centroids as a function of incident proton and a-partic le  
energy
events consisted of six param eters described below. The charged particle detector 
gives the  to ta l energy signal of the light charged particles th a t are stopped in it, 
Ep, and the pulse shape discrim ination signal, PSD. The positions, POS, of the 
heavier reaction products in the gas detectors are determ ined from the tim e of 
the  signals from one end of the cathode delay lines, relative to the anode signal. 
The anode signals from the gas detectors are also used to  give the energy loss in 
the detectors, A Eff ,  and the time-of-flight signal, T O F. The s ta rt signal for the 
T O F  was provided by the anode tim ing signal of a fragm ent which enters the  gas 
detector. The R F signal of the pulsed beam  was then used to give the stop signal. 
This results in a T O F signal which is larger for the fast moving particles, such
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Table 3.2: Reactions and energies used to produce the compound nucleus 188Pt.
Reaction Elab{MeV)
i9F + 169Tm 112.5 120.0 127.5 135.0
28S i+160Gd — 160.0 167.5 175.5
34S + 154Sm 175.0 181.0 189.0 198.0
Table 3.3: Electronic units shown in Fig. 3.8.
A b b r e v ia t io n E le c tr o n ic  U n it M o d e l
A M P L in ear A m p lif ie r T e n n e le c  2 0 3 B L R
S C A T im in g  S in g le  C h a n n e l A n a ly se r C a n b erra  143 7  or 2 0 3 7
T A C T im e - to -A m p litu d e  C o n v erter O rtec  4 6 7  or 4 3 7
P R E P r e -a m p lif ie r O rtec  125 or 1 4 2 B
T F A T im in g  F ilte r  A m p lif ier O rtec  4 5 4  or 4 7 4  
or L eC ro y  6 1 2 A  12 C h a n n e l
C F D C o n s ta n t  F ra c tio n  D isc r im in a to r O rtec  4 7 3  or 4 7 3 A
G D G a te  an d  D e la y  G en era to r O rtec  4 1 6 A
F IF O L o g ic  F a n - in /F a n -o u t L eC roy  4 2 9 A
C O IN C o in c id e n c e  U n it C a n b erra  1446
P S P re-sca ler A N U
L G L in ear G a te  a n d  S tre tch er C a n b erra  1454
A D C A n a lo g u e  to  D ig it a l  C o n v erter S ile n a  7 4 2 3 /U H S  or 7 4 2 0 /G  
or C a n b erra  8 0 7 7
as elastically scattered beam particles, than for the slower moving particles, such 
as target recoils. The beam pulses were Ins wide with a separation of 106ns. A 
particle-fragment coincidence signal, PFT, which is the time difference between 
a particle being detected in the charged particle detector and a fragment being 
detected in the gas counter, was also recorded. A schematic diagram of the 
electronics used is shown in Fig. 3.8 and the electronic units identified in Table 
3.3. By using these signals the energy spectrum of proton and alpha particles in 
coincidence with fission fragments could be extracted in the following way. Fission 
fragments in each gas counter were identified from the AE’yy/TOF spectrum, 
shown in Fig. 3.9. The fission fragments are clearly separated from the elastically 
scattered beam particles and the multiply scattered recoiling target nuclei. The
ir
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Figure 3.8: Schem atic diagram  of the electronics used in the coincidence m ea­
surem ents.
energy loss of the fission fragm ents is greater than  th a t of the elastics and recoils 
in m ost cases, due to  the higher Zeff  of these particles. It can be seen, however, 
th a t the energy loss does not uniquely define all the  fission fragm ents. Only 
when used in conjunction with the T O F signal can they be clearly resolved. The 
position signal from the detector was then used to  determ ine in which segment a 
fragm ent was detected. A POS spectrum  is shown in Fig. 3.10 where the peaks 
corresponding to  the 10 segments of one gas counter can be clearly seen. Protons 
and alpha particles were identified using the Ep/P S D  spectrum  of Fig. 3.11.
P articu lar particle-fission coincidences could then be identified unam biguously 
using the Ep/P F T  spectrum . Fig. 3.12 shows such a spectrum  where the m ost 
intense region is due to  true  particle-fission coincidences and background from
r c
hi
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Figure 3.9: A F7///TO F spectrum showing fission fragment identification, elasti­
cally scattered beam particles and target recoils in fission fragment detector 1 for 
the reaction 28Si-f160Gd at 167.5MeV.
random coincidences between the detectors is also evident. The ratio of counts 
in the true coincidence region to one of the random coincidence regions is ap­
proximately 8:1. The curvature of the true coincidence and background regions 
reflects the very poor rise time of the Csl/photodiode system (>  1 fis) but this is 
not a problem when two-dimensional (2-D) gates are used. The modulation in the 
background is a result of pulsing the beam. Corrections have been made for the 
background due to random coincidences which is predominantly from particles 
and fission fragments produced in independent reactions. There is a component 
in the coincidence peak at low energies from true coincidences between 7-rays
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Figure 3.10: POS spectrum with peaks corresponding to the ten elements of 
fission fragment detector 1 for the reaction 28S i+160Gd at 167.5MeV.
and fission fragments. The consequence of the latter is clearly seen in the PFT  
spectrum shown in Fig. 3.13 where the background is higher below the true 
particle-fission coincidence peak. The high background can be associated with 
low energy signals in the Csl detector, generally associated with 7-rays. This is 
only a significant component of the yield at energies below 4 MeV in the case 
of protons and below 8 MeV in the case of alpha particles. Hence lower thresh­
olds were put on the particle energy spectra at these energies. A 2-D gate was 
then set around the true coincidence region (see Fig. 3.12) and identical gates 
were set in the background an integral number of modulations above and below 
this region. The background regions were then added together and scaled down
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Figure 3.11: Ep/PSD  spectrum showing a-particles, protons and elastically scat­
tered beam particles in the CsI(Tl) charged particle detector for the reaction 
28S i+ 160Gd at 167.5MeV.
by the number of beam pulses in the combined background regions. The scaled 
background spectra could then be subtracted from the particle spectra associated 
with the coincidence peak to give the background-corrected particle spectra. By 
measuring a fraction (either 1% or 0.1%) of the singles events in the fragment 
detectors the multiplicities of the particles could be obtained and since the singles 
and coincidences are measured simultaneously, they have the same dead time.
In such a way a total of 60 particle energy spectra in coincidence with fission 
fragments were recorded, 30 for the alpha particles and the same number for the 
protons. These are shown in Figs. 3.14 and 3.15 for the reaction 28S i+ 160Gd at
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PFT (c h a n n e ls )
Figure 3.12: Ep/P F T  spectrum from fission fragment detector 1 where the intense 
region corresponds to true proton-fission coincidences and the weaker regions to 
random coincidences for the reaction 28S i+160Gd at 167.5MeV.
an energy of 167.5 MeV together with fits to the spectra using a multiple source 
fitting procedure described below. The most striking feature of these spectra 
is their variation in shape with the particle-fragment correlation angle. This is 
mainly due to kinematical effects on particles em itted from rapidly moving fission 
fragments and has to be accounted for in the analysis of these spectra.
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Figure 3.13: P F T  spectrum  showing the true  coincidence peak and asym m etry 
in background for the reaction 28S iT 160Gd at 167.5MeV.
3.5 A nalysis o f P article Spectra
In the analysis of the spectra, particles were considered to be em itted  from four 
sources. These were :
(a) the equilibrated  com pound nucleus before scission,
(b) the detected, fully accelerated, fragm ent,
(c) the com plem entary, fully accelerated, fragm ent,
(d) the  necked-in region of the com pound nucleus near to 
its scission configuration.
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Figure 3.14: a-particle energy spectra at the 30 correlation angles for the reaction 
28Si-f160Gd at 167.5 MeV. The fits to these energy spectra, obtained with the 
kinematical model described in the text, are also shown.
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Figure 3.15: Proton energy spectra at the 30 correlation angles for the reaction 
28S i+160Gd at 167.5 MeV. The fits to these energy spectra, obtained with the 
kinematical model described in the text, are also shown.
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(a) is term ed pre-scission emission, (b) and (c) are combined as post-scission 
emission and (d) is term ed near-scission emission. These three different em itters 
were param eterised and combined to form the total particle emission spectra in 
an existing kinematical code [Les90] and used to fit the experimental data. The 
method of param eterisation of each will be described in the following sections.
3.5 .1  P re-sc ission  em ission
The pre-scission emission spectrum in the rest frame of the compound nucleus 
was chosen to have the following general param eterisation, based on a Maxwellian 
distribution :
0 e < B '
N m (e) = M cnC(e -  B ')Dcn exp( - e /T m ) B ' <  e <  B ^  +  Ten 
Mcn(e -  Bar,) e x p (-e /T cn) e > B ^  +  Tm
(3.7)
where B ' =  (1 —  D c n ) T c n  T B ^  and C = Tcn/(Z)criTcn)Dcn. The four parameters of 
the spectrum  are related to various physical quantities of the compound nucleus. 
Ten determines the high energy region of the spectrum and is related to the nuclear 
tem perature. For a deformed nucleus, a distribution of particle emission barriers 
would be expected. However, it has been assumed for simplicity in the above 
param eterisation that there is only one emission barrier Ben, which is therefore 
related to the mean particle emission barrier. The maximum of the spectrum is at 
Ben +  Ten- Den controls the slope of the spectrum at low energy and is related to 
the diffuseness and penetrability of the barrier Ben- However, will be affected 
if there is a range of emission barriers. The last param eter, Men, normalises the 
spectrum and so defines the particle multiplicities.
The angular distribution of particles em itted from the compound system is 
dependent on <f), the angle between the direction of particle emission and the spin 
axis of the compound nucleus. The observation of a fission fragment in a given 
direction is used to define the spin axis J . Such an observation does not define 
the axis uniquely and there is an uncertainty A <j> in the direction of J  which arises 
primarily from the quantum  mechanical nature of the compound system.
If the fissioning system in a heavy-ion reaction is formed by a full momentum 
transfer reaction between a spin zero target and projectile, then the total spin
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Figure 3.16: The relation between the vectors J , K , M  and R  is shown for a 
deformed nucleus.
J , which is conserved throughout the entire fission process, has no component 
along the beam axis, i.e. M  = 0. J  then arises solely from the contributions 
of the various partial waves in the entrance channel and is confined to a plane 
perpendicular to the beam direction. The quantum number J  has a distribution 
in K associated with it, where K is the projection of J  on the symmetry axis of 
the deformed nucleus, along which the fission fragments are assumed to separate. 
K  is entirely a property of the intrinsic nucleonic motion. For a fixed direction of 
J , the K-distribution has the effect of tilting the nuclear symmetry axis, which 
gives rise to a distribution of fission fragments with respect to the spin direction. 
The rotational angular momentum R  is perpendicular to the symmetry axis as 
shown in Fig. 3.16.
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Classically, there is no distribution of K-values and so the fragments are only 
em itted in a direction perpendicular to R , so tha t observation of a fragment in 
a particular direction confines R  to a plane perpendicular to tha t direction. If 
K  =  0 then the intersection of the plane containing R  and the plane containing 
J  defines J  uniquely. Only when the fragments are observed at 180° to the beam 
direction and the two planes coincide, is J  undefined.
For a quantum  mechanical system such as the compound nucleus, a distri­
bution of K-values is expected, which gives rise to a fission fragment angular 
distribution with respect to the spin direction. For such a system, the observa­
tion of a fission fragment in a particular direction defines a range of possible spin 
directions. In the present analysis, a simple distribution of K-values has been 
assumed which is associated with a uniform probability of tilt angles between 
±A(f)ff and zero probability for larger angles. Hence after observation of a fission 
fragment there is an uncertainty A i n  the spin direction J  relative to R . Since 
J  is confined to the plane perpendicular to the beam direction, the uncertainty 
in the spin direction is defined relative to the vertical direction in this plane and 
is denoted A (f)ang. If a fission fragment is observed at 90° to the beam direction 
then the plane containing R  and the plane containing J  are at 90° to each other 
and so A (f)ang = A<pff. If the fragment is observed at an angle 6 greater than 90° 
then A (f)ang will be larger than A </>//. It can be shown geometrically tha t, if the 
simple distribution of K-values described above is valid, then the uncertainty is 
given by
Acfrang = sin_1(sin A(j)ffl sin 6). (3-8)
The uncertainty in the spin direction A 4>ang as a function of the observed fission 
fragment angle to the beam 6 is shown in Fig. 3.17. It can be seen tha t for 
6 = 90° the uncertainty is A (f)ang = A When A (f)ang is larger than 90° then 
A (j)ang is taken as 90° and the spin direction can lie anywhere in the plane normal 
to the beam.
There is an additional uncertainty due to the finite angular acceptance of 
the detectors, A (frdet, so that the total uncertainty in the spin direction following 
observation of a fragment at 6 to the beam direction is
1/2
A <t> =  [Ming +  Ml (3.9)
The angular distribution for particle emission W(<j)) cannot be assumed to be
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Figure 3.17: The uncertainty in the spin direction A (f)ang as a function of the 
observed fission fragment angle to the beam 6, for A<j>ff = 20°.
isotropic for the case of a highly excited rotating compound nucleus, since there 
is strong evidence that a-particles are em itted preferentially normal to the spin 
direction of nuclei with high angular momenta [Sch84, Bru87, Aji86]. A simple 
analytical form for W((f)) is used here which can be derived for spherical nuclei 
[Aji86], assuming sharp cut-off transmission coefficients, and is shown below :
W(<f>) oc exp(/9 sin2 </>), (3.10)
where exp(/3) is the anisotropy, defined as W (90°)/W (0°), which depends on 
the angular momentum, excitation energy and deformation of the nucleus. Here 
however it is regarded simply as a parameter.
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In calculating the  laboratory  spectra  and intensities, the com pound system  
was assum ed to  recoil in the  beam  direction w ith the  full m om entum  of the 
projectile. Hence the recoil velocity is given by
=  0 .98 (^PM m )(2£;r,M CT>)1/2 cm /ns, (3.11)
where Ap and A^  are the mass num bers of the projectile and com pound system  
and Ep is the  projectile energy in MeV.
3 .5 .2  E m ission  from  fully accelerated  fragm en ts
The energy spectra  of particles em itted  from each fragm ent, in the rest fram e of 
th a t fragm ent, were taken to be of the same form as those from the  com pound 
system , Eqn. (3.7), bu t w ith param eters M ff , Tff,  Bf f  and Dff .  The particle 
angular d istributions were assum ed to be isotropic in the ir respective rest frames.
Again, the  velocities of the em itting  fragm ents m ust be known to  convert these 
to  laboratory  spectra, for com parison w ith the m easured shapes. Since charged- 
particle emission is m ore probable from heavy fragm ents than  from lighter ones, 
it is likely th a t the average fission event in which charged particles are em itted  
involves an asym m etric mass split ra ther than  the predom inantly  sym m etric mass 
division observed w ithout this coincidence requirem ent. Thus asym m etric mass 
splits were allowed for by assum ing all fission events in coincidence w ith a charged 
particle gave rise to  fragm ents of charge Z0 and Z\ — (Z^  — Zo), where Z ^  is the 
atom ic num ber of the com pound nucleus; the fragm ent masses were calculated 
assum ing a constant charge to mass ratio. The to ta l kinetic energy (T K E ) of the 
fragm ents in the  centre-of-mass reference fram e was then  assum ed to be given by 
the  Viola system atics [Vio85] for this asym m etric split :
E t k e  = O.7 5 5 Z0 V  \(Zo A tn /Z ^ Y '3 + (Z M c„/^cn )1/3] +  7.3 MeV, (3.12)
and the centre-of-mass velocity of fragm ents, w ith charge Zq,
v j f  =  0.98(2Zi E t k e ! ZoAcn)1!2 cm/ns. (3.13)
Thus laboratory  spectra for charged particles, from both  observed and com ple­
m entary  fragm ents, were calculated assuming the particle was em itted  from a 
fragm ent w ith velocity associated with the charge Z0. Since the m ultiplicities
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are very low it is extremely unlikely tha t particles would be em itted from both 
observed and complementary fragments in the same fission event thus this as­
sumption is not unreasonable. A range of Z-values was not taken into account.
Conversion to the laboratory frame again assumed fission of a compound 
nucleus recoiling following full m omentum transfer.
3 .5 .3  N ear-sc ission  em ission
It is well established in low energy fission tha t near-scission emission is dominated 
by a-particles[The89, Sin89]. These have an energy distribution which is nearly 
Gaussian and an angular distribution which has a noticeable dependence on the 
energy of the em itted particles. The intensity of near-scission emission is relatively 
low in the spectra measured here and for simplicity it was assumed that both the 
energy spectrum, N nae(e), and the angular distribution, Wnae(<f)ac), had Gaussian 
forms and were independent of each other :
Nnae(e) oc exp ( -  [e -  e]2 /2 ct^ ) ,
W„se(<^c) OC exp ( -  [90° -  (f)ac]2 /2crJjc) ,
(3.14)
where l  and cre are the mean and standard deviation of the energy distribution, 
(f)ac is the angle between the scission axis and the particle, whilst <7^e is the 
width of the angular distribution. The scission axis was assumed to be along the 
direction of the observed fragment, converted to the centre-of-mass frame.
3 .5 .4  D a ta  fittin g  procedure
There are a total of 12 parameters to define the pre-scission, post-scission and 
near-scission emission energy spectra in their appropriate rest frames. These are 
Den, Ben, Ten, ß, Aßff,  Df f , Bff,  Tff, Z0, oc, o(f>tc, l  and may be independently 
varied when fitting the data. The spectra are normalised so tha t one particle is 
em itted from each source, transformed to the laboratory frame and weighted by 
the appropriate multiplicities [ijj and finae ■ A total energy spectrum  for each 
element i of the fission fragment detector can then be calculated by summing the
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contribution each emission spectrum  makes at tha t correlation angle :
E N'lol(t) = E [p-A&W + NlN'„(e) + /WNL(t) (3.15)
c= 0  e= 0
AT*ot(e) is the number of particles with energy between eAe and (e-fil)Ae calculated 
to be em itted at the correlation angle corresponding to element i. The spectrum 
is normally in bins of width 1 MeV but by using Ae >  1 it may be compressed. 
Typically, a width of 1 MeV was used, thus dividing the spectrum into 40 energy 
bins. The 12 param eters and the three multiplicities are then varied to find the 
best fit to the experimental spectra at all 30 correlation angles simultaneously by 
minimising the %2 per degree of freedom :
X =  -  v
g f* ^ ,(<0 - NUc)
-1 e= 0 A N'expt(e)
(3.16)
where v is the number of degrees of freedom. Afjxpt(e) is the number of particles 
with energy between eAe and (e +  l)A e observed in coincidence with fission 
fragments in element i , divided by the number of fission fragments incident on 
element i. AiV‘xpf(e) is the experimental uncertainty in A^*ipt(e).
The low statistics obtained in the reactions studied meant tha t care had to 
be taken in the fitting procedure. Data sets with between 3 x  103 and 50 X 103 
total particle-fission coincidences were recorded so tha t for the lower statistic sets 
the number of counts in some energy bins could be less than 10. This created 
some problems not encountered in fitting high statistics data sets. In some bins 
the number of counts could become negative after background subtraction. At 
low beam energies there are few coincidences but a large background due to, for 
example, 7-ray/fission coincidences. At high energies both are low and so due to 
statistical fluctuations a negative result can again be obtained. Such a negative 
result is clearly unphysical and influences the fit but is nevertheless a feature of 
the data. The negative counts were therefore distributed among neighbouring 
energy bins by smoothing those regions of the energy spectrum with a binomial 
distribution. Other regions of the energy spectrum were not smoothed. In this 
way the negative counts were given some weight while removing them  from the 
data set. Another im portant consequence of the low statistics was the problem 
of determining the experimental uncertainty AiV‘ip((e), which heavily influences 
the fitting procedure. If there is a large number of counts in each energy bin then
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the errors can be assumed to have a Gaussian distribution and the uncertainty 
associated with a particular bin is taken as ^JNlxpt{e). If the number of counts in a 
bin is small enough (N ‘xpt(e) <  5) then the errors will have a Poisson distribution 
and this simple expression for the uncertainty can no longer be used. For example 
if the number of counts in a bin is 1 then using a Gaussian error will give 1 ±  1 
so tha t the lower limit is zero. This is unphysical and influences the fit by giving 
the lower limit too much weight. It can be shown tha t taking the experimental 
uncertainty to be the square root of the number of counts of the fit in tha t energy 
bin, \JNlot(e), is equivalent to using Poisson statistics. This was done for bins in 
which N'expt(e) < 1 0 .
Corrections are also made for the recoil of compound nuclei and fission frag­
ments caused by the emission of particles detected in the charged particle detec­
tor. The direction of recoil of the compound nucleus is different, on average, for 
cases where a pre-scission particle is observed in the Csl detector compared to 
the singles events. The subsequent effect of this on the fission-fragment angular 
distribution is calculated. For post-scission emission, the velocity of the fragment 
prior to emission is calculated from the observed fragment direction, the particle 
direction and the particle momentum.
An example of the fitting procedure is shown in Fig. 3.18 where the total 
alpha particle energy spectra fit is shown together with the contributions from 
the three sources considered and the data for the reaction 28Si-t-160Gd at an 
energy of 167.5 MeV. It can be seen that the pre-scission component increases 
as the correlation angle decreases. As this angle decreases, the angle between 
the spin axis of the compound system and the direction of the em itted a-particle 
increases, to 71° in the case of element 10. As has been mentioned previously, it is 
known that a-particles are em itted preferentially normal to the spin direction of 
nuclei with high angular momenta [Sch84, Bru87, Aji86], so tha t their anisotropy 
VF(90°)/W(0°) > 1.0. This is true even for a spherical system as the a-particles 
can carry away more angular momentum in this direction than in a direction close 
to the spin axis. An additional effect is that the emission barrier is lower in this 
direction due to Coulomb effects in the highly deformed systems considered here. 
As a result the pre-scission component increases with decreasing correlation angle, 
i.e. the a-particle yield is strongest in the reaction plane. For pre-scission proton
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E a  (M eV)
Figure 3.18: Alpha particle energy spectra for the reaction 28Si+160Gd at 167.5 
MeV at four correlation angles. The fits obtained with the kinematical model 
are shown as the upper solid lines. Dashed, dotted and lower solid lines de­
note contributions from the pre-scission, post-scission and near-scission emission
sources.
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emission this effect is much less pronounced as the emission is almost isotropic, 
due to the inability of protons to carry away so much angular m om entum  and 
the lesser effect of deformation on the proton emission barriers.
The post-scission components can be seen changing shape as the correlation 
angle changes from 90° to 19° due to the kinematics of the observed and com­
plementary fragments. At 90° the observed and complementary fragments con­
tribute equally to the observed post-scission emission at ~8 MeV as both their 
velocities are at 90° to the charged particle detector. However at 19°, there are 
two components, one at ~22 MeV corresponding to observed fission fragments 
whose velocity is towards the detector and one at ~5  MeV corresponding to 
complementary fission fragments whose velocity is away from the detector. The 
near-scission emission component at ~12 MeV is largest at 90° and decreases 
sharply with correlation angle. This component is em itted normal to the fission 
fragment direction and is characteristic of this type of emission.
The best fits to all 60 a-particle and proton energy spectra for this reaction 
are shown in Figs. 3.14 and 3.15.
C h a p te r  4 
R esu lts
4.1 In tr o d u c tio n
The particle spectra of evaporated protons and a-partic les in coincidence with 
fission fragm ents have been studied for the reactions 19F + 169Tm , 28S iT 160Gd 
and 34S-f154Sm at several projectile energies. These lead to the form ation of the 
com pound nucleus 188P t w ith a range of excitation energies and angular m om enta. 
The energy spectra, angular distributions and m ultiplicities have been ex tracted  
from  these assum ing pre-scission, post-scission and near-scission emission using 
the m ultiple source fitting procedure described in C hapter 3. In this chapter 
the  param eters obtained from this procedure will be discussed together w ith the 
m ultiplicities and m ean particle energies. The in terp re ta tion  of the m ultiplicities 
and m ean energies will be presented in C hapter 5.
The to ta l num ber of coincidences between protons or a-partic les and fission 
fragm ents is shown in Table 4.1 for each of the d a ta  sets and range from 47.1 xlO3 
to 2.4 x 103. For each da ta  set the num ber of a-partic le  coincidences is lower than  
the num ber of proton coincidences due to  the preferential emission of protons in 
these reactions. The variation between d a ta  sets is a result of the greater yields 
of em itted  particles at higher bom barding energies and also the tim e over which 
the da ta  were collected. The num ber of coincidences obtained in some d a ta  sets 
was low for several reasons. The aim was to form a com pound nuclear system  
w ith the widest possible range of initial angular m om entum  and excitation en­
ergy, given the  beam s available from the ANU 14UD accelerator and the targets
87
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Table 4.1: Total num ber of coincidences between fission fragm ents and protons 
or a-particles.
R e a c t io n E u t ( M e V ) *Lne(l°3) ^ „ c ( 1 0 3 )
1 9 F + 169T m 1 1 2 .5 10.1 4 .4
1 2 0 .0 12.1 7 .0
1 2 7 .5 23 .1 10 .9
1 3 5 .0 47 .1 2 3 .7
28S i + 160G d 1 60 .0 5.3 3 .6
1 6 7 .5 10.3 7 .7
1 75 .5 15.7 11 .4
34S + 154S m 1 7 5 .0 5.1 2.4
1 8 1 .0 5.2 5 .8
1 8 9 .0 14 .7 9 .3
1 9 8 .0 15.2 10 .3
available. Simple Q-value calculations indicated th a t such requirem ents were m et 
if the  com pound nucleus 188P t was form ed with the three reactions listed above. 
An additional reason for choosing the reaction 19F -f169T m  was th a t the fission 
and evaporation residue cross-sections have been m easured [Cha86]. However, 
these reactions gave low yields of a-partic les and protons and also required op­
erating the  14UD accelerator close to its m axim um  term inal voltage of 16 MV, 
which proved difficult for the extended periods of tim e necessary to achieve higher 
statistics.
A discussion of the im plications of low statistics on the x 2-fitting of the da ta  
has already been given in C hapter 3. They also necessitate a careful analysis 
of the s tatistical uncertainties associated with the ex tracted  source param eters 
and m ultiplicities. It can be seen from Table 4.1 th a t, for each reaction, the 
proton and a-partic le  d a ta  sets w ith the highest num ber of coincidence events 
correspond to  the highest projectile energies. For each of these da ta  sets, two 
independent ways of obtaining the uncertain ty  associated w ith the  param eters 
were used. Firstly, the particu lar d a ta  set was divided into 10 sm aller sets which 
were then  independently  fitted. The scatter of the resu ltan t param eters around 
those obtained from fitting the whole da ta  set was then used to estim ate the
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uncertainty associated with each param eter. Secondly, using the whole data 
set, one param eter was fixed and the data set fitted to obtain a value of %2. 
The fixed param eter was then incremented and the data set fitted again to give 
another value of x 2- In this way the x 2 surface for each param eter could be 
obtained and an uncertainty assigned. In general the two ways of obtaining the 
uncertainties agreed with each other. The statistical uncertainties associated 
with the param eters obtained from the data sets at the lower projectile energies 
for a given reaction were then estim ated by scaling the uncertainties determined 
for the highest projectile energy data set by the square-root of the ratio of the 
number of coincidence events at the lower beam energy to those at this highest 
beam energy.
In the following sections the param eters and multiplicities obtained for pre­
scission, post-scission and near-scission emission for each of the reactions studied 
are discussed. The initial excitation energy of the compound system was taken 
relative to the liquid-drop ground state of the compound nucleus using the ex­
pression [Cha86]
+  E'/r  +  E‘Ip -  - 3 S, (4.1)
where Ecm is the centre-of-mass energy, calculated after correcting the kinetic 
energy of the projectile for energy loss in the target, E*xp and E\xv are the 
experimental ground state masses of the projectile and target respectively, M ^  is 
the liquid drop mass of the compound nucleus [Mye66, Mye67] and S is the pairing 
energy, taken as The last term  was included to reproduce approximately
the yrast line of real nuclei at spins where their moments of inertia approach those 
of the liquid drop.
4 .2  P r e -sc is s io n  e m iss io n
The pre-scission component in the experimental spectra is dominant and so the 
param eters which describe its shape and angular distribution are in general well 
defined. They are shown in Fig. 4.1 for proton emission and in Fig. 4.2 for 
a-particle emission for each of the reactions studied . Tables 4.2 and 4.3 list the 
parameters. The dashed lines indicate the trends in the parameters, which are
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Pre-Scission Proton Emission
Figure 4.1: Pre-scission emission parameters obtained from fitting proton en­
ergy spectra from the three reactions studied. Triangles denote the reaction 
19F-t-169Tm, circles the reaction 28Si-f160Gd and squares the reaction 34S + 154Sm. 
The dashed lines indicate the trends in the data.
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Figure 4.2: Pre-scission emission parameters obtained from fitting a-particle en­
ergy spectra from the three reactions studied. Triangles denote the reaction 
19F -f169Tm, circles the reaction 28Si-f160Gd and squares the reaction 34S-f154Sm. 
The dashed lines indicate the trends in the data.
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Table 4.2: Pre-scission proton emission param eters obtained from the multiple 
source fitting procedure.
R e a c t io n E u t ( M e V ) D e n T m ( M e V ) B m ( M e V ) W ( 9 0 ° ) / W ( 0 ° )
i 9 p . f  169T m 1 1 2 .5 4 .1 4 ( 2 .2 2 ) 1 .2 8 ( 0 .1 0 ) 8 .4 5 ( 0 .3 1 ) 1 .2 0 ( 0 .0 5 ) 2 0 .0 0 ( 1 .5 6 )
1 20 .0 5 .1 2 ( 1 .0 2 ) 1 .4 5 ( 0 .1 1 ) 9 .2 0 ( 0 .3 0 ) 1 .6 1 ( 0 .0 6 ) 2 0 .1 3 ( 1 .5 3 )
1 2 7 .5 3 .9 4 ( 0 .5 7 ) 1 .6 9 ( 0 .0 9 ) 9 .0 4 ( 0 .2 2 ) 1 .4 1 ( 0 .0 4 ) 1 9 .0 0 ( 1 .0 1 )
1 3 5 .0 3 .5 4 ( 0 .3 6 ) 1 .6 0 (0 .0 6 ) 9 .4 1 ( 0 .1 6 ) 1 .5 2 ( 0 .0 3 ) 1 9 .1 6 (0 .7 2 )
28S i + 160G d 1 60 .0 3 .2 1 ( 0 .9 7 ) 1 .6 2 ( 0 .1 8 ) 8 .5 7 ( 0 .4 4 ) 1 .5 3 ( 0 .0 9 ) 2 0 .0 0 ( 2 .2 3 )
1 6 7 .5 3 .3 6 ( 0 .7 3 ) 1 .6 2 ( 0 .1 3 ) 8 .6 7 ( 0 .3 1 ) 1 .2 5 ( 0 .0 5 ) 1 9 .0 0 ( 1 .5 3 )
175 .5 2 .7 3 ( 0 .4 8 ) 1 .8 4 ( 0 .1 2 ) 8 .4 9 ( 0 .2 5 ) 1 .1 3 ( 0 .0 4 ) 1 9 .0 0 ( 1 .2 4 )
34S - f 154S m 175 .0 1 .3 6 ( 0 .4 2 ) 1 .8 3 ( 0 .2 4 ) 7 .0 2 ( 0 .3 7 ) 1 .3 3 ( 0 .0 8 ) 2 0 .0 0 ( 2 .2 6 )
1 8 1 .0 2 .4 9 ( 0 .7 6 ) 1 .6 6 ( 0 .1 8 ) 7 .9 0 ( 0 .4 0 ) 1 .6 9 ( 0 .1 0 ) 2 0 .0 0 ( 2 .1 7 )
1 89 .0 2 .8 2 ( 0 .5 0 ) 1 .8 2 (0 .1 2 ) 8 .4 1 ( 0 .2 5 ) 1 .4 7 ( 0 .0 5 ) 2 0 .0 0 ( 1 .3 2 )
1 98 .0 3 .7 0 ( 0 .6 7 ) 1 .7 9 ( 0 .1 2 ) 9 .1 1 ( 0 .2 7 ) 1 .6 1 ( 0 .0 6 ) 1 9 .0 0 (1 .2 8 )
consistent, within the experimental uncertainties, over the large range of exci­
tation energies studied and demonstrate the reliability of the fitting procedure. 
This is particularly im portant given the low statistics of several of the data sets 
discussed earlier. Each of the parameters will be discussed below.
Ten is associated with the tem perature of the em itting compound nucleus 
and controls the high energy region of the pre-scission spectrum. It is evident 
from Fig. 3.18 tha t for correlation angles around 90° no other sources contribute 
significantly to the experimental spectrum and so it is well defined from the data. 
For proton emission T^  increases from ~1.3 MeV to ~1.8 MeV whereas for a- 
particle emission it is constant or slightly increasing with an average value of 
Ten ~1.9 MeV. The tem perature of the daughter nucleus after the emission of 
one proton or a-particle can be simply estim ated from the Fermi-gas expression 
T = \Juja. A value of the level density param eter a =  A / 8.6 is used (see 
Chapter 2 for a discussion of level density parameters). The excitation energy 
of the daughter nucleus relative to the ground state, U, can be estim ated by 
subtracting the separation energy and mean kinetic energy, given in Section 4.5, 
from the initial excitation energy of the parent nucleus, 188Pt. This gives a 
tem perature range of ~1.6 MeV to ~1.9 MeV over the excitation energies studied.
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These simple estimates are slightly higher than or comparable to the measured 
values for a-particle and proton emission suggesting tha t the particles are em itted 
during the early stages of the compound nucleus decay.
Ben is related to the particle emission barrier and is well defined by the maxima 
of the energy spectra. It has a nearly constant value for protons of ~9  MeV and 
for a-particles of ~18 MeV. The barrier arises largely from the Coulomb potential 
and so can be approximated by the expression = Z i Z2/ ( A + A ^ 3), where 
( Aj , Z i) are the mass and charge of the daughter nucleus and (A2, Z2) those of 
the em itted particle. This simple estim ate gives a barrier for proton emission of 
~11.5 MeV and ~20.9 MeV for a-particle emission, both values being slightly 
higher than the experimental values.
Den is related to the slope of the energy spectra at low energies, though this 
also depends on the param eter T ^  (as can be seen from Eqn. 3.7), and so reflects 
the barrier diffuseness. Clearly, from Figs. 3.14 and 3.15, is better defined 
for a-particle emission. This arises because at small correlation angles the post­
scission component of the a-particle spectra is kinematically shifted to higher 
energies allowing the spectral shape at low energies, and thus Den, to be well 
defined. For the proton spectra such an effect is not so pronounced. In the simple 
param eterisation of the energy spectrum used, Den is not identical to the emission 
barrier diffuseness, as contained in the Hill-Wheeler transmission coefficients for 
instance [Hil53], and is difficult to interpret. Nevertheless, if the assumption 
is made tha t the emission barrier diffuseness is the same for both a-particles 
and protons, then in the case of a spherical system it would be simplistically 
expected tha t the “diffuseness” param eter Den would be equal for the emission 
of a-particles and protons. However, for deformed systems such as a compound 
nucleus undergoing fission, as considered here, the effective emission barrier as 
seen by the particle depends on its point of emission on the nuclear surface [Aji86]. 
Therefore, rather than a single emission barrier, there now exists a distribution 
of barriers, giving a wider, or more diffuse, energy distribution. It has already 
been noted tha t the param eter B^ , which reflects the particle emission barrier, 
is larger for a-particles than for protons and so naively it would be expected 
tha t the value of would also be larger in the a-particle case. Such an effect 
is seen in the pre-scission emission diffuseness parameters, where ~  3 for
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Table 4.3: Pre-scission a-particle emission param eters obtained from the multiple 
source fitting procedure.
R e a c t io n E , a i ( M e V ) D e n T m ( M t V ) B c n{ M e V ) W r( 9 0 ° ) / W r( 0 ° )
i 9 F + 169T m 1 1 2 .5 5 .8 7 ( 1 .9 5 ) 2 .0 4 ( 0 .2 5 ) 1 9 .4 8 ( 1 .0 9 ) 2 .5 0 ( 0 .1 7 ) 1 9 .6 1 ( 0 .6 7 )
1 2 0 .0 4 .8 8 ( 1 .2 8 ) 1 .7 5 ( 0 .1 7 ) 1 8 .2 5 ( 0 .8 0 ) 2 .0 6 ( 0 .1 1 ) 2 0 .0 0 ( 0 .5 1 )
127 .5 5 .9 7 ( 1 .2 5 ) 1 .7 9 ( 0 .1 4 ) 1 8 .8 7 ( 0 .6 6 ) 2 .2 9 ( 0 .1 0 ) 1 9 .6 1 ( 0 .4 0 )
1 3 5 .0 5 .7 3 ( 0 .8 2 ) 1 .7 5 ( 0 .0 9 ) 1 9 .3 7 ( 0 .4 6 ) 2 .4 9 ( 0 .0 7 ) 1 9 .6 1 ( 0 .3 7 )
28S i + 160G d 1 60 .0 5 .7 8 ( 2 .1 1 ) 2 .1 3 ( 0 .2 9 ) 1 5 .7 3 ( 0 .9 6 ) 2 .1 2 ( 0 .1 5 ) 1 9 .4 2 (0 .5 1 )
1 6 7 .5 5 .6 0 ( 1 .3 9 ) 2 .1 0 ( 0 .1 9 ) 1 5 .7 5 ( 0 .6 6 ) 2 .3 5 ( 0 .1 2 ) 1 9 .4 2 ( 0 .7 2 )
1 7 5 .5 6 .0 4 ( 1 .2 4 ) 2 .2 6 ( 0 .1 7 ) 1 5 .9 1 ( 0 .5 6 ) 2 .4 1 ( 0 .1 0 ) 1 9 .4 2 ( 0 .2 7 )
34S + 154S m 1 7 5 .0 5 .7 4 ( 2 .5 4 ) 1 .9 8 ( 0 .3 2 ) 1 7 .5 0 ( 1 .3 2 ) 2 .4 2 ( 0 .2 1 ) 1 9 .2 6 ( 0 .2 4 )
1 81 .0 5 .4 8 ( 1 .9 6 ) 1 .8 9 ( 0 .2 5 ) 1 7 .2 4 ( 1 .0 3 ) 3 .1 4 ( 0 .2 2 ) 1 9 .2 6 ( 0 .2 2 )
1 8 9 .0 5 .9 6 ( 1 .2 9 ) 1 .9 0 ( 0 .1 5 ) 1 7 .1 2 ( 0 .6 2 ) 2 .6 6 ( 0 .1 1 ) 1 9 .2 6 ( 1 .1 1 )
1 98 .0 4 .3 3 ( 0 .9 8 ) 2 .1 2 ( 0 .1 8 ) 1 7 .0 0 ( 0 .6 5 ) 3 .4 0 ( 0 .1 5 ) 1 9 .2 6 (0 .5 5 )
protons and D^  ~  6 for a-particles. The above argument should be treated with 
caution however, as realistically the barrier diffuseness would be expected to be 
different for a-particles and protons and that the values of obtained here are 
in agreement with the above argument may be fortuitous.
The anisotropies, W (90°)/W (0°), are approximately constant and have values 
of ~1.4 for protons and ~2.6 for a-particles. Hence, while proton emission is 
fairly isotropic, pre-scission a-particles are preferentially em itted in a direction 
normal to the spin axis of the compound nucleus. This is as would be expected 
given tha t the a-particle carries away more angular momentum if em itted in this 
direction than in a direction close to the spin axis. The effect this has on the 
particle spectra has already been discussed in Chapter 3. Differences between the 
a-particle and proton anisotropies of this magnitude are consistent with those 
based on statistical emission from spherical systems, which can be calculated 
analytically [Aji86]. The difficulty in calculating emission from deformed systems, 
due to competition between the effects of deformation and rotation, precludes a 
similar comparison and so no conclusion can be made as to whether the emitters 
are spherical or deformed.
The maximum tilting angle, A</>yy, is ~  20° for both protons and a-particles
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and approximately constant with increasing compound nucleus excitation energy. 
Since A <f)ff is the maximum angle between the spin direction J  of the compound 
nucleus and the collective rotational angular momentum R , the ratio of J  to 
its projection on the symmetry axis of the deformed nucleus is J / K  ~  2.9. This 
value is valid for the simple distribution of K-values assumed in Section 3.5.1. The 
magnitude and its constancy with increasing compound nucleus excitation energy 
are consistent with the results of Ref. [Bac85], obtained from direct measurements 
of fission fragment angular distributions following fusion. However, the fissility of 
those systems is larger than tha t of the system studied here and so their saddle 
point shapes will be more compact. Since the distribution of K-values is defined 
with respect to the saddle point shape, the validity of the above comparison of 
the values of J / K  is not clear.
4 .3  P o s t-sc is s io n  e m iss io n
The post-scission emission component is smaller than, and at some correlation 
angles lies beneath, the pre-scission emission component as can be seen from Fig. 
3.18. As a result the parameters defining the shapes of the spectra, shown in Fig.
4.3 for protons and Fig. 4.4 for a-particles, are in general less well defined than 
the pre-scission emission parameters. The parameters are listed in Tables 4.4 and 
4.5.
The param eter related to the tem perature of the fission fragments Tfj  is 
approximately independent of excitation energy, in contrast to the slightly rising 
tem perature param eter for pre-scission emission, with a value of ~2  MeV for 
both proton and a-particle emission. This presumably reflects the increasing 
pre-scission neutron emission which restricts the rise in the fragment excitation 
energy and/or the occurrence of multi-chance emission of post-scission charged 
particles.
B f f , the fission fragment emission barriers, are approximately half those for 
pre-scission emission, ~4 MeV for protons and ~11 MeV for a-particles.
In the simple picture of the diffuseness param eter discussed in the previous 
section it might be expected that Df f  would be approximately equal for both a- 
particles and protons, as the fission fragments have a more spherical shape with
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Figure 4.3: Post-scission emission parameters obtained from fitting proton en­
ergy spectra from the three reactions studied. Triangles denote the reaction 
19F + 169Tm, circles the reaction 28Si+160Gd and squares the reaction 34S-f154Sm. 
The dashed lines indicate the trends in the data.
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Figure 4.4: Post-scission emission parameters obtained from fitting a-particle 
energy spectra from the three reactions studied. Triangles denote the reaction 
19F -f169Tm, circles the reaction 28S i+160Gd and squares the reaction 34S + 154Sm. 
The dashed lines indicate the trends in the data.
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Table 4.4: Post-scission proton emission param eters obtained from the multiple 
source fitting procedure.
R e a c t io n E u t ( M e V ) D f f T f f ( M e V ) B f f ( M e V ) ^ 0
19F + 169T m 1 1 2 .5 5 .1 0 ( 2 .2 0 ) 2 .2 4 ( 0 .3 6 ) 3 .0 4 ( 0 .5 9 ) 4 0 .0 0 ( 1 .9 6 )
1 2 0 .0 1 .1 7 ( 0 .4 6 ) 1 .9 4 ( 0 .1 8 ) 3 .7 5 ( 0 .6 6 ) 3 9 .8 8 ( 1 .7 1 )
1 27 .5 1 .1 8 ( 0 .3 3 ) 1 .7 4 (0 .1 1 ) 4 . 2 3 ( 0 .5 4 ) 3 9 .0 0 ( 1 .4 6 )
1 3 5 .0 0 .8 1 ( 0 .1 6 ) 2 .6 7 ( 0 .1 2 ) 3 .4 1 ( 0 .3 0 ) 4 6 .0 0 ( 1 .3 6 )
28S i + 160G d 1 6 0 .0 1 .3 3 ( 0 .7 9 ) 2 .1 9 ( 0 .3 0 ) 2 .6 8 ( 0 .7 1 ) 4 0 .0 0 ( 1 .4 9 )
1 6 7 .5 1 .5 7 ( 0 .6 7 ) 2 .1 4 ( 0 .2 1 ) 2 .9 9 ( 0 .5 7 ) 4 0 .7 3 ( 1 .4 2 )
1 7 5 .5 1 .8 0 ( 0 .6 2 ) 1 .9 1 ( 0 .1 5 ) 3 .5 9 ( 0 .5 5 ) 3 9 .0 0 ( 1 .2 7 )
34S + 164S m 1 7 5 .0 3 .8 6 ( 2 .3 3 ) 1 .1 2 ( 0 .1 6 ) 4 .9 4 ( 1 .3 3 ) 4 0 .0 0 ( 1 .7 1 )
1 8 1 .0 2 .9 8 ( 1 .7 8 ) 1 .5 0 (0 .2 1 ) 6 .1 1 ( 1 .6 3 ) 4 0 .0 0 ( 1 .6 1 )
189 .0 4 .2 1 ( 1 .4 8 ) 1 .3 5 ( 0 .1 1 ) 4 .7 9 ( 0 .7 5 ) 4 0 .0 0 ( 1 .2 7 )
1 9 8 .0 3 .2 3 ( 1 .1 5 ) 1 .3 1 ( 0 .1 1 ) 5 .4 4 ( 0 .8 6 ) 4 5 .4 1 ( 1 .8 2 )
no significant distribution of emission barriers. This is observed, as a value of 
Dff  ~  2 is found experimentally for both a-particles and protons.
However, when comparing the values of the param eter Dff  to D^,  and indeed 
Tff  to Ten, it should be noted tha t in the fitting procedure post-scission emission 
is fitted using the kinematics associated with one particular mass split, resulting 
in the same velocity and emission barrier being assigned to all fragments which 
emit particles, whether observed or complementary. In reality there will be a 
range of velocities and emission barriers associated with different mass splits 
which will make the laboratory energy distributions more diffuse and this has not 
been modelled. Hence, the values of Dff  and Tff  extracted from the data are 
expected to be larger than those appropriate to emission from fragments with 
charge Z0.
The Z0 param eter is close to, but slightly higher than, the symmetric mass 
split value and the mean value for a-particle emission is ~44, higher than the 
proton value of ~40. This indicates that the charged particles are em itted pref­
erentially from higher mass fragments and that the a-particles are em itted from 
fragments with a higher mass than the protons.
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Table 4.5: Post-scission a-particle emission param eters obtained from the m ulti­
ple source fitting procedure.
R e a c t io n E i a b ( M e V ) D f f Tj  f ( M e V ) B f j ( M e V ) ^ 0
19F + 169T m 1 1 2 .5 2 .4 8 ( 1 .6 2 ) 2 .7 4 ( 0 .4 1 ) 1 5 .2 0 ( 4 .4 5 ) 4 7 .8 8 ( 2 .1 6 )
1 2 0 .0 2 .1 9 ( 1 .1 3 ) 2 .6 8 ( 0 .3 2 ) 1 5 .0 6 ( 3 .4 8 ) 4 6 .9 2 ( 1 .6 1 )
1 2 7 .5 0 .9 8 ( 0 .4 1 ) 2 .9 7 ( 0 .3 4 ) 1 2 .3 7 ( 2 .2 9 ) 4 7 .8 8 ( 1 .5 7 )
1 3 5 .0 2 .4 4 ( 0 .6 9 ) 3 .5 9 ( 0 .2 3 ) 1 5 .3 4 ( 1 .9 3 ) 4 7 .8 8 ( 1 .0 7 )
28S i + 160G d 1 6 0 .0 0 .3 3 ( 0 .2 4 ) 2 .0 4 ( 0 .3 4 ) 8 .6 5 ( 2 .7 9 ) 4 2 .0 5 ( 1 .8 2 )
1 6 7 .5 1 .4 4 ( 0 .7 1 ) 2 .6 6 ( 0 .3 0 ) 8 .5 1 ( 1 .8 7 ) 4 2 .0 5 ( 1 .7 4 )
1 7 5 .5 1 .0 1 ( 0 .4 1 ) 2 .7 1 ( 0 .2 5 ) 8 .6 1 ( 1 .5 6 ) 4 2 .0 5 ( 1 .8 9 )
34S + 154S m 1 7 5 .0 1 .6 1 ( 1 .4 0 ) 2 .6 3 ( 0 .5 3 ) 6 .3 0 ( 2 .4 6 ) 4 1 .0 4 ( 1 .4 3 )
1 8 1 .0 0 .5 7 ( 0 .4 0 ) 1 .2 4 ( 0 .2 0 ) 1 0 .4 6 ( 3 .3 1 ) 4 1 .0 4 ( 1 .2 2 )
1 8 9 .0 1 .5 7 ( 0 .6 7 ) 1 .5 9 ( 0 .1 6 ) 1 0 .3 1 ( 1 .9 7 ) 4 1 .0 4 ( 1 .1 1 )
1 9 8 .0 0 .6 0 ( 0 .2 7 ) 0 .9 8 ( 0 .1 0 ) 1 0 .2 9 ( 2 .0 6 ) 4 1 .0 4 ( 1 .1 5 )
4 .4  N e a r -sc is s io n  e m iss io n
The inclusion of a near-scission emission component was necessary in the analysis 
of the a-particle spectra but not for the analysis of the proton spectra. Such a 
component only occurs for correlation angles around 90° where its yield is compa­
rable with, or in some cases stronger than, the post-scission emission component 
in the systems studied. Its parameters are therefore well defined and are shown in 
Fig. 4.5 and listed in Table 4.6. The number of coincidences between a-particles 
and fission fragments obtained for the reactions 19F-f 169Tm at a laboratory energy 
of 112.5 MeV and 34S + 154Sm at a laboratory energy of 175.0 MeV was insufficient 
to define the near-scission emission component in these particle emission spectra.
The mean energy of the particles, e, is approximately constant with increasing 
compound nucleus excitation energy and has a value of ~13 MeV. The standard 
deviation of the Gaussian energy distribution is ae ~  1.7MeV  and can be related 
to the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the distribution by
F W H M  = 2ae\/2  In 2
^  2.35cre. (4.2)
Thus F W H M  ~  4.0 MeV. These values are consistent with those found in other
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Near-Scission Alpha Emission
Figure 4.5: Near-scission emission param eters obtained from fitting a-partic le  
energy spectra  from the three reactions studied. Triangles denote the reaction 
19F-)-169Tm , circles the reaction 28Si-f160Gd and squares the reaction 34S + 154Sm. 
The dashed lines indicate the trends in the data.
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Table 4.6: Near-scission a-partic le  emission param eters obtained from  the m u lti­
ple source fitting  procedure.
R e a c t io n E u b ( M e V ) e ( M e V ) a ( ( M e V ) a t c { d e g )
1 9 p  +  169T m 1 1 2 .5 — — —
1 2 0 .0 1 3 .7 7 ( 0 .9 6 ) 1 .8 4 ( 1 .0 8 ) 1 8 .5 1 ( 7 .9 8 )
1 2 7 .5 1 3 .7 6 ( 0 .7 7 ) 1 .6 4 ( 0 .7 7 ) 1 8 .5 1 ( 6 .3 8 )
1 35 .0 1 3 .7 3 ( 0 .5 2 ) 2 .0 4 ( 0 .6 5 ) 1 8 .5 1 ( 4 .3 3 )
28S i + 160G d 1 6 0 .0 1 2 .6 2 ( 1 .2 2 ) 1 .7 5 ( 1 .4 4 ) 1 9 .0 0 ( 1 1 .4 0 )
1 6 7 .5 1 1 .7 2 ( 0 .7 7 ) 2 . 6 6 ( 1 .4 9 ) 1 9 .9 5 ( 8 .1 6 )
1 75 .5 1 0 .6 2 ( 0 .5 8 ) 1 .4 8 ( 0 .6 8 ) 2 0 .0 0 ( 6 .7 4 )
34S + 154S m 1 75 .0 — — —
1 81.0 1 4 .3 8 ( 1 .3 7 ) 1 .5 8 ( 1 .2 6 ) 2 4 .7 7 ( 1 4 .5 6 )
1 89 .0 1 2 .9 0 ( 0 .7 5 ) 1 .3 2 ( 0 .6 4 ) 1 8 .5 1 ( 9 .2 9 )
198 .0 1 3 .7 7 ( 0 .8 3 ) 1 .3 4 ( 0 .6 8 ) 1 8 .5 1 ( 6 .8 8 )
studies of near-scission emission [Lin87, Sow86, Wil85]. As an exam ple, the  near- 
scission emission of a-partic les from the reactions 37Cl-f 124Sn and 28S i+ 141P r was 
studied in Ref. [Lin87]. There the m ean energy of the  em itted  a-partic les was 
found to be e ~  10 MeV, w ith F W H M  ~  3 MeV.
The standard  deviation of the Gaussian angular d istribu tion  cr^j(. is ~  19° 
so th a t F W H M  is ~  45°. In a sim ilar study of heavy-ion fusion reactions for 
system s w ith A ~  200 [Les93a], the FW HM  of the angular d istributions was found 
to  increase w ith energy from ~  24° to ~  42°. These values are m uch larger th an  
the typical values of ~  20° observed in studies of low energy fission, such as 
spontaneous fission, therm al and fast neutron induced fission and proton and 
deuteron induced fission [Sin89]. The difference may be in terpreted  as an angular 
m om entum  effect. If the com pound nucleus is not ro ta ting  rapidly, as in the  low 
energy fission studies, then  it is norm ally assumed th a t the fission fragm ents will 
follow linear tra jectories given by the  orientation of the  scission configuration. If, 
however, the system  possesses a large collective angular m om entum  at scission, 
as in the heavy-ion fusion reactions studied here, the fragm ents are expected to 
follow hyperbolic trajectories in the plane perpendicular to  the collective spin 
vector R (see Section 3.5.1) [Bac85]. Since the scission axis is assum ed to be
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along the direction of the observed fragment and the compound nucleus can be 
rotating either clockwise or anticlockwise, the width of the near-scission emission 
angular distribution, cr j^c, will become larger as the collective angular momentum 
increases.
Overall, the consistency of these param eters for different reactions and ener­
gies suggests tha t the param eterisation used to describe near-scission emission is 
sufficiently realistic.
4.5 M ultip lic ities and m ean energies
In each of the reactions studied, the same compound nucleus, 188P t, is formed. 
Physically it would be expected tha t certain of the param eters, such as the par­
ticle emission barriers, would not change and would show little variation with 
excitation energy. This was indeed seen in the previous sections. It is reasonable 
to fix those parameters at their average values and refit the data sets so tha t the 
experimental uncertainties in the free parameters and the final multiplicities are 
reduced. The parameters B ^ ,  B f f , Z0, A cj)ff and a3C were fixed and the m ulti­
plicities and mean particle energies from the resultant fits are discussed below. 
The pre-scission, post-scission and near-scission emission multiplicities obtained 
from the experimental data are listed in Table 4.7 for the reactions studied.
The pre-scission emission multiplicities, and are shown in Fig. 4.6. 
They agree well with light charged particle multiplicities measured in similar 
studies [Les91, Les93a, Ike94, Ike92] but have small values, <  0.1, in comparison 
to measurements of neutron multiplicities for similar systems, which have values 
~  2 — 4 [Hin92a, New88]. Their increase with the initial excitation energy of 
the compound nucleus reflects the increasing tem perature of the em itting system 
already seen in the param eter T,cn. The interpretation of these multiplicities form 
the subject of Chapter 5 and so they will not be discussed here further.
The post-scission emission multiplicities, yp^  and y°fj are shown in Fig. 4.7 
and also show an increase with the excitation energy of the compound nucleus, 
though at a smaller rate than for the pre-scission case. The reason for the in­
crease cannot be the rise in the tem perature of the system with the compound 
nucleus excitation energy as in the pre-scission case as it has already been noted
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Figure 4.6: Pre-scission emission multiplicities for the three reactions studied. 
Triangles denote the reaction 19F + 169Tm, circles the reaction 28Si-f160Gd and 
squares the reaction 34S + 154Sm. The dashed lines indicate the trends in the 
data.
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Figure 4.7: Post-scission emission m ultiplicities for the three reactions studied. 
Triangles denote the reaction 19F T 169Tm , circles the  reaction 28S iT 160Gd and 
squares the  reaction 34S + 154Sm. The dashed lines indicate the trends in the 
data.
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Table 4.7: Pre-scission, post-scission and near-scission emission m ultiplicities ob­
ta ined  from  the  m ultiple source fitting  procedure.
R e a c t io n  E x ( M e V ) ^ n ( l < > - 3 ) io'3) M ?n (1 0 -3 ) M ? / ( 1 0 - 3 ) io"3)
19F + 169T m  7 4 .3 3 .6 6 ( 0 .2 8 ) 4 .7 0 ( 1 .1 0 ) 2 .9 2 ( 0 .3 4 ) 0 .0 0 ( 0 .0 0 ) —
81.1 1 2 .1 7 ( 0 .8 4 ) 5 .1 6 ( 1 .1 0 ) 7 .9 3 ( 0 .7 2 ) 0 .8 4 ( 0 .2 4 ) 1 .3 9 (0 .5 1 )
8 7 .8 2 0 .2 7 ( 1 .0 1 ) 7 .1 8 ( 1 .1 0 ) 1 4 .0 0 ( 1 .0 2 ) 0 .7 0 ( 0 .1 6 ) 1 .0 2 (0 .3 1 )
9 4 .6 3 0 .6 7 ( 1 .0 7 ) 1 1 .3 2 ( 1 .2 2 ) 2 2 .6 9 ( 1 .1 1 ) 1 .1 8 ( 0 .1 8 ) 2 .2 8 ( 0 .4 6 )
28S i + 160G d  8 2 .7 1 2 .7 8 ( 1 .3 4 ) 4 .1 0 ( 1 .3 2 ) 8 .4 8 ( 1 .0 8 ) 0 .0 8 ( 0 .0 3 ) 1 .7 9 ( 0 .9 1 )
8 9 .0 1 4 .8 7 ( 1 .1 2 ) 1 3 .5 8 ( 3 .1 4 ) 1 3 .6 8 ( 1 .1 8 ) 1 .9 4 ( 0 .5 2 ) 2 .4 5 ( 0 .8 6 )
9 5 .9 2 1 .1 7 ( 1 .2 9 ) 1 9 .5 6 ( 3 .6 6 ) 2 1 .6 1 ( 1 .5 3 ) 3 .6 6 ( 0 .8 0 ) 3 .1 6 ( 0 .9 2 )
3 4 S  +  1 5 4 S m  7 6  9 4 .8 6 ( 0 .5 2 ) 6 .5 8 ( 2 .1 6 ) 6 .0 6 ( 0 .9 3 ) 0 .3 4 ( 0 .1 6 ) —
8 1 .9 1 1 .4 6 ( 1 .2 0 ) 1 .8 4 ( 0 .6 0 ) 8 .3 4 ( 1 .0 3 ) 0 .5 6 ( 0 .2 2 ) 1 .2 9 (0 .6 4 )
8 8 .3 1 3 .2 9 ( 0 .8 2 ) 1 3 .8 2 ( 2 .6 3 ) 1 4 .5 9 ( 1 .1 0 ) 2 .0 4 ( 0 .4 8 ) 1 .4 4 (0 .4 3 )
9 5 .8 2 3 .2 5 ( 1 .4 6 ) 1 6 .5 0 ( 3 .1 8 ) 2 4 .1 3 ( 1 .9 0 ) 1 .9 2 ( 0 .4 6 ) 1 .5 5 (0 .5 0 )
th a t the post-scission tem pera tu re  param eter T/y is approxim ately constant w ith 
increasing com pound nucleus excitation energy. This, it has been stated , reflects 
the  increasing pre-scission neutron emission. The la tte r  will also result in lighter 
fission fragm ents w ith lower binding energies for a-partic les and protons, and this 
is a possible reason for the increase in the post-scission emission of these particles 
w ith excitation energy. There is a large scatter in the  post-scission m ultiplici­
ties as a result of the  small post-scission com ponent in the experim ental particle 
spectra. This m eans th a t the  param eters and resulting m ultiplicities are not so 
well defined as in the  pre-scission case.
The near-scission emission m ultiplicities, /i“ae, are shown in Fig. 4.8 and 
display a m arked increase w ith com pound nucleus excitation energy. There is 
also some evidence for a system atic dependence on projectile mass indicating 
possible m ass-asym m etry and angular m om entum  effects. This dependence was 
not explored as the present analysis concentrates on the pre-scission m ultiplicities 
and m ean energies and the near-scission m ultiplicities are small in com parison to 
these. The increase of the m ultiplicities w ith excitation energy is in contrast to 
the observation in low energy fission th a t they depend only weakly on excitation 
energy below ~30 MeV [Van73]. At such low energies it has been suggested
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Figure 4.8: Near-scission emission m ultiplicities for the  three reactions studied. 
Triangles denote the reaction 19F-(-169Tm , circles the reaction 28S iT 160Gd and 
squares the reaction 34S + 154Sm. The dashed line indicates the trend  in the data.
th a t the emission occurs not through simple evaporation but ra ther through a 
process such as neck rup tu re  [Van73, Wag91]. In previous heavy-ion reaction 
studies [Bru87, Lin87] the near-scission emission of a-partic les has been observed 
to  increase w ith excitation energy, by factors of 20 — 60 for excitation energies 
ranging from 100 MeV to 150 MeV. A close scaling of this energy dependence 
w ith th a t of pre- and post-scission emission, which are evaporative processes, was 
observed. This was in terpreted  as strong indication th a t near-scission emission 
of a-particles is also an evaporative process. Such a conclusion is supported by 
the present results.
Since the param eterisations of the particle emission spectra are sim plistic, the 
detailed shapes of these spectra, defined by the param eters ex tracted  from fitting 
experim ental energy spectra, will not be realistic. For instance, the  d istribution 
of particle emission barriers expected for a deformed nucleus is represented by 
a single barrier B ^ ,  which is related  to the m ean of the barrier distribution. 
Here, the energy spectra are instead characterised by their m ean, which is less 
dependent on the detailed shape of the spectra. The m ean energy is also be tte r 
defined by the experim ental da ta  than  the individual param eters are. Average
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Table 4.8: Pre- and post-scission proton and a-partic le  m ean energies.
R e a c t io n E x ( M e V ) E > n ( M e V ) E ”n ( M e V ) £ ? n ( M e V ) E f , {  M e V )
i 9 F + i6 9 T m 7 4 .3 1 0 .0 5 ( 0 .8 0 ) 8 .3 6 ( 0 .8 4 ) 2 0 .3 6 ( 2 .4 8 ) 1 6 .3 1 ( 2 .4 6 )
81 .1 1 0 .7 0 ( 0 .7 8 ) 7 .1 6 ( 0 .6 5 ) 1 9 .9 3 ( 1 .9 1 ) 1 6 .1 6 ( 1 .9 4 )
8 7 .8 1 1 .1 1 ( 0 .5 9 ) 7 .7 3 ( 0 .5 1 ) 2 0 .3 4 ( 1 .5 7 ) 1 6 .6 6 ( 1 .6 0 )
9 4 .6 1 1 .6 9 ( 0 .4 3 ) 7 .3 4 ( 0 .3 4 ) 2 0 .8 7 ( 1 .0 9 ) 1 6 .1 5 ( 1 .0 5 )
2 8 S i + 16 0 G d 8 2 .7 9 .9 4 ( 1 .1 0 ) 8 .1 7 ( 1 .1 2 ) 1 9 .5 5 ( 2 .6 2 ) 1 4 .0 1 ( 2 .3 2 )
8 9 .0 1 0 .9 6 ( 0 .8 7 ) 6 .2 3 ( 0 .6 1 ) 1 9 .3 0 ( 1 .7 6 ) 1 5 .1 1 ( 1 .7 2 )
9 5 .9 1 1 .3 2 ( 0 .7 2 ) 6 .9 0 ( 0 .5 5 ) 1 9 .4 9 ( 1 .4 6 ) 1 5 .6 0 ( 1 .4 5 )
34S + 154S m 7 6 .9 1 0 .0 9 ( 1 .1 3 ) 8 .6 7 ( 1 .2 1 ) 1 9 .3 2 ( 3 .1 3 ) 1 6 .3 3 ( 3 .3 0 )
8 1 .9 1 0 .4 9 ( 1 .1 6 ) 8 .7 9 ( 1 .2 1 ) 1 9 .0 6 ( 2 .5 0 ) 1 3 .3 3 ( 2 .1 7 )
8 8 .3 1 1 .1 6 ( 0 .7 2 ) 6 .6 5 ( 0 .5 4 ) 1 8 .7 9 ( 1 .4 8 ) 1 3 .1 7 ( 1 .3 0 )
9 5 .8 1 0 .6 8 ( 0 .7 0 ) 7 .9 3 ( 0 .6 5 ) 1 9 .4 7 ( 1 .6 2 ) 1 2 .2 8 ( 1 .2 6 )
pre- and post-scission m ean energies of the proton and a-partic les were therefore 
calculated using the  param eter sets ex tracted  from the da ta  and are listed in 
Table 4.8. Fig. 4.9 shows the pre-scission and Fig. 4.10 the post-scission m ean 
energies as a function of the  initial com pound nucleus excitation energy.
The pre-scission m ean energies show a slight increase w ith excitation energy 
because of the increase in the tem pera tu re  of the com pound nucleus. Their 
m agnitudes, ~11 MeV for protons and ~20 MeV for a-partic les, reflect their 
respective emission barriers. A m ore detailed discussion of the pre-scission m ean 
energies is given in C hapter 5.
The post-scission m ean energies are sm aller than  the pre-scission values, at ~ 8  
MeV for protons and ~ 15 MeV for a-particles, m ainly as a result of the smaller 
emission barriers associated w ith the fragm ents. Due to the restric ted  rise in 
fragm ent excitation energy with rising com pound nucleus excitation energy, they 
have alm ost constant values w ithin the experim ental uncertainties.
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Figure 4.9: Pre-scission proton and a-particle mean energies for the three re­
actions studied. Triangles denote the reaction 19F + 169Tm, circles the reaction 
28Si-f160Gd and squares the reaction 34S-|-154Sm. The dashed lines indicate the 
trends in the data.
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Figure 4.10: Post-scission proton and a-partic le  m ean energies for the three re­
actions studied. Triangles denote the reaction 19F + 169Tm , circles the reaction 
28S i+ 160Gd and squares the reaction 34S + 154Sm. The dashed lines indicate the 
trends in the  data.
C hapter 5 
D iscussion
5.1 Introduction
The analysis of the a-particle and proton multiplicities and mean energies in 
term s of the modified statistical model is described in this chapter. This model 
has been discussed in detail in Section 2.7.3 and only a brief description is given 
below and in Section 5.2.1.
The standard statistical model has been modified to include the effects of 
nuclear dissipation in the following manner. The Bohr-Wheeler fission width is 
modified by a Kramers reduction factor K f w . The delaying effects of nuclear 
dissipation are assumed to give rise to two distinct timescales pre- and post­
saddle, Tpj.e and Tpoat. Only particle emission is allowed from nearly spherical 
systems for the pre-saddle delay time, 7 ^ ,  after which the fission decay is allowed 
to compete with the particle emission, is related to the transient delay time tj, 
required for the fission width to reach its quasi-stationary value. The evaporation 
of particles during the descent from saddle to scission has been modelled by 
allowing particle emission from a system with a chosen deformation between the 
saddle and scission points for the time Tpoat, the post-saddle delay time. Tpoat is 
related to the mean saddle-to-scission transition time r aac. The total dynamical 
fission timescale is then defined as Tto tai = Tpre +  Tp o s t■ The extraction of Tpre 
and Tpoat simultaneously from the multiplicities and mean energies is described 
in Section 5.2.4. Since these timescales are related to the dynamical timescales 
Td and Tggc, information on the reduced dissipation coefficient ß  can be obtained
110
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from them . There are however difficulties in relating Tpre and Tpoat to and raac. 
These difficulties and the methods used to obtain values of ß, both pre- and post­
saddle, are described in Section 5.3. Finally, in Section 5.4, the experimentally 
determ ined values of the reduced dissipation coefficient are compared to those 
calculated using the surface-plus-window dissipation model [Nix87a].
5.2 S ta tistica l M odel C alculations
5.2 .1  In trod u ction
The modified statistical model code JOANNE [Les93b, Les90] was used in the 
present analysis and the various input parameters necessary for the calculations 
are discussed in the following sections. The pre-saddle particle decay widths were 
calculated using rotating finite-range model [Sie86] deformation plus rotational 
energies, liquid drop model [Mye66] particle binding energies, and transmission 
coefficients obtained from universal optical model potentials [Per76, Hui62]. The 
statistical model fission widths were determined using rotating finite-range model 
fission barriers without any scaling factor.
The saddle-to-scission particle decay widths are calculated for one deforma­
tion of the nucleus between the saddle and scission points. For the particular 
deformation chosen, factors influencing the particle decay widths as a function 
of deformation, such as shape, deformation energy and particle binding energies, 
were determined using axially symmetric nuclear shapes and the rotating liquid 
drop model [Coh74]. To obtain the particle transmission coefficients for the de­
formed saddle-to-scission em itter, an approximate procedure similar to tha t of 
Ref. [Hui89] was used and has been previously discussed in Chapter 2. As has 
been noted, the transmission coefficients which result predict a decrease in the 
effective proton and a-particle emission barriers with increasing deformation.
In the following sections the fusion angular momentum distributions and the 
level density param eters, which are required as input to the statistical model 
calculations, are described.
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5.2.2 Fusion Angular M om entum  Distributions
The angular momentum distribution following fusion, afua(E,J) ,  was parame- 
terised using the Fermi distribution discussed in Chapter 2 :
by the measured total fusion cross-section. The fusion cross-sections have been 
assumed to be the sum of those for fission and evaporation residues :
The fission and evaporation residue cross-sections as a function of energy have 
been measured previously for the reaction 19F -f169Tm [Cha86] and so can be used 
to give the experimental fusion cross-section. No measurements of the cross- 
sections for the reactions 28S i+160Gd and 34S-f154Sm have been made. However, 
the measured fusion excitation function for 19F -f169Tm agrees with calculations 
made using the empirical Bass potential within 10%. Therefore, such a calculation 
was made for all three reactions and these calculated values of the total fusion 
cross-sections then used to define the fusion angular momentum distributions. 
The calculated values of cjfua and the values of J 0 obtained from them  are shown 
in Table 5.1. Also shown are the values of 6J, which were calculated using the 
zero-point motion model [Esb81].
In order to constrain parameters which affect the fission width in the modified 
statistical model calculations, it is necessary to compare experimental evapora­
tion residue (or fission) cross-sections with those calculated using the modified 
statistical model. As has already been mentioned, experimental values of aer(E) 
(and <Jfta(E )) have been measured previously for the reaction 19F + 169Tm [Cha86] 
but no values of the cross-sections are available for the reactions 28Si-f 160Gd and 
34S-f154Sm. In Ref. [Cha86] it was found that standard statistical model calcula­
tions of the fission excitation function agreed well with the experimental values 
for the reaction 19F -f169Tm and several other reactions leading to compound nu­
clei with A ~  180. In making these calculations it was found to be unnecessary 
to change the parameters determining the fission width for the different reactions 
studied. It was therefore decided to use the code JOANNE, with the delay times
(5.1)
where 8J determines the diffuseness of the distribution and J 0 is then defined
+  c r ' r ( E ) . (5.2)
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Table 5.1: Fusion cross-sections and diffuseness param eters used in the modified 
statistical model calculations.
Reaction Ex(MeV) &/ u * ( n i b ) a er(m b) Jo 6J
19F + 169T m  74.3 981.31 754.0(5 .9) 49.3 6.0
81.1 1134.92 784.7(7 .4) 55.1 6.0
87.8 1263.32 780.5(8 .7) 60.1 6.0
94.6 1369.27 802.9(9 .5) 64.6 6.0
28S i + 160Gd 74.2 673.57 437 .3 (4 .5 ) 53.2 9.0
82.7 861.60 471 .6 (6 .1 ) 63.0 9.0
89.0 982.84 470 .0 (6 .9 ) 69.2 9.0
95.9 1095.44 468 .0 (7 .7 ) 75.2 9.0
34S + 154Sm 76.9 776.23 390.0(5 .5) 66.5 9.0
81.9 875.09 383.8(6 .1) 72.2 9.0
88.3 993.58 393.9(6 .9) 79.1 9.0
95.8 1110.10 390.3(7 .5) 86.0 9.0
Tpre and Tpoat set to zero, to calculate the fission and evaporation residue excita­
tion functions for 19F + 169Tm. The level density at equilibrium, the ratio a //a „  
and the fission barrier scaling factor were adjusted to obtain good agreement with 
the experimental results of Ref. [Cha86]. The calculated and measured fission 
excitation functions are shown in Fig. 5.1 and agree well for all but the lowest 
projectile energies, reflecting the increased sensitivity to the fusion angular mo­
m entum  distribution at such energies. Using this set of input param eters, the 
fission and evaporation residue excitation functions were then calculated for the 
reactions 28Si-f160Gd and 34ST154Sm, where experimental values are not avail­
able. The calculated values of aer(E) for all three reactions are shown in Table 
5.1 and are used as constraints in the modified statistical model calculations as 
described in the following sections.
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Figure 5.1: Circles denote the experimental fission excitation function for the 
reaction 19F -f169Tm. The calculations made using JOANNE are shown as the 
solid line.
5 .2 .3  L evel D en sity  P aram eters
The level density param eter as a function of deformation can be written as (see 
Section 2.4.1)
a = av A + as A 2/3B s (q). (5.3)
In the present calculations the parameters ay and as are taken from Ref. [Tok81]. 
It is assumed that the nucleus has a spherical shape at its equilibrium position and 
so the corresponding level density param eter, au, is given by the above expression 
with the surface energy functional B s(q ) =  1.0.
In many statistical model analyses of fusion-fission reactions [Gav87, Les93a,
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Hin92a, New88], the ratio of the level density at the saddle point to tha t at 
equilibrium, a //a „ , is adjusted to reproduce the experimental fission probability 
and is thus a free param eter in the model. In the present calculations it was 
decided to calculate this ratio for each reaction and excitation energy. From Eqn. 
5.3 it follows that
af av A  +  as A 2/3B 3sp(q)
au ~  av A  +  as A 2/3 ’ { J
where B 3p(q) is the surface energy functional at the saddle point and was calcu­
lated using the rotating finite-range model, as described in Ref. [Les94a]. The 
surface energy at the saddle point, and hence B 3sp(q), is a function of angular 
momentum. Fig. 5.2 shows the level density ratio a j / au as a function of angular 
momentum J  for the compound nucleus 188Pt.
In determining a f / a v for each reaction and excitation energy, it was assumed 
tha t the compound nucleus was formed with an average angular m omentum given
by
J _ EjLp
E ? = 0
where the angular momentum distribution following fusion, <jfus(E,  J ) ,  is given by 
Eqn. (5.1). The appropriate value of a f / a u is then easily found from Fig. 5.2. It 
has also been assumed that J f U9 is constant from equilibrium to scission, ignoring 
the effect of particle evaporation. However, this is a reasonable assumption for the 
reactions and excitation energies considered, where a typical value of the average 
angular momentum J f us ~  60 and an em itted neutron will typically carry away 
angular momentum of ~  lh.
5 .2 .4  E xtraction  o f  T im esca les
The input param eters described in the preceding sections were used to make 
calculations for each of the reactions and excitation energies listed in Table 5.1. 
The free parameters which were adjusted to fit the experimental data were the 
delay times, and Tpoat, and the Kramers factor, K f w . It has been assumed 
in the present analysis that the Kramers factor is independent of the timescales, 
though this is not strictly correct since both quantities depend on the reduced 
dissipation coefficient.
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J
Figure 5.2: The level density ratio a //a „  as a function of the average compound 
nucleus spin J ,  calculated using the rotating finite-range model.
It is well known tha t nuclear dissipation enhances particle emission during 
the fission process [Gra86, Hil92]. However, even without the explicit inclusion 
of dissipative dynamics into the statistical model, protons and a-particles will 
be evaporated before the scission point is reached. It is therefore im portant for 
later interpretations of the excess particle emission in terms of timescales and 
viscosities to quantify these standard statistical model multiplicities. Hence ini­
tial calculations were made with =  0 and rpoat =  0, i.e. no dynamics. The 
Kramers factor, K f w , was freely adjusted to reproduce the evaporation residue 
cross-sections given in Table 5.1. However, such a calculation will require K f w 
to be artificially small to reproduce these experimental values, as one effect of
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Figure 5.3: Com parison of the  experim entally  m easured proton and a-partic le  
m ultiplicities w ith those calculated using the sta tistica l model code JOA N NE, 
w ith Tpre =  0 and =  0.
not including the  fission delay tim e is to decrease the evaporation residue cross- 
section. Once this delay tim e is included, K ^ w will have to be increased if the 
cross-sections are to  be fitted. It is im portan t for the la ter in terpre ta tions to 
calculate the  s tandard  statistical model m ultiplicities using the same param eters 
as those used when tim escales are included. So the calculations using timescales 
of zero com pared to  the experim ental m ultiplicities in Fig. 5.3 are those calcu­
la ted  w ith the  same K f w values as those used when the tim escales are included. 
The evaporation residue cross-sections are therefore underestim ated  by ~  10%. 
In fact the m ultiplicities and m ean kinetic energies are relatively insensitive to 
changes in K ^ w . It can be seen from Fig. 5.3 th a t the experim entally  observed
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Figure 5.4: M onte-Carlo S tatistical model calculations of a-partic le  m ean kinetic 
energies as a function of 7 ^ *  for the reaction 28Si-h160Gd at Eiab =  175.5MeV, 
w ith Tpre = 2 x 10_21s. The solid line is a least-squares fit to the calculations, the 
dashed and do tted  lines indicating the experim ental value and uncertainty.
m ultiplicities are in excess of the standard  statistical model calculations for all 
bu t the  lowest excitation energies. As was discussed in C hapter 2, this is because 
at low excitation energies the lifetim e for neutron emission can be >  100 X 10-21s 
and so an additional delay tim e due to  dissipation of, typically, <  30 X 10-21s 
will have a small effect on the calculated pre-scission m ultiplicities. At higher 
excitation energies, the neutron  emission lifetim e can be less than  5 X 10~21s, and 
the additional delay will have a significant effect on the m ultiplicities.
Delay tim es and rpo3t were now included in order to sim ultaneously fit the 
experim entally  m easured proton and a-partic le  m ultiplicities and m ean energies. 
As has been m entioned, these quantities are expected to be m ore sensitive to  the 
effects of dissipation at higher excitation energies and so fits were only obtained 
at the  highest excitation energy m easured for each reaction. The timescales 
ex tracted  were then  used to  calculate the experim ental quantities for the lower 
excitation energies w ithout any ad justm ent. In each case the K ram ers factor, 
was also adjusted to  best reproduce the evaporation residue cross-sections 
of Table 5.1 w ith the necessary timescales. It was found th a t small adjustm ents
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in Kj*w did not significantly affect either the calculated multiplicities or mean 
energies.
Combinations of 7 ^  and Tpoat which fitted the experimental quantities in­
dividually, were obtained in the following way. The reaction 28Si4-160Gd at 
Eiob — 175.5MeV is used as an example. If the a-particle mean kinetic energy, 
Ea , is initially considered, then for a fixed , calculations of Ea were made 
for several values of t^ .  The mean energies were seen to vary approximately 
linearly with Tpoat for to tal fission timescales < 60 x 10-21 and this allowed the 
value of Tpoat which reproduced the experimental a-particle mean energy with 
this particular value of Tp^ to be determined, together with an associated uncer­
tainty. This is illustrated in Fig. 5.4. Such a calculation was made for several 
fixed values of Tp^, allowing the linear function Tpoat = Ar^e +  B  to be deter­
mined. Combinations of T pre and r ^ t  which satisfy this function therefore fit 
the experimental a-particle mean energy, with an uncertainty being assigned to 
this fit. A similar analysis was also done for the other experimental quantities 
/ia , fip and Ep. The combinations of and Tpoat which best fit these quantities 
individually are shown in Fig. 5.5. The uncertainties which accompany the linear 
functions are not shown.
From Fig. 5.5 it can be seen tha t there is no single combination of Tpj.e and rpoat 
which perfectly reproduces all of the data simultaneously. The errors arising from 
fitting these four experimental constraints can, however, be used to construct a 
surface representing the %2 per degree of freedom in TpT.e/Tpoat space and this is 
shown in Fig. 5.6. The particular combination of Tp^ and Tpoat which corresponds 
to the minimum of this surface then gives the best simultaneous fit to all of the 
data.
Such an analysis was made at the highest excitation energy measured for 
each of the three reactions and the resulting timescales and Kramers factors are 
shown in Table 5.2. These values of r^e and rpoat were then used to calculate 
the multiplicities and mean energies measured at the lower excitation energies for 
each reaction. No adjustm ent of the timescales was made when calculating the 
quantities at lower excitation energies. The Kramers factor K ^ w was adjusted in 
order to reproduce the appropriate experimental evaporation residue and fission 
cross-sections and ranged from 0.48 at the lowest excitation energies to 0.21 at
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Figure 5.5: The solid and dashed lines denote combinations of Tpre and Tpoat which 
individually reproduce the measured values of /2a , fip, Ea and Ep for the reaction 
28Si+160Gd at Eiab = 175.5MeV.
the highest excitation energies. These values are similar to the Kramers values 
deduced in studies of pre-scission neutron emission from 208Pb [Ros92]. Figs. 5.7 
and 5.8 compare the experimental and calculated multiplicities and mean energies 
respectively, as a function of excitation energy.
There is good agreement over the entire range of the excitation functions 
for all of the reactions, demonstrating the success and internal consistency of 
the modified statistical model used. The total fission timescales extracted from 
the data, Ttota h  are in quantitative agreement with previous analysis of the neu­
tron multiplicities and mean energies from systems with A ~  200 which imply 
Ttotai = 35(15) x 10-21 [Hin92b]. Additionally, analysis of light charged particle
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Figure 5.6: Contours of the x 2-sur a^ce resulting from the fia, /xp, Ea and Ep 
constraints, for the reaction 28S i+160Gd at Eiab =  175.5MeV.
multiplicities and mean energies for similar systems imply rtotai — 30(10) x 10-21 
[Les93b]. Statistical model analyses similar to that presented here were used 
in those studies. In particular, the total fission timescale, r toto/, for the reac­
tion 19F -f169Tm is in excellent agreement with values previously obtained for 
fusion-fission reactions. As will be discussed later, the reactions 28Si-f 160Gd and 
34S + 154Sm could be expected to have a significant fast-fission component (fission 
without a barrier). This would lead to smaller values of rtotai [Hin92a], which are 
observed in the present experiments. Further discussion and interpretation of the 
timescales will be made in the following sections.
In the preceding discussion the importance of using the experimentally mea­
sured proton and a-particle mean energies as constraints on the statistical model 
analysis was not stressed. Several similar analyses have been made using only the 
multiplicities as constraints on the model [Gav87, Hin89a, Les93a]. However, it 
can be seen from Fig. 5.5 tha t the multiplicities can be fitted with various com-
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Table 5.2: Timescales and Kramers factors extracted from the experimental mul­
tiplicities and mean energies.
Reaction Ex(MeV) K f w V e( I 0 21<S) 7 p o * t(1 0  21s ) T t o t a l  (10 21 S )
19F +  169Tm 94.6 0.21 11(3) 17(9) 28(9)
28S i+160Gd 95.9 0.40 2(2) 11(5) 13(5)
34S + 1MSm 95.8 0.40 3(2) 20(6) 23(6)
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of the experimentally measured proton and a-particle 
multiplicities with those calculated using the statistical model code JOANNE, 
using values of r^g and Tpoaf determined from the fitting procedure outlined in 
the text.
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Figure 5.8: Com parison of the experim entally m easured m ean energies of the 
protons and a-partic les w ith those calculated using the  s tatistical m odel code 
JO A N N E, using values of Tpre  and Tpoat determ ined from the fitting  procedure 
outlined in the  tex t. The solid and dotted  lines indicate calculations m ade assum ­
ing emission from the deformed system  between saddle and scission and emission 
from the spherical equilibrium  system  respectively.
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binations of r pre and Tpoat- Only by using the information contained in the mean 
energies can the appropriate combination of Tpre and Tpoat be deduced. Using the 
multiplicities alone could lead to very different values being assigned to r p re and 
Tpogt. Indeed, in the particular case shown, 28Si-)-160Gd at E i ab = 175.5 MeV, the 
timescales which best fit the multiplicities are Tpre =  6.8 x 10_213 and Tpoat —  0, 
i.e. the emission is only from the spherical system at equilibrium. In fact it is 
possible to reproduce reasonably well the multiplicities for all the systems studied 
assuming emission from the spherical system alone. To dem onstrate the impor­
tance of this, the dotted lines in Fig. 5.8 correspond to calculations of the mean 
energies assuming emission from spherical deformations only and using values of 
Tpre which fit the experimental proton and a-particle multiplicities. This shows 
tha t the mean energies are much more sensitive than the multiplicities to how 
much of the emission is from the spherical system and how much is from the 
deformed system (the T p re /T p o a t split). While it is possible to fit the multiplicities 
assuming either emission from spherical deformations alone or from both spheri­
cal and deformed systems, the mean energies can only be fitted with a particular 
ratio of Tpre to Tpoat■ It can also be seen tha t, as the mass of the projectile is 
increased, increasing the average spin of the initial compound system, it becomes 
necessary for more of the emission to occur from the deformed system. The ef­
fect is only clearly seen for the 28Si-f 160Gd and 34S-f 154Sm reactions and is more 
pronounced for the mean kinetic energies of the a-particles than for the protons. 
This is qualitatively consistent with the extracted timescales listed in Table 5.2, 
where Tpoat is constant within the experimental uncertainty for all three reactions 
but Tpre is much larger for the 19F + 169Tm reaction than for the 28S i+160Gd and 
34S-f 154Sm reactions. As mentioned previously, these la tter two reactions with 
the heavier mass projectiles are expected to have a significant fast-fission compo­
nent and so the fused system will spend most of the total dynamical fission time 
Ttota i at large deformations, as suggested by Fig. 5.8.
5.3 The R educed  D issip ation  Coefficient ß
The magnitude of the reduced dissipation coefficient, /?, has been inferred from 
timescales extracted from modified statistical model analyses by several authors
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[Gav87, Gra86, Hin89b]. In most cases, however, analytical expressions for the 
timescales in term s of /3, which were derived from transport equations under 
very restrictive assumptions, were used. The inadequacy of these assumptions, 
and hence the expressions, for realistic nuclear systems have been discussed in 
Chapter 2.
The simplistic modifications to the standard statistical model to include the 
effects of dissipative dynamics are also problematic. More specifically the grad­
ual increase of the fission width to its asymptotic value was approximated with 
a sharp transition after a delay time 7 ^ .  Physically this implies tha t only after 
a tim e 7 ^  is fission allowed to compete equally with particle emission. There is 
not a simple relationship between rVTe and r j. For systems with a low fission bar­
rier relative to the initial excitation energy of the system, or high fission width, 
fission may compete equally with particle emission well before the asymptotic 
fission width is reached. Additionally the time taken for the nuclear system to 
evolve from the saddle-point deformation to the scission configuration, Tpoat, was 
assumed to be spent at just one interm ediate deformation. Particle emission 
occurred therefore from the spherical equilibrium shape and one deformation 
between saddle and scission only. Such modifications to the statistical model ap­
proximate the dynamical nature of the fission process, since in reality the system 
evolves continuously from its equilibrium deformation to scission, particles being 
em itted from many deformed configurations.
There exists a problem, therefore, as to how the timescales extracted from the 
statistical model should be interpreted so as to determine the nuclear dissipation 
coefficient. The method adopted here is to make simple dynamical calculations, 
which depend on /?, tha t reproduce the pre-saddle delay time 7 ^  and the saddle- 
to-scission tim e 7^* , deduced from the modified statistical model calculations. 
In the following section specific details of the dynamical calculations are given.
As mentioned in Section 2.6.2, it is difficult to determine reliably either the 
tem perature dependence of the fission barrier or the nuclear level density at the 
saddle point. These quantities sensitively influence the transition state value of 
the fission width, taken to be in the present model, and so the Kramers
factor Kj  associated with this width will also be sensitive to them. Therefore 
the values of K f w determined from the experimental data were not used to
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calculate values of ß.
5.3.1 Dynam ical M odel Calculations
The one-dim ensional Langevin equation of m otion has been used to  describe 
the  dynam ical evolution of the system . The collective degree of freedom  is the 
elongation, or distance between mass centres, of the nucleus and denoted by q. 
The coupled equations of m otion are shown below
V
V
dV
dq
1 dm  2 
2m 2 dq ^
ß — + gT(t), 
m
(5.6)
where T(t) is the G aussian random  fluctuating force. The coordinate dependent 
conservative poten tial, V(q),  and m om ent of inertia , m(q),  were calculated  using 
the tem peratu re-dependen t ro tating  finite range model [Les94a]. ß  is th e  reduced 
dissipation coefficient, related  to  the strength , g, of the fluctuating force through 
the  fluctuation-dissipation theorem , the one-dim ensional form of which is g = 
\ f p T . In calculating the conservative potential, the angular m om entum  J  and 
tem p era tu re  T  of the nuclear system  were taken to be constant th roughout the 
dynam ical evolution of the  system . This assumes th a t particle em ission does 
not influence the dynam ics. For the system s studied here the experim entally  
m easured light particle m ultiplicities are small and so this assum ption, while an 
approxim ation, is a reasonable one. It allows the above dynam ical equations to 
be solved w ithout incorporating particle emission.
Eqn. (5.6) was solved by num erical iteration  (e.g. see Ref. [Ris89]) and its 
tim e developm ent followed for 30 x 10-21s. After this tim e the elongation degree 
of freedom has equilibrated  and it is no longer necessary to follow the  dynam ics. 
Fig. 5.9(a) shows a calculation of the fission decay w idth of 188P t nuclei for 
J  = 50, nuclear tem pera tu re  T  = 1.5 MeV and ß  = 5 x 1021s -1 as a function 
of tim e, relative to  the corresponding decay w idth at t = oo. Also shown is the 
simple approxim ation, used in the modified statistical model, of a step function, 
w ith the decay w idth equal to  zero at tim es less than  and equal to  the  full
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Figure 5.9: (a) Comparison of the transient delay calculated from the dynamical 
model and the sharp transition approximation, (b) Distribution of saddle-to- 
scission times calculated with the dynamical model. The arrow shows the mean 
dynamical saddle-to-scission delay time raac. Calculations are for 188P t, with 
ß  =  5 x 1021s - \  J  — 50 and T  -  1.5MeV\
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asymptotic value at times greater than r^. The effective pre-saddle dynamical 
delay tim e shown in Fig. 5.9(a) was obtained using
Other definitions of Td could have been used, such as when the fission rate reaches 
90% of its asymptotic value, which would generally be at a greater time than the 
value of Td defined above. However, as has been stated before, it is likely tha t
is certainly the case for the reactions studied here and so the present definition 
of Td is reasonable. The distribution of saddle-to-scission times described by the 
dynamical calculations for the above initial conditions is shown in Fig. 5.9(b)
the dynamical times Td and Taac and the total fission tim e r tota/ are plotted as a 
function of J  in Fig. 5.10. It can be seen that as J  is increased, decreases to 
zero and Taac increases. This is a result of the saddle point moving to less deformed 
configurations and the height of the fission barrier decreasing as J  increases. Thus
taken to establish the quasistationary fission width at the saddle point decreases. 
The total fission time Tto ta i remains approximately constant. The timescales are
and the fission barrier is zero, so that Td = 0 and fast-fission occurs. For J  > 70 
an equilibrium position and saddle-point no longer exist and the potential energy 
surface decreases continuously from the assumed formation point of the compound 
nuclear system to scission. Both r aac and Tto ta i now decrease with increasing J .
The preceding dynamical calculations were used to determine values for the 
reduced dissipation coefficient ß  from the timescales extracted using the modi­
fied statistical model. To interpret these timescales, appropriate choices of the 
average angular momentum J and nuclear tem perature Tfta of the fissioning 
systems have to be made for each reaction. These were determined from modified 
statistical model calculations of the average angular momentum and therm al en­
ergy of those nuclei which em itted a-particles or protons in excess of the standard
(5.7)
fission will compete equally with particle emission well before the asym ptotic 
fission width (or 90% of its value) is reached, if the fission barrier is small. This
and the dynamical saddle-to-scission tim e r aac is defined as the mean of this 
distribution.
Calculations were made for a range of values of angular momentum J  and
the tim e taken to move from the saddle-point to scission increases while tha t
shown up to J = 70, where the saddle-point and equilibrium position coincide
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Figure 5.10: The dynamical transient delay time the mean saddle-to-scission 
transition tim e raac and the total dynamical fission tim e 77  = Td~\-Taac , as functions 
of the compound nucleus spin J .
statistical model predictions and then proceeded to fission. It was found tha t J  
and T  were approximately equal for both the protons and a-particles. Table 5.3 
lists Jf ia and Tfta for each of the reactions studied and the values of r j  and raac 
determined from Fig. 5.10. The nuclear tem perature is approximately constant 
for all three reactions and was taken to be Tfia =  1.5 MeV. The average angular 
momentum Jf t9 increases with increasing projectile mass.
The values of Jfxa for the reactions 28Si+160Gd and 34S-|-154Sm at the highest 
excitation energies are large enough so that there is no transient delay tim e for 
these systems, i.e. there is no fission barrier and fast-fission occurs. This offers
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Table 5.3: Values of Jfxa and Tfxa calculated for each reaction and the implied 
dynamical timescales and raac.
Reaction J f t s Tf„(MeV) Td( 10 21 5 ) t „ c( 1 0 - 21s )
19F + 169Tm 61.4 1.51 6.2 9.5
28S i+160Gd 69.0 1.54 0.0 14.9
34S + 154Sm 72.6 1.51 0.0 —
an explanation for the sharp decrease in the pre-saddle delay time extracted from 
the modified statistical model from r^g = 11 X 10-21s for the reaction 19F + 169Tm 
to Tpre = 2 x 10~21s for the reactions 28Si-f160Gd and 34S-f154Sm. Although the 
dynamical calculations suggest a dynamical time tj = 0 for these systems, the 
statistical model calculations assume particle emission from only two sources, 
one spherical and one deformed. Hence, even if the spherical configuration at 
the equilibrium position is never attained, the statistical model calculations will 
always assign some of the timescale to the spherical em itter. As mentioned pre­
viously, this explanation of the experimental timescales in terms of fast fission 
is also qualitatively consistent with Fig. 5.8. There it was suggested tha t the 
mean kinetic energies of the em itted protons and a-particles implied that most of 
the total dynamical fission time for the reactions28Si-f 160Gd and 34S + 154Sm was 
spent at large deformation.
It should be noted, however, tha t the above explanation assumes that only one 
value of the angular momentum, Jf ta, is im portant in the dynamics. In fact there 
will be a distribution of J-values which are im portant, some of which will have 
a finite fission barrier, and hence a value of tj, associated with them. However, 
it is certainly true tha t in the compound nucleus studied, 188P t, the protons and 
a-particles come predominantly from systems with high J-values.
Since no fission barrier exists at the average angular momentum for the highest 
excitation energies of the compound systems formed in the reactions 28Si-f 160Gd 
and 34S + 154Sm, it is uncertain how to interpret rpre and rpoat to give values for 
the reduced dissipation coefficient. In fact, for reactions where no fission barrier 
exists, the whole approach of using a statistical model to interpret the data is
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rather uncertain. The total dynamical fission timescale, r tota/, could be used 
to give information on an average value of ß  but this should be done within the 
framework of a fully dynamical model. Thus only the experimental data from the 
reaction 19F + 169Tm can be reliably used to give dissipation values for inside the 
saddle-point and between saddle and scission, at least at the highest excitation 
energies. The dynamical timescales shown in Table 5.3 have been calculated for 
ß  =  5 x 1021s -1 . To determine the reduced dissipation coefficient appropriate 
to the timescales extracted from the modified statistical model shown in Table 
5.2 the scaling relationship valid for overdamped dynamical motion, which was 
described in Chapter 2, was used and is shown below :
r(ß)  =  (ßlßo)T(ßo)- (5.8)
The timescales rpre and Tpoat for the reaction 19F-b169Tm therefore imply ß = 
8.9(2.4) x 1021s -1 for compact systems and ß  =  8.4(3.1) x 10215_1 for highly 
deformed configurations.
5 .4  D is s ip a t io n  M ech a n ism s
Discussions have been given in Chapter 2 of the various approaches to modelling 
nuclear dissipation. In this section the information which the values of the re­
duced dissipation coefficient, determined from the present experimental data in 
the previous section, can give on the dissipation mechanism is discussed.
Previously it has been stated that, for nuclei at tem peratures of the order of a 
few MeV where Pauli blocking is effective, one-body dissipation is expected to be 
the dominant mechanism and tha t the most appropriate description of this type 
of dissipation is the surface-plus-window model [Nix87a], In this model the only 
free param eter is the strength of the surface component, k3. Using this model, 
calculations have been made of the reduced dissipation coefficient ß  as a function 
of the nuclear elongation r / R 0 for several values of k9 [Nix94] and are shown in 
Fig. 5.11, together with the experimental values of ß. The experimentally derived 
values of ß  are averaged over many deformations and are therefore shown as 
shaded areas covering all deformations pre-saddle or all deformations post-saddle. 
It can be seen tha t the experimental results indicate tha t ß  is relatively constant
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Figure 5.11: Reduced dissipation coefficient, /?, as a function of the distance 
between mass centres in units of the spherical radius t/ R q. The shaded regions 
are those defined by the experimental analysis, where the equilibrium deformation 
is 0.85 and the saddle-point deformation is 1.41. The solid lines are surface-plus- 
window dissipation model calculations with various values of ka.
with increasing deformation. Comparison of the experimental and theoretical 
results suggests tha t k„ = 0.6 ±  0.3 is needed for compact configurations and 
k9 = 1.0 ±  0.4 is needed for highly deformed configurations.
Other comparisons of the surface-plus window model with experimental data 
have been made and were discussed in Chapter 2. Comparison with experimental 
fission fragment translational kinetic energies suggests a value of ka = 0.5 ±  0.2 
for highly deformed nuclei with A ~  200 [Nix87a, Nix84]. Comparison with ex­
perim ental isoscalar giant quadrupole and giant octupole widths as a function of 
mass number suggests tha t for small oscillations about nearly spherical shapes 
ka = 0.27 ±  0.06 [Nix87a, Nix84]. The agreement between the values of ka ex­
tracted here using the dynamical timescales and raac and the values determined
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previously from comparisons with other types of data is encouraging. Recently, 
a separate analysis of light charged particle emission from the fission decay of 
nuclei with A ~  200 has reached a similar conclusion [Les93c, Les94b]. It should 
be noted that the smaller values of ka needed to reproduce the experimental val­
ues of ß  at compact configurations were also suggested on theoretical grounds 
[Blo78, Gri86, Yan85], as described in Section 2.5.
However it is difficult to reach a definite conclusion on the strength of the 
dissipation mechanism from such agreement for several reasons. The isoscalar 
giant resonance is viewed as a small-amplitude collective oscillation of multipole 
degree n in which the neutrons and protons undergo in-phase, incompressible, 
irrotational flow. It is not obvious that the dissipation mechanism or strength 
involved in such motion should be the same as that involved in the large-amplitude 
collective motion of fission. The calculation of the fission fragment translational 
kinetic energy is very sensitive to details of the scission configuration, such as the 
shape degrees of freedom considered, the definition of where the neck will break 
and the resulting post-scission dynamical motion. Thus, though in principle 
the dynamics of the scission configuration is a sensitive probe of the dissipation 
mechanism at large deformations, a large amount of uncertainty is associated 
with the value of ka determined from the kinetic energy of fission fragments.
Independent analyses of other pre-scission emission data have come to quite 
different conclusions regarding the magnitude and shape dependence of nuclear 
dissipation, some of which have already been discussed in Chapter 2. In Ref. 
[Fro93b] fission probabilities and pre-scission neutron data measured over a wide 
range of compound nuclei masses were analysed within a model combining both 
dynamical Langevin and statistical approaches. There it was concluded that 
the reduced dissipation coefficient has a value of ß ~  2 x 1021s-1 for compact 
nuclear shapes and increases rapidly beyond the deformation where necking oc­
curs, possibly reaching ß ~  30 X 1021s_1 at very highly deformed shapes. The 
analysis of giant-dipole 7 -rays from heavy-ion fusion-fission reactions implies 
ß  ~  20 x 1021s-1 [Dio92]. Analysis of pre-scission neutron and light charged- 
particle multiplicities and fission fragment kinetic energies for 200Pb using a 
two-dimensional Langevin approach required full one-body dissipation, that is 
ß ~  20 x 10215-1 or ka = 1.0 [Wad93].
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N evertheless, it can be concluded th a t the dynam ical tim escales ex tracted  
from  the pre-scission light charged-particle emission in the  present study are 
qualitatively  consistent w ith a nuclear dissipation m echanism  where the coupling 
between the nuclear collective m otion and the in ternal degrees of freedom is dom ­
inated  by the  collision of nucleons w ith the nuclear surface and nucleon-nucleon 
collisions in the  region of the nuclear surface.
C hapter 6 
C onclusions
A ngular correlations between charged particles and fission fragm ents at 30 angles 
in 3 m utually  orthogonal planes have been m easured for the reactions 19F + 169Tm , 
28S i+ 160Gd and 34S-f154Sm. These reactions form the com pound nucleus 188P t 
w ith a wide range of initial angular m om entum  and excitation energy. Analysis 
of these d a ta  using a kinem atical m ultip le source fitting  procedure has allowed 
the  ex traction  of the energy spectra, angular d istributions and m ultiplicities as­
sociated w ith the pre-scission, post-scission and near-scission emission of protons 
and a-partic les to be determ ined.
The pre-scission proton and a-partic le  m ultiplicities and m ean kinetic en­
ergies were then in terpreted  using the statistical model, modified to include a 
pre-saddle delay tim e 7^«,, a post-saddle delay tim e rpo3t and a K ram ers fission 
w idth  reduction factor K f w , all of which depend on the m agnitude of the re­
duced dissipation coefficient. Particle emission during the saddle-to-scission delay 
tim e was m odelled as being from an em itter whose deform ation was between the 
saddle point and the scission configuration. The shape dependence of bo th  the 
particle binding energies, calculated from the liquid drop model, and particle 
transm ission coefficients were taken into account for the deformed em itter. The 
ro ta ting  finite range model was used to  calculate the fission barriers, the  level 
density param eter at equilibrium , au, and the ratio  of the  level density param eter 
a t the  saddle point to th a t at equilibrium , af  / au. Fusion cross-sections calculated 
from  the Bass model were used to define the initial fusion angular m om entum  
distributions in the model.
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In the subsequent analysis, the evaporation residue and fission cross-sections 
were used to limit the possible values of K f w . It was found tha t, with r  
and Tpoat equal to zero, the charged particle multiplicities were underestim ated 
at all excitation energies other than at the lowest energy points where the fis­
sion lifetime is much larger than the expected dynamical timescale. The mean 
energies were overestimated at all excitation energies. The constraints imposed 
on the timescales Tp*.«, and Tpoat by the experimental multiplicities were insuffi­
cient to define the Tpre/Tpo,* split uniquely. Rather a band of possible T^^jr^at 
combinations were able to fit the multiplicities. However, it was shown that the 
deformation dependence of the mean kinetic energy of the em itted pre-scission 
light charged particles allowed the total dynamical fission timescale T to ta i to be 
divided into pre-saddle and post-saddle components. It was also demonstrated 
tha t, as the mass of the projectile was increased, more of the emission needed 
to come from the deformed system for the mean energies to be fitted, indicating 
a possible entrance channel effect. This effect was more pronounced for the a- 
particles than for the protons. The total timescales are in qualitative agreement 
with timescales deduced from previous analyses of pre-scission neutron [Hin92b] 
and light charged particle emission [Les93bj. However, whereas the saddle-to- 
scission delay times were comparable for all three reactions, the pre-saddle delay 
times for the 28S i+160Gd and 34S + 154Sm reactions were much shorter than for 
the 19F-|-169Tm reaction. For all three reactions, a significant part of the total 
dynamical fission timescale is spent during the descent from the saddle point to 
the scission configuration.
The interpretation of the timescales and the determination of values for the 
reduced dissipation coefficient posed some problems. In the modified statistical 
model, the true transient delay, during which the fission decay width increases 
smoothly from zero to its quasistationary value, was approximated by a step 
function. In addition the time taken for the nucleus to travel from the saddle 
point to scission was assumed to be spent at one interm ediate deformation. Also, 
the analytical expressions which are available relating and r aac to the reduced 
dissipation coefficient ß  were derived for idealised potential energy surfaces which 
are significantly different from those applicable to real nuclei [Gra86]. Hence, a 
simple one-dimensional Langevin model was used to describe the dynamics on
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a tem perature-dependent finite-range potential energy surface. This model was 
then used to relate rpre and Tpoat to the dynamical transient delay tim e and 
mean saddle-to-scission tim e rBac and to determine values of the reduced dis­
sipation coefficient ß  from the experimental timescales. It was found tha t 
decreased to  zero with increasing angular momentum and raac increased, while 
the total delay time Tf remained approximately constant. These dynamical ef­
fects were a result of the deformation of the saddle point of the potential energy 
surface decreasing with increasing angular momentum until the equilibrium and 
saddle point deformations coincide at some value of the angular momentum , at 
which Td = 0 and the fission barrier height is zero. This value was less than 
the average angular momentum of fissioning systems produced in the reactions 
28Si-f 160Gd and 34S-f154Sm at the highest excitation energies studied and offered 
an explanation of the short pre-saddle delay times deduced for these reactions. 
Such a process is normally called fast fission. Hence, only the timescales from 
the 19F + 169Tm reaction were used to deduce values of /3, as this was the only 
reaction where a fission barrier large compared with the tem perature of the com­
pound nucleus existed and this is necessary if the concepts of the transient delay 
tim e and the quasi-stationary fission width are to be valid. From this analysis 
values of the reduced dissipation coefficient were deduced for compact configura­
tions inside the saddle-point of ß  = 8.9(2.4) x 1021s -1 and for highly deformed 
configurations between saddle and scission of ß  =  8.4(3.1) x 1021s _1.
Comparisons of the experimentally deduced values of the reduced dissipation 
coefficient as a function of deformation were made with the predictions of the 
surface-plus-window dissipation model [Nix87a]. These suggested th a t a value 
of ka = 0.6 ±  0.3 is needed for compact configurations and ka = 1.0 ±  0.4 is 
needed for highly deformed configurations. Previous comparisons of the surface- 
plus-window model with fission fragment kinetic energies suggested a value of 
ka — 0.5 ±  0.2 for highly deformed nuclei with A  ~  200 while comparisons with 
experimental isoscalar giant quadrupole and giant octupole widths suggested that 
ka = 0.27 ±  0.06 for nearly spherical shapes [Nix87a]. The values of ka found in 
the present study are in reasonable agreement with these previous values. Several 
other independent studies come to quite different conclusions regarding the mag­
nitude and shape dependence of nuclear dissipation. The analysis of giant dipole
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7-rays from heavy-ion fusion-fission reactions implies ß  ~  20 x 102Os _1 inside the 
saddle point [Dio92]. Analysis of pre-scission neutron and light charged particles 
and fission fragment kinetic energies for 200Pb using a two-dimensional Langevin 
approach found acceptable agreement with ka =  1.0 at all deformations [Wad93]. 
Comparisons of a model combining one-dimensional Langevin and statistical ap­
proaches with experimental fission probabilities and pre-scission neutron data 
suggested that ß  ~  2 x 1021s -1 for compact nuclear shapes and increases rapidly 
beyond the deformation where necking occurs to ß  ~  30 X 1021s -1 for very highly 
deformed scission configurations [Fro93b]. Nevertheless, it is clear that the dy­
namical timescales extracted in the present work from pre-scission light charged 
particle emission are qualitatively consistent with a nuclear dissipation mecha­
nism where the coupling between the nuclear collective motion and the internal 
degrees of freedom is dominated by the collision of nucleons with the nuclear 
surface and nucleon-nucleon collisions in the region of the nuclear surface.
Clearly, more work needs to be done to clarify the nature of the dissipation 
involved in large-amplitude collective motion such as fission. The most impor­
tant problem is to understand the deformation dependence of the dissipation 
coefficient. In the work presented here several models were used to give values 
of ß  averaged over deformations pre-saddle and deformations post-saddle. Ex­
periments designed to investigate particular deformations need to be made. One 
possible study would be of the near-scission emission of light charged particles 
and heavier fragments from the fission of heavy nuclei. Such experiments are ex­
pected to be sensitive to the dynamics at very large deformations near the scission 
configuration and could reveal information on the nuclear dissipation mechanism 
at these deformations [Car86]. The further development of detailed dynamical 
models, which can follow the fissioning nucleus throughout deformation space 
with particle emission coming from all deformations between equilibrium and 
scission, is important to correctly interpret such experiments. It would also be 
necessary for these models to contain a realistic description of the free energy at 
finite temperatures or equivalently, the level density parameter as a function of 
deformation.
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